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Abstract 
This thesis describes the construction and analysis of a first Brassica oleracea pangenome. It 
also presents a pipeline that was developed and implemented in order to build and analyse the 
pangenome. 
B. oleracea is a species of high economic importance encompassing crops like broccoli, 
Brussels sprout, cabbage, cauliflower, kale and kohlrabi. Additionally, it is of high interest to 
the scientific community because the crops display remarkable morphological and 
physiological variation and the genetic underpinning of this variation is not fully understood. 
Recent years have seen an explosion of genome sequencing projects. It has also become clear 
that there is a significant amount of presence/absence and copy number variation between 
individuals of the same species, and a reference sequence from a single individual is unable to 
capture all of the genomic information necessary to fully characterize a species. The term 
pangenome was coined to describe all the genomic (genic) sequence information found within 
species. 
We have hypothesized that some of the phenotypic variation found in the B. oleracea crops 
might be due to presence/absence variants and therefore we have set out to construct and 
analyse the B. oleracea pangenome. 
The pipeline designed was composed of three main steps 1. Pangenome assembly using an 
iterative mapping and assembly approach and pangenome annotation. 2. Analysis of 
presence/absence variation and pangenome size modelling. 3. Analysis of single nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs).  
The pangenome was assembled using ten diverse lines (eight cultivated, one rapid cycling and 
one wild relative of B. oleracea – B. macrocarpa). The assembled pangenome is 583 Mbp in 
size and contains 64,422 gene models, compared with the 488 Mbp genome assembly of the 
rapid cycling B. oleracea TO1000 encoding 59,225 gene models; and the 535 Mbp assembly 
and 45,758 gene models reported for B. oleracea var capitata (cabbage) (Liu et al., 2014e; 
Parkin et al., 2014). In total, 59,508 confident, non-transposable element related (non-TE) gene 
models were used in the analysis and 16% of those displayed presence/absence variation. 
Presence/absence variation affecting genes involved in glucosinolate biosynthesis, vitamin 
biosynthesis and flowering time regulation was observed. 
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This research provides a pipeline for pangenome analysis and provides novel insights into 
Brassica genomics. 
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1 Chapter 1 Literature review 
1.1 Introduction and objectives 
The last 150 years witnessed a revolution in biology brought about by the increasing 
understanding of the mechanisms of inheritance, birth of genetics and genomics. In 1866 
Gregor Mendel published the results of his studies of inheritance in pea plants. However, it 
was not immediately obvious what the carrier of genetic information was. At the beginning of 
the 20th century, it was believed that proteins in chromosomes stored hereditary information. 
Subsequent five decades of research culminated in a paper published by Watson and Crick, 
which presented the double helical structure of the DNA molecule as a carrier of genetic 
material. The second half of the 20th century saw a rapid progress of genomic research: 
publication of DNA sequencing method in 1977 (Sanger et al., 1977b), sequencing of the first 
bacteriophage genome in 1977 (Sanger et al., 1977a), Escherichia coli genome in 1997 
(Blattner et al., 1997), Caenorhabditis elegans genome in 1998 (Consortium, 1998). The first 
human draft genome was completed in 2000 (Consortium, 2001) and the first plant genome 
sequencing project – that of A. thaliana was completed in 2000 (AGI, 2000). The beginning of 
the 21st century saw the introduction of so called second generation sequencing technologies, 
which dramatically reduced cost and time required to complete a draft genome sequence. 
Genome sequencing projects became routine with over 57,000 prokaryotic and 2,600 
eukaryotic genomes submitted to National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/browse/). With the increasing number of genomes 
available it became clear that a single individual harbours only a portion of the genetic material 
found within a species. As a result, the term pangenome was coined, which encompasses all of 
the genomic sequence found within a species. The scientific and technological advances, which 
made sequencing thousands of organisms possible were paralleled by the development of 
analytical tools, which allowed increasingly sophisticated analysis of the sequenced genomes. 
The thesis describes assembly and analysis of the Brassica oleracea pangenome. Brassica 
oleracea is a prime candidate for pangenomic studies; it displays remarkable morphological 
and physiological diversity. Brassica oleracea includes many commonly known vegetables: 




Figure 1-1 The B. oleracea crops. Image obtained from: 
http://www.ecolibrary.org/page/DP347. 
The phenotypic diversity results from selection for different characteristics like pronounced 
stem, leaves, leaf or flower buds. It is expected that that some of the diversity can be attributed 
to structural variants such as presence/absence variants and copy number variants. A 
pangenomic study will help determine the extent of the aforementioned variation. The main 
questions posed by the thesis are. 1. How big is the B. oleracea pangenome, how many genes 
does it contain? 2. What is the extent of genomic diversity between different cultivated and 
wild lines, ie. how many genes are present in some lines but not the others? 3. How much of 
the phenotypic variation can be attributed to gene content diversity? The thesis describes the 
first ever B. oleracea pangenome. 
This literature review provides an introduction to the advances in genomics and bioinformatics 
research including DNA sequencing and assembly, genomic variation discovery and 
pangenomic studies. It also gives an introduction to the Brassica genus and the current state of 
Brassica genomic research. 
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1.2 A short history of DNA sequencing and assembly 
1.2.1 DNA sequencing 
In 1977 two manuscripts describing DNA sequencing methods were published (Maxam and 
Gilbert, 1977; Sanger et al., 1977b). The Sanger method (Sanger et al., 1977b), also known as 
chain termination method, is a sequencing by synthesis (SBS) method utilizing combination of 
deoxy and dideoxy nucleotides. The incorporation of dideoxy nucleotides results in premature 
termination of strand elongation. In the original method, four reactions with four different 
dideoxy nucleotides are performed in parallel, and the DNA sequence is read by interpretation 
of the order of DNA bands visible on gel images. The modification of this method allows 
sequencing in a single reaction where dideoxy nucleotides are labelled by fluorescent dyes. 
The first genome sequence to be completed using Sanger method in 1977 belonged to a phage 
phi X174 (Sanger et al., 1977a). The Sanger sequencing method was quickly adopted by the 
scientific community and the biotechnology industry alike. A second method, the Maxam-
Gilbert sequencing method, relied on chemical modification followed by cleavage at specific 
sites (Maxam and Gilbert, 1977), however, it has never reached comparable popularity due to 
its technical complexities, use of dangerous reagents, and difficulty to scale up (Kumar et al., 
2012). 
In the last decade, a number of alternative technologies with higher throughput and lower cost 
have been developed, however they were unable to match Sanger sequencing in read length 
and accuracy (Kircher and Kelso, 2010). To date, the three main second generation sequencing 
(SGS) platforms developed are: Roche (454) Sequencing, Illumina Sequencing and Applied 
Biosystems (SOLiD). Illumina has become the most popular among those and Roche has 
announced that 454 technology will no longer be supported as of mid-2016. In coming years, 
second generation sequencing technologies will most likely be superseded by third generation 
sequencing (TGS) platforms. The TGS platforms include single molecule real time (SMRT) 
sequencing developed by Pacific Biosciences (Eid et al., 2009), DNA sequencing with 
nanopores developed by Oxford Nanopore (https://www.nanoporetech.com/), and the Ion 
Torrent sequencing platform (Rothberg et al., 2011). 
SGS technologies achieve high throughput by sequencing many DNA molecules in parallel. 
With most technologies strands of DNA are amplified first resulting in multiple copies of 
identical stands anchored in a single location. These are read using a ‘wash and scan’ procedure 
(Schadt et al., 2010). The process involves sequent
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example, labelled nucleotides), incorporation of the nucleotides into the newly synthesized 
DNA strand, interruption of the reaction, removing of the excess reagents, and finally scanning 
in order to identify newly incorporated bases. The process is repeated for multiple cycles 
(Schadt et al., 2010). The biggest challenge faced by SGS technologies is so called ‘dephasing’, 
where with every cycle the population of sequenced molecules becomes increasingly 
asynchronous, which results in increase of noise and sequencing errors as the read extends, and 
ultimately restricts the maximum read length that can be obtained (Metzker, 2010; Schadt et 
al., 2010; Schatz et al., 2010; Whiteford et al., 2009).  
The TGS technologies can be roughly divided into three groups: sequencing by synthesis (SBS) 
technologies, which involve observation of single molecules of DNA polymerases as the 
synthesis of a new strand of DNA progresses (exemplified by Pacific Biosciences technology), 
nanopore based technologies (exemplified by Oxford nanopore) in which a DNA molecule 
passes through a nanopore and the bases are detected by their effect on electric current or 
optical signal and technologies relying on advanced microscopy techniques (Schadt et al., 
2010). To date the main drawback in application of TGS technologies has been low accuracy 
of the reads (Clarke et al., 2009; Eid et al., 2009; Koren and Phillippy, 2015; Quick et al., 
2014).  
1.2.2 DNA assembly 
Genome assembly refers to the process of reconstructing contiguous genomic sequence from 
much shorter sequencing reads. The simplest early assemblers used ‘greedy algorithms’ which 
performed all-vs-all comparisons of reads and joined reads which formed best overlaps. 
Because of the sequencing errors, the overlaps were not perfect, and in order to allow 
mismatches in overlaps, the assemblers used a variation of Smith-Waterman algorithm (Schatz 
et al., 2010; Smith and Waterman, 1981). Simple merging algorithms faced several challenges 
including inability to handle repeats and propensity for chimeric contig assembly (Schatz et 
al., 2010). They were also computationally intensive and therefore not suitable for assembly of 
large eukaryotic genomes. 
Several assemblers have been developed which allow assembly of eukaryotic genomes using 
reads produced by Sanger sequencing technology, including Celera Assembler (Myers et al., 
2000), ARACHNE (Batzoglou et al., 2002) and PCAP (Huang et al., 2003), together known as 
Overlap/Layout/Consensus (OLC) assemblers (Schatz et al., 2010). These tend to assemble 
reads in several distinct steps, including separate processing of repetitive elements (Schatz et 
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al., 2010). First, reads with easily resolved overlaps are assembled, which results in creation of 
contigs terminating on boundaries with repetitive elements. Then, unambiguous contigs are 
assembled into longer scaffolds using mate pair information (Schatz et al., 2010). The 
assemblers also implement performance enhancing algorithms for computation of overlaps. 
For example, Celera Assembler does not use whole reads in comparisons but instead utilizes 
shorter substrings, known as seeds, to identify overlapping reads (Myers et al., 2000; Schatz et 
al., 2010). The high throughput, short length and relatively high error rate of the reads produced 
by SGS technologies inspired development of a whole new group of assemblers based on de 
Bruijn graph. The OLC assemblers relied on solving the Hamiltonian path problem (the layout 
stage of the assembly), where reads corresponded to nodes of the graph and two nodes were 
connected by an edge if reads overlapped. The final sequences were constructed by finding a 
path in the overlap graph by visiting every node exactly once. Unfortunately, efficient 
algorithms for solving the Hamiltonian path problem are not known, resulting in assembly of 
repetitive genomes being challenging (Pevzner et al., 2001). An alternative to the Hamiltonian 
path problem is an Eulerian path problem, where each of the edges, not nodes, is visited exactly 
once. Efficient algorithms for solving the Eulerian path problem are known (Pevzner and Tang, 
2001) and it is the Eulerian path problem which is solved in a de Bruijn graph based assemblers. 
A first de Bruijn based assembler was EULER (Pevzner et al., 2001). Some of the most popular 
assemblers include: Velvet (Zerbino and Birney, 2008), SOAPdenovo (Li et al., 2010a) and 
ALLPATHS (Butler et al., 2008). 
Currently genome assemblers which combine both de Bruijn and OLC assembly strategies are 
available. For example MaSuRCA (Zimin et al., 2013) uses a de Bruijn graph approach to 
compute super-reads from shorter Illumina reads and then passes those to an OLC assembler. 
MaSuRCA extends each read forward and backwards as long as the extension is unique. Once 
the unique extension is no longer possible a new super read is generated. Allowing for unique 
extensions only appears to bypass a lot of problems faced by de Bruijn graph only assemblers, 
which require additional processing of the graph to deal with error removal (tip removal, bubble 
bursting, removal of erroneous connections). MaSuRCA performs only unique extension of 
reads and then passes those to OLC assembler in order to resolve errors. Construction of the 
super-reads usually generates 2-3x coverage of the genome, independent of the initial Illumina 
coverage (Zimin et al., 2013).  
The results of the initial assembly can be enhanced using optical maps. Optical maps are high 
resolution, genome-wide, ordered maps of restriction sites or other sequence motifs. They can 
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be used to create super-scaffolds. Where multiple shorter scaffolds produced by de novo 
assembly of short reads are ordered according to the optical map. The resulting assemblies have 
markedly improved N50. Optical maps can also be used to identify existing problems in the 
assemblies such as: chimeric scaffolds, inversions and translocations (Tang et al., 2015).  
1.3 The Brassica genus 
The Brassica genus is one of the core genera of the tribe Brassiceae and encompasses a variety 
of morphologically diverse and economically important crops. Brassica species are important 
sources of vegetables and vegetable oil. Brassica-derived oil amounts to more than a tenth of 
the worldwide edible vegetable oil supply (CCC, 2010). The species B. rapa and B. oleracea 
constitute many of the vegetables in the human diet including: Chinese cabbage, broccoli, 
cabbage, cauliflower, kale and kohlrabi. The remarkable morphological diversity of the 
members of the Brassica genus raises the question ‘what are the underlying genetic differences 
responsible for this morphological diversity?’ 
The basic genetic relationships between diploid and allotetraploid Brassica species are 
summarized by the triangle of U (Figure 1-2). The three diploid Brassica species, B. rapa (2n 
= 20), B. nigra (2n=16) and B. oleracea (2n=18) contain the A, B and C genomes, respectively. 
These three genomes have undergone spontaneous, pairwise hybridization, resulting in the 
formation of three allotetraploid species, namely: B. napus (2n = 38; A and C genomes, AC in 
short), B. juncea (2n = 36, AB) and B. carinata (2n = 34, BC). Interestingly, the A, B and C 




Figure 1-2 Triangle of U. Triangle of U summarizes relationships between diploid and 
tetraploid Brassica species. 
A major aid towards the understanding of genomic structure of Brassica species is their close 
phylogenetic relationship with Arabidopsis thaliana, which was the first plant to have its 
genome sequenced (AGI, 2000). The availability of the genome sequence of a close relative 
species facilitated comparative genomics and genome evolutionary studies (Hong et al., 2007; 
Hong et al., 2006; Lim et al., 2007; Love et al., 2006). 
Analysis of the A. thaliana genome revealed inter- and intra- chromosomal segmental 
duplications, which are remnants of whole genome duplication events. The A. thaliana ancestor 
has undergone three rounds of whole genome duplications (1-3R, or gamma, beta and alpha) 
(Bowers et al., 2003). All of the duplication events are reflected in the organization of the 
genomes of Brassica species, since they occurred before their divergence from A. thaliana. In 
addition to the 1,2,3R polyploidy events, additional ancient triplication in the tribe Brassiceae 
has been suggested (Lysak et al., 2005; Parkin et al., 2005; Schranz et al., 2006; Town et al., 
2006; Yang et al., 2006).  
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The Brassica species and A. thaliana diverged from their common ancestor 17-18 Mya (Yang 
et al., 2006). A. thaliana has a compact genome of 146 Mbp and a relatively small repetitive 
sequence content (AGI, 2000; Bevan and Walsh, 2005). The high level of sequence similarity 
between Brassica species and A. thaliana provides insights into the structure of Brassica 
genomes without the use of the full genomic sequence. Comparative studies between different 
Brassica species and A. thaliana have been undertaken B. oleracea – Babula et al., 2003; Lan 
et al., 2000; Lukens et al., 2003; Town et al., 2006, B. nigra – Lagercrantz, 1998, B. napus – 
Parkin et al., 2005. A comprehensive study by Parkin et al. (Parkin et al., 2005) identified 21 
conserved blocks in A. thaliana, which could be duplicated and rearranged to generate almost 
90% of the mapped length of B. napus. The majority of the identified conserved segments were 
found in at least six copies in B. napus, consistent with a hypothesis of hexaploid ancestor 
(Parkin et al., 2005). To date several Brassica genome assemblies are available including B. 
rapa, B. oleracea and B. napus genomes. 
1.3.1 Estimated timeline of Brassica species divergence  
Phylogenetic analysis of Brassica crops faces a range of challenges. Brassica crops are thought 
to have originated in the Mediterranean region, which had been known to be challenging with 
regard to phylogenetic inference (Arias et al., 2014). Both the diploid and tetraploid crops have 
evolved since the intersection of the three continents which form the region. Moreover, the 
region has been subject to human agricultural practices for thousands of years (Arias et al., 
2014). Both these factors will most likely confound phylogenetic analysis due to hybridization 
and introgression events (Arias et al., 2014). The most recent estimations suggest that the tribe 
Brassiceae originated ~24 Mya and the majority of the species diverged 20-10 Mya (Arias et 
al., 2014). The split between two major lineages the Nigra and Oleracea (core Brassiceae) 
occurred ~20 Mya. The B. rapa-B. oleracea split was dated 2.54 Mya. The B. oleracea split 
from its’ wild relatives was dated 1.44 Mya (Arias et al., 2014). Alternative divergence time 
estimations exist, with the B. rapa+B. oleracea-B. nigra split dated 7.9 Mya (Lysak et al., 
2005). The B. rapa-B. oleracea split dated at 3.7 Mya (Cheung et al., 2009; Inaba and Nishio, 
2002). 
1.3.2 Brassica rapa genome 
B. rapa was first selected for genome sequencing because of its relatively small genome and 
availability of genomic resources (Choi et al., 2007). Sequencing was a multinational effort, 
coordinated by Multinational Brassica Genome Project (MBGP) steering committee, which 
aimed to sequence the B. rapa inbred line 'Chiifu-401-42', a Chinese cabbage (Edwards and 
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Wang, 2012). A bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) sequencing strategy was first chosen, 
and five BAC libraries, providing a total of 53x coverage of the genome, were generated (Mun 
et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2005). Subsequently this approach was replaced by a whole genome 
shotgun method and the draft genome sequence of 'Chiifu' was published in 2011 (Wang et al., 
2011). The assembled genome was 283.8 Mbp and covered estimated >98% of gene space. 
Much of the difference between A. thaliana and B. rapa genome size was reported to be due to 
transposable elements and a whole genome triplication (WGT) event. Many of the transposable 
element related sequences were located near the centromeres. In total 41,174 protein coding 
genes were reported. The gene models had an average transcript length of 2,015 bp and a coding 
length of 1,172. The mean number of exons per gene was 5.03. Only ~6% of the gene families 
appeared to be lineage specific and 93% were shared with A. thaliana. Comparison of the 
genome sequence with A. thaliana confirmed that 90.01% of the A. thaliana genome and 
91.13% of the B. rapa genome assembly could be aligned in collinear blocks (Wang et al., 
2011). Additionally, nearly complete triplication of B. rapa genome relative to A. thaliana was 
reported. Gene retention in triplicated genome was studied. Eukaryotic genomes are known to 
undergo substantial gene loss following polyploidy events (Messing et al., 2004; Sankoff et al., 
2010; Schnable et al., 2011). Twenty one orthologous blocks of the B. rapa genome were 
identified using collinearity with A. thaliana, and 20 out of 21 regions showed differential gene 
retention. Three groups of blocks were identified: the least fractionated blocks (LF), the 
medium fractionated blocks (MF1) and the most fractionated blocks (MF2). The LF 
subgenome retained 70% of the genes whereas the MF1 and MF2 subgenomes retained 46% 
and 36% of genes respectively. 
1.3.3 Brassica oleracea genome 
To date genomes for two B. oleracea lines: var. capitata line 02-12 and rapid cycling line 
TO1000 (Liu et al., 2014e; Parkin et al., 2014) were reported. The B. oleracea var. capitata line 
02-12 genome was assembled using Illumina, Roche 454 and Sanger sequence data. The 
assembly represented 85% of the ~630 Mbp genome, including >98% of the genes. In total, 
45,758 protein-coding genes were predicted. The genes were reported to have average 
transcript length of 1,761 bp, average coding length of 1,037 bp. The mean number of exons 
per gene was 4.55. In total, 13,382 transposable elements were identified including 5,107 
retrotransposons and 8,275 DNA transposons. Transposable elements and TE remnants were 
estimated to constitute 38.80% of the genome. At least 19 major and numerous minor 
chromosome rearrangement events between B. oleracea and B. rapa were identified. In total, 
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9,832 B. oleracea specific genes (genes found only in B. oleracea) were identified. Most 
species specific genes had a random distribution along the chromosomes. Many of the B. 
oleracea specific genes were surrounded by genes found in B. oleracea and other species 
suggesting that loss of individual genes rather than large genomic segments may be taking 
place. Similarly to other plant species (Sankoff et al., 2010) post-WGT gene loss in B. oleracea 
was observed. There appears to be a difference in gene loss rates between genes found within 
and outside of collinear syntenic blocks. Genes which have a collinear gene in A. thaliana and 
Brassica show retention rate of 1.2, whereas genes which have no collinear gene in A. thaliana 
and Brassica show retention rate of 2.5. It was postulated that breakdown of syntenic 
relationship via gene movement (Woodhouse et al., 2011) may have prevented gene loss and 
maintained higher gene density.  
The TO1000 genome assembly was produced by combination of Illumina 454 and Sanger 
sequencing. The assembly was 488.6 Mbp in length covering ~75% of the estimated genome 
size. In total, 59,225 gene models were identified. TO1000 assembly contained ~30% more 
genes than B. rapa and many of those had similarity to annotated B. rapa genes suggesting 
expansion of B. rapa gene families and tandem duplications were taking place. The analysis 
confirmed presence of <20 large scale rearrangements differentiating chromosomes and B. 
oleracea and B. rapa. Almost 90% of the genome was organized in ancestral Brassicaceae 
blocks, each block was found to be triplicated in the B. oleracea genome. Presence of LF, MF1 
and MF2 genomes was observed. 
1.3.4 Brassica napus genome 
The B. napus genome was formed by allopolyploidy event between ancestors of B. oleracea 
(Mediterranean cabbage) and ancestors of B. rapa (Chinese cabbage or turnip). The assembly 
was achieved using a combination of 454 and Sanger sequence with gap filling and error 
correction performed using Illumina data (Chalhoub et al., 2014). The assembly size was 849.7 
Mbp, corresponding to 79% of 1,130 Mbp genome. The genome was predicted to contain 
101,040 gene models. A large portion of the B. napus A and C genomes was found to be 
collinear to the corresponding diploid A and C genomes. Majority of the orthologous gene pairs 
in B. rapa and B. oleracea were found as homeologous pairs in B. napus. Homeologous 
exchanges (HEs), including crossovers and non-crossovers were found to be frequent between 




Since the sequencing of the first plant genome (AGI, 2000) comparative genomic studies of 
plants often focus on single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) between individuals as these 
can be relatively easily identified and assayed across populations (Gore et al., 2009; Lai et al., 
2015; McNally et al., 2009). However, there has been an increasing awareness that a single 
reference genome is insufficient to capture the genomic diversity we observe in nature due to 
a considerable amount of structural variation including copy number variants (CNVs) and 
presence absence variants (PAVs), which alter the total amount of genomic sequence found in 
individuals (Saxena et al., 2014). CNVs are sequences which are present in a different number 
of copies between individuals and encompass duplications, insertions and deletions (Saxena et 
al., 2014; Scherer et al., 2007). PAVs are sequences that are present in one genome and absent 
in another and can therefore be considered to be extreme form CNVs, where the sequence is 
completely missing from one or more individuals (Saxena et al., 2014). The existence of CNVs 
and PAVs, even between individuals belonging the same species, has been extensively 
documented in plants (Bush et al., 2014; Cao et al., 2011; Ding et al., 2007; Gan et al., 2011; 
Gonzalez et al., 2013; Gore et al., 2009; Han and Xue, 2003; Hirsch et al., 2014; Lai et al., 
2010; Lam et al., 2010; Li et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014; McHale et al., 2012; Morgante et al., 
2005; Ossowski et al., 2008; Schatz et al., 2014; Springer et al., 2009; Swanson-Wagner et al., 
2010; Tan et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014). In order to capture the entire genomic sequence 
present within the species, including the complete gene set, the pangenome needs to be 
sequenced. 
The concept of the pangenome was introduced by Tettelin et al. (2005) who described the 
production of the first ever pangenome; for a bacterial species; Streptococcus agalactiae. Since 
then, the concept of the pangenome has become increasingly popular with numerous examples 
available for bacteria (Baddam et al., 2014; Donati et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2014a; Zhou et al., 
2014) and other microorganisms (Read et al., 2013). Recently, pangenomic studies of higher 
organisms have emerged including in maize (Hirsch et al., 2014), soybean (Li et al., 2014), 
Brassica rapa (Lin et al., 2014) and rice (Schatz et al., 2014). 
Pangenome genes can be divided into two groups: the core genes, which are present in all of 
the individuals, and the variable genes, also known as accessory (Segerman, 2012) or 
dispensable (Li et al., 2014; Vernikos et al., 2015) genes which are present in some, but not all, 
individuals. The variable gene set can further be subdivided into genes present in two or more 
individuals, and unique genes – present in one individual only. The core and variable genes 
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could be interpreted to represent ‘the essence and the diversity of the species’, respectively 
(Medini et al., 2005). The pangenome can be open or closed (restricted). In the first instance, 
there appears to be no finite number of genes in the species, with each new added individual, 
new genes are incorporated into the pangenome. In the second instance the gene pool is limited. 
After a certain number of individuals have been analysed, the addition of new individuals to 
the analysis will not result in an expansion of the pangenome. 
1.4.1 Pangenome analysis 
The analysis of pangenomes can answer three important questions which may help characterize 
the species: (I) What is the size of the core genome, in other words how many genes/gene 
families are present in all the individuals? (II) What is the size of the pangenome; how many 
genes/gene families are present within the species? (III) With the addition of each new 
individual, how many genes/gene families will be added to the pangenome? The analysis of 
the core genome size, the pangenome size and the number of new genes added can be 
conducted on two levels; individual genes and whole gene families. The summary of the 
functions used for pangenome modelling which help address those questions are presented in 
Table 1-1. 
Table 1-1 Mathematical models used to describe the pangenome. 
 Core genome size Pangenome size New genes Comments 
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Factors which influence pangenome analysis include: 
(I) Assembly quality – assembly quality is a very important factor in pangenome analysis 
studies. The quality of the assembly, its total size, completeness and fragmentation level often 
translate to the quality of the annotation. There are several metrics used to measure assembly 
quality, including but not limited to the total assembly length, N50 and the number of core 
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eukaryotic genes present, as measured using CEGMA (Core Eukaryotic Genes Mapping 
Approach) (Parra et al., 2007). 
(II) Annotation quality – accurate annotation, especially of large eukaryotic genomes is a 
challenging task. The two main techniques are ab initio gene prediction and evidence based 
gene prediction. Ab initio gene discovery relies on genomic DNA sequence alone which is 
systematically searched for intrinsic patterns of protein-coding genes. In contrast, evidence 
based gene prediction relies on the accurate alignment of existing expression evidence, such as 
expressed sequence tags (ESTs), RNA sequence data and protein sequences, to the reference 
sequence. Currently there are annotation pipelines which combine ab initio and evidence based 
gene prediction in order to produce the most reliable gene models. A widely used annotation 
pipeline which performs this task is MAKER (Cantarel et al., 2008; Holt and Yandell, 2011). 
(III) Orthologous gene detection – classically, orthologous gene detection aims to identify 
functionally equivalent genes across individuals of different species. In pangenome studies, 
orthologous gene detection is employed to find functionally equivalent genes across 
individuals of the same species, which allows identification of core and variable gene families 
(Li et al., 2014). Several methods of orthologous gene detection are used, most of them 
BLAST-based. Those include OrthoMCL (Li et al., 2003), INPARANOID (Berglund et al., 
2008) and reciprocal best BLAST hit (RBBH). The most successful methods achieve an 
acceptable balance between false positives (genes which are not orthologous but classified as 
so) and false negatives (true orthologue relationships not detected) (Chen et al., 2007). In the 
BLAST based methods, a number of parameters can be varied including: e-value cut-off, 
percent identity cut-off and minimum alignment length. 
(IV) Selection of appropriate samples – the selection of appropriate individuals which capture 
the majority of diversity within a species is crucial to successful pangenome study design. The 
selection of a small number of closely related individuals will result in significant 
underestimation of the pangenome size. On the other hand the selection of diverse individuals 




Figure 1-3 The effect of inappropriate sample choice on pangenome prediction. Relationships 
between all individuals (A). Pangenome estimation based on all individuals (B). Pangenome 
estimation based on a sample of seven diverse individuals (BJ3, BJ4, BJ8, ACICU, BJAB0715, 
SDF, ZW85_1). The shape of the pangenome curve is similar to the one based on all the 
individuals, suggesting an open pangenome. The size of core genome is similar to the core 
genome based on all the individuals (C). Pangenome estimation based on a sample of seven 
closely related individuals (BJ1, BJ2, BJ3, BJ5, BJ6, BJ7, BJ8). The shape of the pangenome 
curve is different than in B and C, suggesting a closed pangenome. The size of core genome is 
larger than in B and C (D). Panel A adapted and the data used from (Liu et al., 2014a). 
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There are now several strategies for eukaryote pangenome assembly, including comparative de 
novo approach, iterative assembly and k-mer based methods (Figure 1-4). 
 
Figure 1-4 Different approaches to pangenome assembly. a, c, c, d are four genomes, which 
together constitute a pangenome. Each genome is composed of several genomic segments, 
which are represented in different colours; corresponding segments in different genomes are 
marked by same colour. Sequencing reads are assembled to reconstruct original sequence of 
four genomes. The pangenome sequence is stored as coloured de Bruijn graph. The genomes 
are decomposed into segments and the relationships between segments can be traced by 
following edges of the graph. Four genomes are individually assembled and can be compared 
in order to identify the pangenome. The pangenome is composed by iterative mapping and 
assembly approach. A single genome is used as a starting reference. The reads from other 
genomes are sequentially mapped and assembled, creating a non-redundant pangenome. 
The majority of pangenome analysis tools have been developed for prokaryotes, however they 
provide a good guide for the potential analysis which could be performed. Several tools for 
genome visualisation have been developed over recent years, including GBrowse (Donlin, 
2007) and EnsEMBL (Stalker et al., 2004), however there are few tools dedicated to 
pangenome visualization. One of the packages designed specifically for this is FriPan 
(http://drpowell.github.io/FriPan). FriPan is designed for exploration of bacterial pangenomes 
and allows visualization of orthologous genes/gene clusters presence and absence for multiple 
strains. It produces dendrograms and multidimensional scaling plots. It shows additional 
information for a selected gene and the strain of interest can be highlighted on multiple plots 
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at the same time. Additionally, some of the pangenome analysis tools have auxiliary scripts 
aiding pangenome visualization.  
One challenge is to accurately describe the complex and sometimes uncertain relationships 
between the gene content of related individuals. In some cases, genes demonstrate true presence 
absence variation, while for others the variation is due to sequence variation without the 
insertion or deletion of sequence data. These scenarios may be visualised as variations in linear 
or graph based formats, however detailed visualisation tools for the presentation of such 
annotated information are still in their infancy and more flexible genome viewers need to be 
developed to present this complex information in a user friendly manner. 
1.4.2 Pangenomic studies in plants 
The knowledge of plant pangenomes is built upon numerous studies of structural variants, 
especially CNVs and PAVs. In one of the early studies of A. thaliana structural variants, 
comparison of two divergent ecotypes relative to the reference genome found 3.4 Mbp of 
sequence to be extremely dissimilar, deleted, or duplicated (Ossowski et al., 2008). 
Subsequently, sequencing of eighteen A. thaliana genomes revealed that between 2.1 and 3.7 
Mbp of sequence present in the reference was missing in these accessions. On average, there 
were 319 novel genes or gene fragments reported per accession (Gan et al., 2011). An even 
broader survey of 80 accessions suggested that relative to the reference sequence, 10% of the 
genes were absent in one or more accessions, averaging 444 genes per accession (Tan et al., 
2012). In another survey of 80 accessions, over 4200 genes had premature stop codons, 
suggesting a large number of genes with altered functions (Cao et al., 2011). Overall, genes 
displaying presence/absence variation were found to be shorter, have fewer paralogues and 
were younger in age than conserved core genes (Bush et al., 2014). 
A resequencing project of 17 wild and 14 cultivated soybean genomes revealed that 10% of 
reference genome genes had SNPs likely to have large functional impact (Lam et al., 2010). 
Additionally, comparison of assembled sequence between the wild soybean genome and the 
reference genome revealed 4,444 and 1,148 PAVs (>500 bp) that were absent in the reference 
and the wild soybean genomes (Lam et al., 2010). Another study found that CNVs in four 
diverse soybean genotypes overlapped almost 700 genes, and PAV calls overlapped 133 genes 
(McHale et al., 2012). A de novo assembly of 7 diverse accessions of wild relative of cultivated 
soybean found that 80% of the pangenome was present in all accessions, the remainder was 
variable and displayed greater sequence variation than the core genome (Li et al., 2014). 
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Comparison of a 2.3 Mbp homologous region on rice chromosome 4, revealed that two rice 
accessions Oryza sativa ssp. japonica and ssp. indica differed by 27 genes in this region, with 
gene density higher in japonica (Han and Xue, 2003). Another study comparing ssp japonica 
and indica found 641 CNVs between the genomes. The CNVs ranged in size from 1.1 Kbp to 
180.7 Kbp, and amassed to approximately 7.6 Mbp of sequence (Yu et al., 2011).  Comparison 
of two rice accessions estimated that at least 10% of the genes displayed either 
presence/absence variation (5.2%) or were ‘asymmetrically located between genomes’ (4.7%) 
(Ding et al., 2007). A pangenome study of three divergent rice lines found that 92% of the 
genes were core and the remaining variable. The variable genes being shorter, with fewer exons 
per gene (Schatz et al., 2014). 
Early studies in maize suggested that 20% of genomic segments are not shared between the 
two maize lines B73 and Mo17 (Morgante et al., 2005). Another comparison of these lines 
uncovered ~3,800 CNV or PAV sequences between these two maize genomes (Springer et al., 
2009). Hundreds of intact, expressed genes were present in the B73, but absent from the Mo17 
genome (Springer et al., 2009). When six inbred lines were compared to the B73 reference it 
was discovered that 296 genes present in B73 were missing from at least one of the six inbred 
lines. Additionally, 570 genes were found to be absent from B73 (Lai et al., 2010).  A survey 
of 27 lines revealed that the reference genome B73 may only capture ~70% low copy fraction 
of the entire pangenome (Gore et al., 2009), while a study of 503 diverse maize inbred lines 
identified 8681 representative transcript assemblies which were not present in the reference 
B73 (Hirsch et al., 2014). 
In humans, associations between CNVs, PAVs and health and disease have been found (Conrad 
et al., 2010; Henrichsen et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009). In plants much less is known about 
the association of CNVs and PAVs with phenotype, however several examples are available. 
Known biological processes influenced by CNVs/PAVs are metabolite production, flowering 
time, submergence tolerance, phosphorus uptake and biotic stress response (Bakker et al., 
2006; Cook et al., 2012; Díaz et al., 2012; Gonzalez et al., 2013; McHale et al., 2012; Schatz 
et al., 2014; Shen et al., 2006; Winzer et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2012). Opium poppy contains a 
10 gene cluster which displays PAV, being only present in plants producing noscapine, an 
antitumor alkaloid (Winzer et al., 2012). Investigation of wheat genes that influence flowering 
by changing photoperiod response (Ppd-B1 alleles) or vernalization requirement (Vrn-
A1 alleles) revealed that both of those genes display CNV (Díaz et al., 2012).  
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In rice, the Sub1A gene is involved in submergence tolerance and is absent in varieties which 
are not submergence tolerant (Schatz et al., 2014). Also in rice, a gene encoding a protein 
kinase Pstol1 is associated with P-uptake efficiency, and the gene is absent in varieties, which 
are intolerant to phosphorus starvation (Schatz et al., 2014). In addition, biotic stress response 
genes demonstrate presence absence variation in a range of species (Bakker et al., 2006; Cook 
et al., 2012; Gonzalez et al., 2013; McHale et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2012). 
It was postulated that many CNVs/PAVs affecting genes in plants may not have a large 
phenotypic effect because genes affected by CNVs/PAVs are parts of large multigene families, 
where at least partial redundancy of function is expected between members (Swanson-Wagner 
et al., 2010). On the other hand, it was shown that the frequency of genes found within CNVs, 
which are members of large families is near the frequency that would be expected by chance 
(McHale et al., 2012), so CNV genes are not necessarily members of large gene families.  
Partial redundancy of function between gene family members together with high CNVs/PAVs, 
which affect different lines may contribute to heterosis (Swanson-Wagner et al., 2010). 
Considering genes influenced CNVs/PAVs, which belong to gene families, each gene in the 
family can be seen as a ‘functional block’ that provides partial to complete functionality for 
the gene family. The loss of one gene family member may result in a small effect on phenotype 
since other family members will be able to compensate for the lost functionality. However, the 
additive effect of many gene families with members affected by CNV/PAV could result in 
decreased vigour (Swanson-Wagner et al., 2010). This effect could be alleviated in hybrids, 
resulting in substantial hybrid vigour (Swanson-Wagner et al., 2010). On the other hand, it is 
also possible that unique genes displaying PAV are contributing to heterosis on a single gene 
rather than gene family level. Considering this, abundance of CNVs/PAVs in the entire 
population used for breeding may limit potential for improvement (Swanson-Wagner et al., 
2010). 
1.5 Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) detection  
SNP detections is usually performed using a variant of a four step pipeline involving: 1. 
mapping of the reads to the reference sequence 2. processing of the mappings including 
duplicate marking or removal 3. variant calling 4. variant filtering using various criteria. Each 
step of the pipeline is described in detail below. 
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1.5.1 Read mapping 
Popular tools used for mapping include Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012), BWA (Li 
and Durbin, 2009) and SOAP2 (Li et al., 2009d). Prior to mapping the reference sequence 
needs to be indexed. All of the aligners mentioned above use the FM-index (a compressed full-
text substring index) which utilizes the Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) algorithm and 
additional data structures. The suffix array created from BWT transformed sequences is more 
efficient than the one constructed from original sequences (Mielczarek and Szyda, 2015). BWA 
aligner includes a whole family of algorithms including BWA-backtrack, BWA-SW and 
BWA-MEM. BWA-MEM is the most recent algorithm added to the family. Bowtie2 is a 
successor of now unsupported highly popular aligner Bowtie. The aligners differ in the design, 
sensitivity and run time (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). For example, Bowtie2 uses base 
quality scores, while BWA and SOAP2 do not. BWA-MEM performs soft clipping by design, 
Bowtie2 can be run in two modes enabling or disabling soft clipping, so does SOAP2. Bowtie2 
assigns more conservative mapping quality scores than BWA-MEM (Li, 2014). The aligners 
produce output in different formats. BWA and Bowtie2 produce standard SAM output while 
SOAP2 produces custom SOAP output, which has to be converted to SAM adding an additional 
step to the analysis. Various studies claim superior performance of one of the tools (Langmead 
and Salzberg, 2012; Li, 2013). In reality, the performance may be quite strongly dependent on 
the data used and reference sequence quality. For example, it had been shown that Bowtie2 is 
less susceptible to CNVs (it is more likely to assign low mapping quality to reads originating 
from paralogous sequences) than BWA-MEM (Li, 2014). 
1.5.2 Post-alignment processing 
Post alignment processing usually involves marking or removal of duplicates, which can be 
performed using Picard MarkDuplicates (https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/command-
line-overview.html) or Samtools rmdup (Li, 2011). The commands perform very similar tasks. 
MarkDuplicates allows marking of duplicates without removal and performs several additional 
tasks, for example, it estimates the percentage of optical duplicates. Post alignment processing 
may also involve removal of reads below certain mapping quality or reads not mapping in 
concordant pairs. Additionally, base quality score recalibration (BQSR) 
(http://gatkforums.broadinstitute.org/gatk/discussion/44/base-quality-score-recalibration-
bqsr), which aims to calculate more accurate base quality scores and local realignment around 
indels may be performed. However, recent benchmarks suggest that both BQSR and 





1.5.3 Variant calling 
1.5.3.1 Heuristic SNP calling 
The heuristic SNP callers use information such as abundance and quality of data, including 
thresholds for coverage, base quality, variant allele frequency and number of reads supporting 
alternate allele. Two SNP callers which use the heuristic approach are VarScan2 (Koboldt et 
al., 2012) and SGSautoSNP (Lorenc et al., 2012). VarScan2 utilizes read depth, base quality 
and variant allele frequency and combines those with Fisher’s exact test to compare number of 
reads supporting each allele with the expected distribution based on sequencing error only 
(Koboldt et al., 2012). Second-Generation Sequencing AutoSNP (SGSautoSNP) is another 
heuristic SNP caller (Edwards et al., 2013; Lai et al., 2012; Lorenc et al., 2012). SGSautoSNP 
is based on previous plant SNP callers, which use a redundancy approach for accurate SNP 
calling (Barker et al., 2003; Batley et al., 2003; Duran et al., 2009; Savage et al., 2005). One of 
the hallmark features of SGSautoSNP is that it does not utilize the reference sequence for SNP 
discovery. It uses the reference to position the reads and finds variants between the mapped 
reads coming from different individuals. In addition, SGSautoSNP is designed for SNP 
discovery in homozygous populations. Crop plants are often homozygous; the heterozygous 
SNPs observed within a single individual may be a result of read mis-mapping or sequence 
error. SGSautoSNP does not consider the intra-cultivar, heterozygous SNPs, which reduces 
false positive SNP discovery rate (Lorenc et al., 2012). The application of SGSautoSNP in B. 
napus has identified more than 800,000 SNPs across 19 canola cultivars with a validation 
accuracy of 96% (Golicz et al., 2012). 
1.5.3.2 Probability based algorithms 
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where P(Gi|D) is the posterior probability of event Gi  given the observed data  D, the prior 
probabilities P(Gi) and the conditional probabilities P(D|Gi). The posterior probability is used 
to establish presence of SNP at a given site (You et al., 2012). 
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Using the genotype prior P(G) and genotype likelihood P(D|G) for a genotype G (D represents 
all the read data for a particular sample at a given site) Bayes formula is used to compute 
posterior probability of genotype G, P(G|D). The probability calculated is used to measure 
confidence of the call and the genotype with the highest probability is usually selected (Nielsen 
et al., 2011). Genotype likelihood can be calculated from data, using read quality scores 
(Nielsen et al., 2011). In order to compute posterior probabilities for genotypes, a certain value 
of a prior probability for each genotype is assumed. The prior genotype probability may assign 
equal probability to all genotypes, alternatively it can be based on additional data – for example, 
using reference sequence or SNP databases (Li et al., 2009c; Li et al., 2009d; Nielsen et al., 
2011; Sherry et al., 2001).  
The probability based SNP callers include: SOAPsnp, Samtools/Bcftools (Li, 2011), 
UnifiedGenotyper, HaplotypeCaller (DePristo et al., 2011), FreeBayes (Garrison and Marth, 
2012) and Platypus (Rimmer et al., 2014). These can be divided into two groups, callers which 
consider each site individually (SOAPsnp, Samtools/Bcftools and UnifiedGenotyper) and 
callers, which assemble local haplotypes (HaplotypeCaller, FreeBayes, Platypus). In the case 
of haplotype based callers, all the possible haplotypes across a given window are computed. 
The haplotypes can be calculated by read alignment or local read assembly or combination of 
both. The reads are then re-aligned to the haplotypes and the likelihood of haplotypes are 
calculated and then marginalized to obtain likelihoods of alleles for each variant site (Rimmer 
et al., 2014) 
(https://www.broadinstitute.org/gatk/gatkdocs/org_broadinstitute_gatk_tools_walkers_haplot
ypecaller_HaplotypeCaller.php).  
1.5.4 Variant filtering 
In order to control false positive SNP discovery, additional variant filtering is commonly 
performed. The filtering is usually performed directly on a Variant Calling Format (VCF) file. 
Filtering is performed either using available tools like vcftools (Danecek et al., 2011) and 
snpsift (Cingolani et al., 2012a) or custom filtering pipelines. Most common filtering criteria 
may be used include: PHRED quality score indicating confidence of the call, read depth, minor 
allele frequency. More sophisticated filters like tail distance bias (SNPs found on the ends of 
reads are more likely to be false positives), strand bias (tendency of SNP to be on forward or 
reverse strand), and sequence context (SNPs found within low complexity regions are more 
likely to be false positives) (Clevenger et al., 2015; Li, 2014). 
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1.5.5 Functional annotation of variants  
Functional annotation of SNPs aims to assess the functional impact of variants on protein 
coding genes and regulatory regions. A range of packages which can be used, are available 
including SNPEff (Cingolani et al., 2012b), Annovar (Wang et al., 2010) and 
VariantAnnotation (Obenchain et al., 2014). SNPEff requires configuration files and pre-
formatting of the genome. It produces a range of results files including a full summary in html 
format. VariantAnnotation is a Bioconductor (Gentleman et al., 2004) package. 
1.6 Summary of the literature review 
In this literature review, the Brassica genus was introduced. A short summary of the state of 
Brassica genomic research was presented, including the description of four available Brassica 
genomes. Subsequently the concept of the pangenome was presented and a review of 
pangenomic studies in plants was performed. Finally, a description of SNP calling procedure 
and the available tools was given. The remainder of the thesis will focus on the assembly and 
analysis of the B. oleracea pangenome. First the description of the pangenome assembly 
procedure and results of pangenome assembly will be presented (Chapter 2). Then, analysis of 
the pangenome with respect to gene presence/absence variants (PAV) will be described 





2 Chapter 2 Pangenome assembly 
2.1 Introduction 
The pangenome represents a complete complement of genes for a give species. The concept of 
pangenome was introduced in 2005 by Tettelin at al. Tettelin at al. described the production of 
the first pangenome for a bacterial species - Streptococcus agalactiae (Tettelin et al., 2005). 
Since then, the concept of pangenome has become increasing popular with numerous 
publications available for bacteria (Baddam et al., 2014; Donati et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2014a; 
Zhou et al., 2014) and other microorganisms (Read et al., 2013). Recently, pangenome studies 
of higher organisms emerged including maize (Hirsch et al., 2014), soybean (Li et al., 2014), 
brassica (Lin et al., 2014) and rice (Schatz et al., 2014). The pangenome is composed of the 
core genes (present in all individuals) and variable genes (present in some individuals only). 
There are several approaches to pangenome assembly including: the representation of the 
whole pangenome in the k-mer space, full de novo genome assemblies, and iterative read 
mapping and assembly (Golicz et al., 2015). 
Brassica oleracea belongs to the family Brassicaceae, which comprises 321 genera and 3,660 
species (Al-Shehbaz, 2012). It is one of the three diploid species found in the triangle of U, 
along with two other diploids: B.rapa and B. nigra, and three tetraploids B. juncea, B. napus 
and B. carinata. The family Brassicaceae also includes the model species Arabidopsis thaliana. 
However, the gene content of Brassica species is quite different to A. thaliana owing to a 
Brassiceae-lineage specific whole genome triplication (WGT) following the split from 
Arabidopsis (AGI, 2000; Lysak et al., 2005). Brassica species are known to display remarkable 
morphological diversity. Brassica oleracea includes many important crops: cabbages, 
cauliflower, broccoli, Brussels sprout, kohlrabi and kale. The crops are grown for their leaves, 
flowers and stems (Liu et al., 2014e). B. oleracea crops are high in glucosinolates, which play 
a role in plant defence response and are suspected to have potential anticancer properties 
(Higdon et al., 2007; Kushad et al., 1999; Li et al., 2010c). They are also a source of vitamins 
and antioxidants including carotene, tocopherol (vitamin E) and ascorbate (vitamin C) 
(Kurilich et al., 1999). To date, two reference genomes of B. oleracea species are available 
(Liu et al., 2014e; Parkin et al., 2014). However, recent studies have shown that a single 
reference sequence cannot capture the entire gene content of a species owing to presence 
absence variants (PAV) and copy number variants (CNV) (Bush et al., 2014; Ding et al., 2007; 
Gonzalez et al., 2013; Hirsch et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014). 
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This may be especially true for the remarkably diverse B. oleracea morphotypes. In order to 
better understand the gene diversity within species, the construction of a pangenome is 
necessary. 
This chapter describes assembly and annotation of the pangenome for Brassica C genome 
morphotypes. There were ten morphotypes used in total, nine were B. oleracea lines (cabbage 
[two lines], cauliflower [two lines], Brussels sprout, broccoli, kale, kohlrabi and a rapid cycler) 
the final one being a wild relative of B. oleracea - Brassica macrocarpa. The pangenome was 
assembled using an iterative mapping and assembly approach. Starting from the published 
reference sequence (the rapid cycler TO1000) reads from each line were sequentially mapped 
to the reference. Between each mapping, unmapped reads were extracted, assembled and the 
existing reference sequence was updated with the new assembly. By this method, a total of 95 
Mbp of new sequence was obtained, spread among 91,866 contigs. The longest contig was 
19,572 bp, the shortest 200 bp. The newly obtained sequence was annotated, resulting in 5,197 
novel genes. 
2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Sequence material 




Table 2-1 Summary of sequencing statistics for all lines, assuming genome size ~650 Mbp. 
Name Type Alias Alias2 Read length Insert size #reads Total Gbp Coverage 
Badger Inbred 16 Cabbage Cabbage1 Ca1 100 300 558,662,780 55.9 85.9 
B. macrocarpa B. macrocarpa Macrocarpa Bma 100 300 506,114,122 50.6 77.9 
Cauliflower1 Cauliflower1 Cauliflower1 Cau1 100 300 454,804,780 45.5 70.0 
HRIGUR009617  Cabbage Cabbage2 Ca2 100 300 491,221,854 49.1 75.6 
Early Big Broccoli Broccoli Bro 101 300 521,550,828 52.7 81.0 
AC498 (Gower) Brussels sprout Brussels sprout Bru 101 300 78,982,108 16.9 26.0 
100 500 89,381,564 
CA 25 (Nedcha DH 
line) 
Cauliflower2 Cauliflower2 Cau2 100 300 26,530,310 9.9 15.2 
101 500 71,785,808 
HRIGRU011183  Kohlrabi Kohlrabi Koh 101 300 71,872,864 13.6 21.0 
101 500 63,035,702 
ARS_18 (Arsis 
DH) 
Kale Kale Kal 101 300 86,285,454 14.9 22.9 
101 500 61,330,474 
TO1000 Rapid cycler TO1000 TO1000 101 393 266,124,670 50.5 77.8 




2.2.2 Mapping and assembly procedure 
2.2.2.1 Overall workflow for the pangenome assembly 
The pangenome reference was constructed iteratively. 
I. Sequencing reads from the first line were mapped to the reference genome. 
II. Reads that did not map to the reference, both paired and single, were extracted and used 
for de novo assembly. Reads that did not assemble were discarded. 
III. The available reference genome was updated with the new de novo assembly. 
IV. Sequencing reads from the second line were mapped to the updated reference, steps II 
and III were repeated for the second line. 
V. The same procedure was repeated for all the lines. 
The steps are illustrated in Figure 2-1. 
 
Figure 2-1 Flowchart presenting overall principle behind pangenome construction. 
In total, the assembly procedure involved 6 steps: 
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1. Mapping of Ca1 sequencing reads to the B. oleracea (var TO1000) genome, assembling 
unmapped reads into Ca1 de novo assembly, updating B. oleracea (var TO1000) 
assembly with Ca1 de novo assembly (TO1000+Ca1 assembly). 
2. Mapping of Bma sequencing reads to the TO1000+Ca1 assembly, assembling 
unmapped reads into Bma de novo assembly, updating TO1000+Ca1 assembly 
(TO1000+Ca1+Bma assembly). 
3. Mapping of Cau1 sequencing reads to the TO1000+Ca1+Bma assembly, assembling 
unmapped reads into Cau1 de novo assembly, updating TO1000+Ca1+Bma assembly 
(TO1000+Ca1+Bma+Cau1 assembly). 
4. Mapping of Ca2 sequencing reads to the TO1000+Ca1+Bma+Cau1 assembly, 
assembling unmapped reads into Ca2 de novo assembly, updating 
TO1000+Ca1+Bma+Cau1 assembly (TO1000+Ca1+Bma+Cau1+Ca2 assembly). 
5. Mapping of Bro sequencing reads to the TO1000+Ca1+Bma+Cau1+Ca2 assembly, 
assembling unmapped reads into Bro de novo assembly, updating 
TO1000+CA1+Bma+Cau1+Ca2 assembly (TO1000+Ca1+Bma+Cau1+Ca2+Bro 
assembly). 
6. Mapping of Brussels sprout, cauliflower2, kale and kohlrabi (Bc2kk) sequencing reads 
to the TO1000+Ca1+Bma+Cau1+Ca2+Bro assembly, assembling unmapped reads into 
Bc2kk de novo assembly, updating TO1000+Ca1+Bma+Cau1+Ca2+Bro assembly and 
creating final pan-genome assembly (TO1000+Ca1+Bma+Cau1+Ca2+Bro+Bc2kk 
assembly). The Brussels sprout, cauliflower2, kale and kohlrabi reads were combined 
due to low coverage. 






Figure 2-2 Flowchart presenting details of the pangenome construction. 
2.2.2.2 Mapping and extraction of the reads 
TO1000 v2 assembly was used. 
Reads were mapped using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) v2.2.5 with the following 
parameters: 
bowtie2 --end-to-end --sensitive -I 0 -X 1000 
The output of bowtie are sam files. The unmapped reads in sam files were identified using 
samtools command: 
Extract forward reads: samtools view -S -f 68 $name_1 > $name.unmapped.first 
Extract reverse reads: samtools view -S -f 132 $name_1 > $name.unmapped.second 
The unmapped reads were extracted from fastq files by a custom script 
extract_reads_from_fastq.py, which extracts reads from a fastq file based on id matching. 
2.2.2.3 De novo assembly of unmapped reads 
De novo assemblies were performed with MaSuRCA (Zimin et al., 2013) v3.1.3 with default 
parameters other than (cgwErrorRate=0.12 (within the recommended range 0.10-0.15) 
ovlMemory=8GB). MaSuRCA requires a configuration file. A sample configuration file is 
presented in Box 1. 
DATA 
PE= pe 320 48 /ws/ws-r1/uqagnieszka/brassica/pangenome2/CA1/A_pair.fastq /ws/ws-
r1/uqagnieszka/brassica/pangenome2/CA1/B_pair.fastq 
PE= se 320 48 /ws/ws-r1/uqagnieszka/brassica/pangenome2/CA1/AB_single.fastq 
END 
PARAMETERS 
#this is k-mer size for deBruijn graph values between 25 and 101 are supported, auto will compute the optimal 
size based on the read data and GC content 
GRAPH_KMER_SIZE=auto 
#set this to 1 for Illumina-only assemblies and to 0 if you have 1x or more long (Sanger, 454) reads, you can also 
set this to 0 for large data sets with high jumping clone coverage, e.g. >50x 
USE_LINKING_MATES=1 
#these are the additional parameters to Celera Assembler 
CA_PARAMETERS = cgwErrorRate=0.12 ovlMemory=8GB 
#minimum count k-mers used in error correction 1 means all k-mers are used. one can increase to 2 if coverage 
>100 
KMER_COUNT_THRESHOLD = 1 
#auto-detected number of cpus to use 
NUM_THREADS=8 
#this is mandatory jellyfish hash size 
JF_SIZE=1000000000 
#this specifies if we do (1) or do not (0) want to trim long runs of homopolymers (e.g. GGGGGGGG) from 3' 





Box 1 Configuration file supplied to MaSuRCA. Configuration file adapted from sample 
configuration file distributed with MaSuRCA 
(http://www.genome.umd.edu/docs/MaSuRCA_QuickStartGuide.pdf). 
The samples with high coverage >70x were assembled first in no particular order. Simulations 
performed suggested that the order of samples used in the assembly does influence the final 
assembly size and contiguity (Appendix 1). Reads from Brussels sprout, cauliflower2, kale and 
kohlrabi were assembled last and combined for assembly due to low coverage. 
Assembled contigs smaller than 200 bp were discarded. Only contigs equal or longer than 200 
bp were used for further analysis. 
In order to eliminate potential contamination stemming from mitochondria and chloroplasts, 
both mitochondrial (NC_016118.1) and chloroplast (NC_015139.1) sequences were included 
during the mappings. 
2.2.3 Contamination detection 
2.2.3.1 Bacterial contamination 
BLAST (Camacho et al., 2009) v2.2.30 against NCBI nt database (20.08.2015) (blastn -task 
dc-megablast -template_length 18 -template_type coding_and_optimal -evalue 1e-3) was used 
to remove potential contamination. Contigs, which had best hits not against green plants, were 
tagged as contamination. Contaminant contigs were included in all the mappings but not 
included in the analysis. 
2.2.3.2 Adapter contamination 
FastQC (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/) v0.11.4 was used to 
establish if any of the libraries suffered from potential adapter contamination. MaSuRCA 
performs adapter removal as a part of its pre-processing error correction pipeline, no additional 
adapter removal was performed. Additionally, the newly assembled contigs were compared 
against a collection of Illumina adapters (the adapters were obtained from two sources: adapter 
database distributed with Trimmomatic (Bolger et al., 2014) and adapter database obtained 
from https://github.com/csf-ngs/fastqc/blob/master/Contaminants/contaminant_list.txt)). 
BLAST v2.2.30 search was performed using parameters recommended by NCBI (blastn -task 
blastn -reward 1 -penalty -5 -gapopen 3 -gapextend 3 -dust yes -soft_masking true -evalue 700 
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-searchsp 1750000000000). The adapters at the ends of contigs were removed and internal to 
contigs were masked with Ns. 
2.2.4 Evaluation of the pangenome assembly 
2.2.4.1 Characterization of a relationship between unmapped reads and assembled 
sequence 
Pearson’s correlation was used to quantify the correlation between: 1. the number of unmapped 
reads used and the total assembly length/N50, 2. fraction of the total number of the sequencing 
reads which were unmapped and total assembly length/N50, 3. the overall coverage of the 
samples used and the total assembly length/N50, 4. the place of the sample in the order of the 
assembly procedure and the total assembly length/N50. The correlation was interpreted 
according to the following rules: r >= 0.5 – weak positive correlation, r >= 0.7 – medium 
strength positive correlation, r >= 0.9 – strong positive correlation, r <= -0.5 – weak negative 
correlation, r <= -0.7 – medium strength negative correlation, r <= -0.9 – strong negative 
correlation. 
2.2.4.2 Comparison between mapping to a single line reference only (TO1000) and the 
pangenome 
Mappings were performed to assess if the mapping rate increased after addition of newly 
assembled sequence. Reads from the ten lines were mapped to the pangenome. Duplicates were 
removed using Picard MarkDuplicates v1.140. The mappings were analysed twice, using: 1. 
reads mapping to the TO1000 portion of the pangenome, 2. reads mapping to the entire 
pangenome (TO1000+newly assembled contigs). The total number of reads mapped and the 
total number of concordant read pairs mapped was compared between the mappings to the 
TO1000 portion of the pangenome only and the pangenome (TO1000+newly assembled 
contigs). Mappings were performed with Bowtie2 v2.2.5. 
bowtie2 --end-to-end --sensitive -I 0 -X 1000 
Samtools (Li et al., 2009a) was used to convert sam files to sorted indexed bam files. Samtools 
flagstat command was used to count the numbers of reads mapped. 
Chloroplast and mitochondrial sequences (NC_016118.1, NC_015139.1) and contamination 
sequence were included during the mappings (they were included in all of the mappings 
performed throughout the analysis to provide mapping space for corresponding reads, but 
excluded from the subsequent analysis). Reads mapped to those were disregarded during 
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calculation of total number of reads mapped, but not from the total number of reads available. 
For example, for Ca1 fraction of reads mapped was calculated as follows: [(Ca1 all mapped 
reads) – (Ca1 reads mapped to mitochondrial/chloroplast/contamination sequence)]/(total 
number of reads). 
2.2.4.3 Evaluation of assembled contigs using vertical and horizontal coverage 
Using mappings against the whole pangenome produced as described in section 2.2.4.2, the 
horizontal and vertical coverages for all the novel contigs were calculated. The horizontal 
coverage is the fraction of the contig which is covered by sequencing reads. The vertical 
coverage is average coverage of reads mapped to the contig. Mappings for Ca1, Bma, Cau1, 
Ca2 and Bro were processed separately. For example, after mapping of the Ca1 reads to the 
pangenome assembly, all the pangenome contigs that originally stemmed from assembly of 
unmapped Ca1 reads were inspected and the vertical and horizontal coverages were calculated. 
Mappings for Bru, Cau2, Kal and Koh were merged before analysis, since the Bc2kk portion 
of the pangenome stemmed from assembly of a combination of Bru, Cau2, Kal and Koh 
unmapped reads. The coverage was calculated using BEDtools (Quinlan and Hall, 2010) v 
2.17.0 (genomecov –d). 
2.2.4.4 Alignment of the contigs to the pangenome 
The newly assembled contigs from each stage of the assembly were aligned to the portion of 
the pangenome which served as a reference at this stage using LASTZ v1.02.00 (--notransition 
--chain --ambiguous=n --identity=93 --coverage=90 --continuity=95). The sequence identity 
cut-off was estimated based on B. rapa and B. oleracea divergence. B. rapa and B. oleracea 
chromosome 1 were aligned using LASTZ v1.02.00 (--chain --ambiguous=n, genic regions 
were masked on both chromosomes). The percent identity cut-off value was calculated as 
follows (estimated B. oleracea wild species divergence time)×(1st quartile B. rapa-B .oleracea 
percent identity)/(estimated B .rapa-B .oleracea divergence time). The B. oleracea wild species 
divergence time used was 1.44 Mya (Arias et al., 2014). The B. rapa-B. oleracea divergence 
time used was 2.54 Mya (Arias et al., 2014). 
2.2.5 Placement of newly assembled contigs along the TO1000 genome 
2.2.5.1 Placement of contigs along the TO1000 genome 
The newly assembled contigs were placed along the TO1000 chromosomes using paired end 
read information. Reads from the nine lines (Ca1, Bma, Cau1, Ca2, Bro, Bru, Cau2, Kal, Koh) 
were mapped to the pangenome (TO1000 genome+the newly assembled contigs) using 
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Bowtie2. The mappings used were the same as the ones produced against the pangenome in 
section 2.2.4.2. Each of the mappings was processed separately looking only at contigs which 
originated from a given line (results from Bru, Cau2, Kal, Koh were considered together). 
Reads mapping to the first and last 300 bp of each newly assembled contig, that had mates 
mapping to a TO1000 chromosome/scaffold, were extracted using Samtools (Li et al., 2009a). 
Only reads fulfilling following criteria were extracted: MAPQ >= 10 (-q 10), not mapped in 
proper pairs (-F 2), not unmapped (-F 4), mate not unmapped (-F 8), not duplicate (-F 1024). 
All the extracted reads were inspected for the mapping position of the mate. If mates of 80% 
or more of the inspected reads from one end of a contig mapped to a single 
chromosome/scaffold, the mapping positions of mates (leftmost mapping coordinate) did not 
span more than 1000 bp and placement was supported by at least 10 reads, this end of the newly 
assembled contig was placed on the chromosome/scaffold and assigned a position equal to the 
median of mates leftmost mapping coordinates. If both ends of a newly assembled contig were 
placed on a single chromosome/scaffold, a lower placement coordinate was assigned. In case 
of conflicts where two ends mapped to different chromosome/scaffold, placement was not 
made. 
2.2.5.2 Visualization of placements along the nine TO1000 chromosomes 
Placements were visualized along chromosomes using karyogram created with ggbio (Yin et 
al., 2012) visualization package. The frequency of placements along the chromosomes was 
plotted using placement_histo2.R 
2.2.5.3 Characterization of contig placements 
A subset of placements in which both ends of the newly assembled contig were successfully 
placed and the contigs were at least 400 bp in length was extracted. The contigs of at least 400 
bp were considered, because reads mapping to the first 300 bp and last 300 bp of contigs were 
used for placements and for very short contigs the same reads could contribute to placement of 
both ends. In cases where both ends of the contig are placed, the distance between placements 
can be calculated and analysed in relation to the length of newly assembled contig. These 
placements can divided into three categories: 
1. The distance between placement locations is shorter than the newly assembled contig 
– most likely corresponding to the insertion in the genome the newly assembled contig 
originated from (the contig is longer than the corresponding region in the genome onto 
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which the contig was placed) relative to reference (chromosomes/contig onto which the 
newly assembled contig is placed) (category 1). 
2. The distance between placement locations is comparable in length to the newly 
assembled contig (the contig is of comparable length to the corresponding region in the 
genome onto which the contig was placed) – most likely corresponding to a significant 
sequence divergence between the reference and the placed contig (category 2). 
3. The distance between placement locations is longer than the newly assembled contig – 
most likely corresponding to a deletion in the genome the newly assembled contig 
originated from (the contig is shorter that the corresponding region in the genome onto 
which the contig was placed) relative to reference (chromosomes/contig onto which the 
newly assembled contig is placed) (category 3). 
The categories described are presented in Figure 2-3. 
 
Figure 2-3 Three categories of contig placements. 
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The following criteria were used: distance < 0.8×contig length – implying insertion in the 
genome newly assembled contig originated from (category 1), 0.8×contig length ≤ distance < 
1.2×contig length – implying divergence (category 2) and distance ≥ 1.2×contig length 
implying deletion in the genome newly assembled contig originated from (category 3). In the 
last case some unusually large distances were noticed, leading to application of additional filter 
limiting the maximum allowed distance between placements of ends to 50,000 bp. 
Horizontal coverage and vertical coverage across placement regions for the contigs labelled as 
diverged (category 2) and deletion (category 3) were calculated using BEDtools (genomecov -
d) and compared with a set of 50 randomly chosen 2,000 bp regions within chromosomes C1-
C9 of TO1000. The mappings used for coverage calculations were the same ones as described 
in 2.2.4.2. The mappings were processed separately for Ca1, Ca2, Cau1, Bro, Bma and together 
for Bru, Cau2, Kal, Koh, Coverage was calculated using reads from the same line as the placed 
contig. 
2.2.6 Annotation of the newly assembled contigs 
2.2.6.1 Annotation procedure 
The newly assembled contigs were annotated using MAKER2 (Holt and Yandell, 2011) 
v2.31.3. Only contigs at least 1,000 base pairs in length were annotated. MAKER2 is a 
powerful annotation pipeline, which incorporates information from de novo gene discovery, 
(Expressed Sequence Tag) EST and protein evidence to predict most confident genes. A 
principle behind MAKER is illustrated in Figure 2-4. Maker combines different types of 




Figure 2-4 Principle behind MAKER annotation pipeline. MAKER combines different lines of 
evidence including ab initio gene predictions, expressed sequence tags (ESTs) and protein 
alignments. The final predictions are corroborated by evidence from many sources and 
therefore more reliable. Source of the figure: http://gmod.org/wiki/MAKER_Tutorial_2013. 
The sequence was masked against te_proteins.fasta database distributed with MAKER2 
package. The database consists of protein products of commonly found transposable element 
(TE) related genes. EST and protein evidence used consisted of: unique unigenes for B. 
oleracea downloaded from UniGene (wget 
ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/repository/UniGene/Brassica_oleracea/Bol.seq.uniq.gz), 95k ESTs 
(http://brassica.nbi.ac.uk/array_info.html) and Brassicaceae proteins form Refseq. Two de 
novo prediction algorithms were used: SNAP (Korf, 2004), Augustus (Stanke et al., 2004) 
trained for B. oleracea. Augustus was trained using output from CEGMA (Core Eukaryotic 
Genes Mapping Approach) (Parra et al., 2007) v2.4. CEGMA is a BLAST based tool which 
allows identification and extraction of 458 core eukaryotic genes from any genome provided. 
The genes for Augustus training were extracted from the published reference sequence. The 
commands used to train Augustus are provided in Box 2. 
cegma -T 4 -o Boleracea_cegma --genome Boleracea.v1.genome.fasta 
/sw/augustus/3.0.2/scripts/cegma2gff.pl Boleracea_cegma.cegma.gff > Boleracea_cegma.cegma.augustus.gff 
/sw/augustus/3.0.2/scripts/gff2gbSmallDNA.pl Boleracea_cegma.cegma.augustus.gff 
Boleracea.v1.genome.fasta 4000 Boleracea_cegma.cegma.augustus.gb 
autoAugTrain.pl --trainingset=Boleracea_cegma.cegma.augustus.gb --species=boleracea 
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Box 2 Commands used to train Augustus, prior to running MAKER. 
2.2.6.2 Assessment of completeness of the annotation 
The genes were tested for presence of start and stop codons (using in-house script 
get_complete.py). The mean gene size, exon size and number of exons per gene were obtained 
for all the genes, complete genes models (genes possessing both start and stop codon) and 
partial gene models, missing either start codon or stop codon or both. Presence of partial gene 
models could be due to fragmentation of the assembly. If partial gene models are found near 
the edges of contigs they could potentially be due to fragmentation of the assembly. The 
complete and partial genes models were compared with respect to their location near the ends 
of contigs. Genes, which were missing start codons, were tested if the beginning of the gene 
was within 100 bp of the contig edge. Gene which were missing stop codons were tested if the 
end of the gene was within 100 bp of the contig edge. 
2.2.6.3 Comparison of properties of newly annotated genes with TO1000 genes 
The newly annotated genes are by default variable genes (they were not present in the TO1000 
genome), which are present in some individuals but absent in others. Since high proportion of 
the newly annotated genes were partial gene models, the variable genes found in the TO1000 
genome (as described Chapter 3 were) were analysed to discover if they display a similar 
property. The chi square test (as implemented in R statistical package) assessed the following 
relationships: 
1. Being a variable gene and being an incomplete gene model. 
2. Being a variable gene and being found on an unplaced scaffold rather than 
chromosomes. 
3. Being placed on a scaffold rather than chromosomes and being an incomplete gene. 
The newly annotated genes were compared with TO1000 variable genes with respect to gene 
length, exon length, and exon number per gene. 
2.2.6.4 BLAST comparison of novel genes against A. thaliana proteome and B. oleracea 
TO1000 proteome 
The newly annotated genes were compared against A. thaliana proteome (TAIR10), B. 
oleracea TO1000 proteome and NBCI nr database (downloaded on: 30.07.2015). 
The set of partially annotated genes was tested for the presence of potential split genes. A split 
gene is a gene which due to assembly fragmentation is annotated across two or more separate 
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contigs. The BLAST results against A. thaliana proteins were used in the analysis. The BLAST 
results were sub-setted, leaving only a subset of BLAST hits corresponding to partial 
annotations. Those were then sorted by subject so that the hits against the same subject 
sequence were kept together. The results were manually inspected for split genes. Candidates 
for split genes are annotated on different contigs (the contigs stem from the same set of 
unmapped reads), which hit the same A. thaliana protein and the hits were not overlapping. 
2.3 Results 
2.3.1 Pangenome assembly 
The pangenome was assembled using an iterative mapping and assembly approach, where the 
reads which did not map to the previous version of the pangenome assembly were extracted 
and assembled. The newly assembled contigs were used to update the previous assembly. The 




Table 2-2 Unmapped reads used in each step of the assembly. Ca1 – Cabbage1, Bma – 
Macrocarpa, Cau1 – Cauliflower1, Ca2 – Cabbage2, Bro – Broccoli, Bru – Brussels sprout, 
Cau2 – Cauliflower2, Kal – Kale, Koh – Kohlrabi. 








Ca1 558,662,780 41,769,491 7.5 27,268,992 14,500,499 
Bma 506,114,122 54,286,603 10.7 34,387,568 19,899,035 
Cau1 454,804,780 17,041,868 3.7 7,753,296 9,288,572 
Ca2 491,221,854 25,493,760 5.2 14,050,124 11,443,636 
Bro 521,550,828 38,705,307 7.4 27,840,674 10,864,633 
Bru 168,363,672 7,488,154 4.4 3,383,806 4,104,348 
Cau2 98,316,118 2,387,332 2.4 648,642 1,738,690 
Kal 147,615,928 5,563,153 3.8 1,693,346 3,869,807 
Koh 134,908,566 4,144,945 3.1 1,427,492 2,717,453 
The assembly resulted in 96,379 contigs and 99.7 Mbp. Before any further analysis was 
performed search for potential bacterial or adapter contamination was performed. 
2.3.1.1 Bacterial contamination and adapter contamination identification and removal 
Bacterial or other contamination was identified by comparison of all the assembled contigs to 
the NCBI nt database. In total 4,513 contigs were identified as potential contamination. The 
results of contamination search are presented in Table 2-3. 
Table 2-3 The amount of potential contamination found among the newly assembled contigs. 
Line Total contigs #Contamination contigs 
(%) 
Ca1 23,407 218 (0.93%) 
Bma 34,642 461 (1.33%) 
Cau1 7,914 42 (0.53%) 
Ca2 6,112 63 (1.03%) 
Bro 17,575 3,707 (21.09%) 
Bc2kk 6,729 22 (0.33%) 
The sample with the highest contamination was Bro, with 21% of contigs having best hit 
against a non-green plant organism. The species which produced the highest number of hits for 
Bro was Herbaspirillum seropedicae (3,036/3,707 contigs). 
The FastQC reports suggested that only one sample (Bro) suffered from low level of adapter 
contamination with Illumina universal adapter. In total 1,281 contigs had sequences with 
similarity to adapters – 1,060 (1.1%) were at the end of contigs and 221 (0.2%) within contigs. 
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2.3.1.2 Pangenome assembly after contamination removal 
Following contamination removal, the pangenome assembly resulted in 94.6 Mbp of novel 
sequence distributed among 91,866 contigs. The longest contig was 19.6 Kbp. The N50 values 
ranged between 593 and 1,915 bp. The summary of assembly for all lines is presented in Table 
2-4. The entire pangenome size (the reference genome and the novel sequence) was 583 Mbp. 
On average each line added ~15 Mbp to the pangenome assembly. The highest amount of 
sequence (~39 Mbp) was contributed by B. macrocarpa (Bma). The intermediate results of 
pangenome assembly are presented in Figure 2-5.  
Table 2-4 Summary of assembly statistics for the 10 lines; all – all contigs before contamination 
removal, cr – contigs after contamination removal. Lines are listed in the order used to construct 
the pangenome. 










Ca1 23,407 23,189 30,066,800 17,709 1,915 
Bma 34,642 34,181 38,721,895 16,373 1,615 
Cau1 7,914 7,872 6,972,732 19,572 1,121 
Ca2 6,112 6,049 4,880,886 16,775 967 
Bro 17,575 13,868 8,369,771 9,097 593 
Bru-Cau2-Kal-
Koh 
6,729 6,707 5,612,839 13,764 1,142 
Total newly 
assembled 
96,379 91,866 94,624,923   







Figure 2-5 Flowchart presenting results for each step of pangenome assembly. With each added 
line the size of pangenome increases. 
2.3.2 Pangenome assessment 
2.3.2.1 Relationship between unmapped reads and the assembled sequence 
A relationship between unmapped reads/sample coverage/order of addition and the assembly 
length/N50 (after contamination removal) was investigated. Pearson’s correlation was used to 
quantify the correlation between the number of unmapped reads used and the amount of new 
sequence assembled. The number of reads used had a positive correlation with the length of 
assembly produced (r=0.87) and no correlation with N50 (r=0.45) (Figure 2-6). The fraction of 
the reads used (unmapped reads per line/total reads per line) also had a positive correlation 
with the total assembly length (r=0.86) and no correlation with N50 (r=0.40) (Figure 2-7). The 
positive correlations are likely weakened by high contamination content of Bro. The 
contamination reads are present among the unmapped reads, but removed from the assembly. 
There appears to be no correlation between overall sample coverage (coverage varied between 
70x and 81x for the high coverage samples, for Bc2kk, mean coverage was used) of the samples 
used and the total assembly length (Figure 2-8). Also there is a negative correlation between 
the place of the sample in the order of the assembly procedure and the assembly length and 
N50. The samples added first (Ca1 and Bma) appear to have contributed more and resulted in 
longer assemblies then the samples added later on (Cau1, Ca2, Bro, Bc2kk) (Figure 2-9).  
 
Figure 2-6 Correlation between the number of unmapped reads used for assembly and the total 
assembly length in bp (A) and the N50 (B). Correlation was calculated using Pearson 
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coefficient. The number of reads is directly proportional to the number of base pairs available 
for assembly since all reads used were 100 or 101 bp long. 
 
Figure 2-7 Correlation between the fraction of the total number of the sequencing reads which 
were unmapped and therefore used for assembly and the total assembly length in bp (A) and 
the N50 (B). Correlation was calculated using Pearson coefficient. 
 
Figure 2-8 Correlation between the coverage of samples used and the total assembly length in 




Figure 2-9 Correlation between the order of samples added and the total assembly length in bp 
(A) and N50 (B). 
2.3.2.2 Comparison of mappings between TO1000 only reference and the entire 
pangenome 
The mapping statistics between mappings of the reads to the TO1000 reference only and the 
complete pangenome (TO1000 +newly assembled sequence) were compared. The total number 
of reads mapped and the number of read pairs mapping concordantly increased with mapping 
to pangenome in every line, the biggest change noted was for B. macrocarpa (Bma) where the 
fraction of reads mapped increased from 0.76 to 0.87 for all reads and from 0.70 to 0.79 for 
reads mapped in proper pairs. The average mapping rate of all the reads to the TO1000 genome 
reference was 0.82 and to the pangenome was 0.89. The average mapping rate of the properly 
paired reads to the TO1000 genome reference was 0.75 and to the pangenome 0.81. The 
mapping rate increased by 0.07 (7%) for all reads and 0.06 (6%) for the properly paired reads. 





Figure 2-10 The fraction of reads mapping and the read pairs mapping concordantly for the ten 
lines using TO1000 reference sequence only and the complete pangenome. 
2.3.2.3 Assessment of contigs using vertical and horizontal coverage 
All of the newly assembled contigs were evaluated using the mapping of reads to the whole 
pangenome. The Ca1, Bma, Cau1, Ca2 and Bro mappings were processed separately, and the 
Bru, Cau2, Kal and Koh mappings were merged before analysis. For each of the lines (Bru, 
Cau2, Kal and Koh were considered together) the mappings were inspected and horizontal and 
vertical coverage were calculated for the contigs which stemmed from assembly of unmapped 
reads of this line. The results are presented in Figure 2-11. For each line the mean fraction of 
contig covered (horizontal coverage) exceeded 0.99 (median: 1.0) and the median vertical 






Figure 2-11 Plot of vertical vs horizontal coverage for the newly assembled contigs stemming 
from unassembled reads from each of the lines. 
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2.3.2.4 Comparison of the newly assembled contigs to the reference 
The newly assembled contigs were compared to portion of the pangenome, which served as a 
reference at a given assembly stage (for example for Cau1 sample [added as 3rd during 
pangenome construction] TO1000+Ca1+Bma portion was used). The aim was to identify 
assembled contigs with high nucleotide similarity to the reference sequence. The parameters 
used were 1. nucleotide identity of 93.03%, 2. continuity of 95% (no more the 5% of the 
alignment block could be gaps) 3. coverage 90% (at least 90% of the contig had to be within 
alignment block). In total 7,748 contigs (8.4%), representing 4.2 Mbp (4.5%) of sequence could 
be aligned. 
2.3.3 Contig placement along chromosomes 
The newly assembled contigs were placed along the pangenome using paired end information. 
In total, 30,976 (33.7%) contigs could be placed either on TO1000 chromosomes or scaffolds 
– 29,766 were placed on chromosomes and 1,210 were placed on scaffolds. The summary of 
contig placements is presented in Table 2-5. Visualization of contig placements along the nine 
TO1000 chromosomes is presented in Figure 2-12. Higher proportion of placements was 
localized towards the ends of chromosomes. The frequency of placements is presented in 
Figure 2-13.  
Table 2-5 Distribution of contig placement along the TO1000 chromosomes and unplaced 
scaffolds. 















Figure 2-12 Visualization of contig placement along the nine TO1000 chromosomes. Each 
rectangle corresponds to a chromosome and each vertical line corresponds to a contig. Contigs 




Figure 2-13 Frequency of contig placements along the nine TO1000 chromosomes. 
Chromosomes were split into 500 Kbp bins. Vertical lines delimit locations of centromeres. 
In total for 9,394 contigs, both ends could be placed. Out of these placements, 5,208 (55.4%) 
were categorized as insertion in the placed contig relative to placement contig (placement 
contig is the contig onto which the other contig was placed) (category 1), 2,175 (23.2%) as 
divergence (category 2) and 1,919 (20.4%) as deletion in the placed contig relative to the 
placement contig (category 3). Finally, 92 (0.98%) were unknown (the distance between 
placement of ends was above 50,000 bp, most likely corresponding to hybrid contigs, 
placement error, but could also be a result of re-arrangements). The breakup of contigs from 




Table 2-6 Distribution of three categories of genomic variants across contigs with both ends 
placed. Category 1 – insertion in the placed contig relative to the placement contig, category 2 
– significant divergence between the placed contig and the placement contig, category 3 - 
deletion in the placed contig relative to the placement contig. 
 Category 1 Category 2 Category 3 Unknown  Total 
Ca1 1,619 714 734 45 3,112 
Bma 2,002 945 828 33 3,808 
Cau1 530 235 179 8 952 
Ca2 344 113 100 4 561 
Bro 635 154 59 2 850 







92 (0.98%) 9,394 
Vertical and horizontal coverage across placement regions were calculated and compared to 
the coverage across 50 randomly selected regions from chromosomes C1-C9. Results of 
coverage calculations are presented in Table 2-7. Both the horizontal and vertical coverages 
across placement regions are lower than across the control regions. A sample coverage 
landscape across a placement region is presented in Figure 2-14. 
Table 2-7 Landscape of vertical (ver) and horizontal (hor) coverages across the divergence 
(div) regions, insertion (ins) regions (in the placement contig relative to the placed contig) and 





Min 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max 
Ca1 Div Ver 4.595 23.28 29.36 31.56 36 333 
Ca1 Ins Ver 2.481 17.46 29.41 60.13 42.31 9243 
Ca1 Ran Ver 2.041 44.91 72.66 67.09 87.51 126.3 
Bma Div Ver 3.336 19.94 25.67 27.18 31.85 155.5 
Bma Ins Ver 2.187 17.85 27.31 38.05 39.15 2,294 
Bma Ran Ver 0 52.54 72.18 80.48 86.81 647.7 
Cau1 Div Ver 5.163 18.46 22.77 23.75 27.48 134.7 
Cau1 Ins Ver 2.871 14.85 23.85 28.46 31.35 189.7 
Cau1 Ran Ver 0 53.32 64.11 62.07 71.97 191.1 
Ca2 Div Ver 5.53 22.89 29.15 30.53 35.45 110.6 
Ca2 Ins Ver 5.422 17.68 27.26 32.21 37.44 208.5 
Ca2 Ran Ver 0 62.94 72.79 69.29 81.91 205.2 
Bro Div Ver 6.966 18.52 24.23 28.32 31.7 150.7 
Bro Ins Ver 3.479 12.83 20.84 31.17 36.87 110.4 
Bro Ran Ver 9.523 49.51 70.09 85.1 101.9 349.9 
Bc2kk Div Ver 30.38 54.81 72.19 67.85 80.41 104.6 
Bc2kk Ins Ver 26.16 59.49 73.26 78.47 84.49 206.6 
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Bc2kk Ran Ver 0.6002 58.73 73.5 81.56 91.88 291.4 
Ca1 Div Hor 0.1278 0.5815 0.7568 0.7347 0.9115 1 
Ca1 Ins Hor 0.0437 0.4717 0.7032 0.6658 0.8699 1 
Ca1 Ran Hor 0.06597 0.8326 0.9965 0.8636 1 1 
Bma Div Hor 0.09139 0.6139 0.7759 0.7513 0.9287 1 
Bma Ins Hor 0.07546 0.5461 0.759 0.7111 0.9067 1 
Bma Ran Hor 0 0.8226 0.9985 0.8315 1 1 
Cau1 Div Hor 0.2245 0.5962 0.7554 0.7326 0.8882 1 
Cau1 Ins Hor 0.08835 0.5527 0.7152 0.6936 0.8701 1 
Cau1 Ran Hor 0 0.8271 1 0.8608 1 1 
Ca2 Div Hor 0.3224 0.6783 0.8459 0.8028 0.9529 1 
Ca2 Ins Hor 0.1826 0.5841 0.7749 0.7442 0.911 1 
Ca2 Ran Hor 0 0.8756 0.9935 0.8437 1 1 
Bro Div Hor 0.2705 0.6016 0.7482 0.744 0.9247 1 
Bro Ins Hor 0.1203 0.4393 0.6934 0.6361 0.8167 1 
Bro Ran Hor 0.3193 0.9755 1 0.923 1 1 
Bc2kk Div Hor 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Bc2kk Ins Hor 0.6253 0.9924 1 0.9589 1 1 





Figure 2-14 Coverage across placement region of contig jcf7180000689016_Ca1 on 
chromosome 4. The coverage is high at the beginning and end of contig corresponding to the 
regions with mapped reads, which were used to place the contig and then falls in the central 
region, which is the diverged region. 
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2.3.4 Pangenome annotation 
The novel pangenome sequence was annotated using the MAKER2 annotation pipeline. A total 
of 5,197 novel genes were annotated. Maker assigns each gene a quality score, termed AED 
score with values ranging from zero to one, zero being the best and one being the worst. The 
distribution of the AED scores for the 5,197 gene is presented in Figure 2-15. 
 
Figure 2-15 Distribution of AED scores for the newly annotated genes. The overwhelming 
majority of genes had low AED scores which suggest high quality. 
The majority (4,945) of annotated genes achieved high AED scores <0.5. The mean gene 
length, mean exon length and mean number of exons per genes were compared between the 
annotation of the TO1000 reference genome and the annotation of the novel pangenome 
sequence. The newly annotated genes had similar mean exon length, but shorter mean gene 
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length and lower mean number of exons per gene. The summary of annotation statistics is 
presented in Table 2-8. 
Table 2-8 Annotation statistics for the publicly available TO1000 genome variable genes and 
the newly annotated pangenome genes. $Although MAKER2 predicts UTRs, the numbers 
calculated exclude UTRs to be more comparable to TO1000 predictions. 











4,751 1,149.7 217.7 3.1 N/A 
Novel 
pangenome all 









2,146 1,099.7 177.7 3.8 0.17 
A high proportion of the genes annotated were partial genes models, however, the mean gene 
length and the mean number of exons is similar for both complete and partial annotation. The 
mean exon length is shorter for partial annotation. 
Newly annotated genes are variable, they are present in some individuals but absent in others. 
Using TO1000 variable genes identified as described in Chapter 3, it was tested for a 
relationship between the properties of being a variable gene and being a partially annotated 
gene. There is a statistically significant association between the gene being a variable gene and 
being a partial gene model (chi square p-value = 6.401e-12), with variable genes more likely 
to be partial gene models. Additionally, there is a statistically significant association between 
a gene being found on scaffold rather than chromosomes and being a variable gene (chi square 
p-value < 2.2e-16), with variable genes more likely to be found on scaffolds. Finally, there is 
a statistically significant association between a gene being found on scaffold rather than 
chromosomes and being a partial gene (chi square p-value < 2.2e-16), with partial genes more 
likely to be found on scaffolds. 
The newly annotated genes were compared against TO1000 proteome, A. thaliana proteome 
and NCBI non-redundant (nr) protein database. In total, 5,014 (96.5%) genes had a hit (e-value 
1e-5) against the predicted TO1000 proteome, 4,778 (91.9%) had a hit against A. thaliana 
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proteome and 5,093 (98%) against nr database. Three of the hits against nr were not to green 
plants (hits against: Drosophila melanogaster, Ictidomys tridecemlineatus, synthetic construct 
– protein kinase). The histogram of sequence identity (Figure 2-16) between the newly 
annotated genes and the TO1000 predicted genes shows that some of the newly annotated genes 
(90 in total) have 100% sequence identity with TO1000 genes. However, the genes were 
compared in protein space. When the 90 genes were compared to the TO1000 genes in 
nucleotide space only two of them showed 100% identity and both had gaps in the alignment. 
The two genes were short, coding for proteins of 57 and 60 amino acids.  
 
Figure 2-16 Comparison of sequence identity between newly annotated genes and TO1000 
genes. The red line corresponds to mean. The mean sequence identity between newly annotated 
genes and the TO1000 genes was 73.93% (Min: 26.29, 1st Qu.: 61.54, Median: 76.22, Mean: 
73.93, 3rd Qu.: 88.12, Max: 100.00). Sequence identity as shown by BLAST output – top hit, 
top HSP. 
Clustering of the newly assembled genes with OrthoMCL (as described in Chapter 3, Section 
3.2.9) suggested that 66% of the newly assembled genes, did not cluster with TO1000 genes, 
but contributed new clusters or were singletons. The set of partially annotated genes was tested 
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for the presence of potential split genes. Using extremely relaxed criteria for calling split genes, 
86 genes (1.7%) could potentially be split. 
2.4 Discussion 
The pangenome represents a complete complement of genes for a given species. To date most 
pangenome studies have been performed in bacteria, however pangenome construction 
becomes increasingly popular in higher organism studies, especially plants (Hirsch et al., 2014; 
Li et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014; Schatz et al., 2014). Until recently, many studies focused on 
re-sequencing and comparison of newly obtained sequence to a single available reference 
genome. However, recent studies have shown that a single reference sequence cannot capture 
the entire gene content of a species owing to presence absence variants (PAV) and copy number 
variants (CNV) (Bush et al., 2014; Ding et al., 2007; Gonzalez et al., 2013; Hirsch et al., 2014; 
Li et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014). Construction of the pangenome leads to 
capturing of more of diversity present within the species. There are several approaches to 
pangenome construction. These include the k-mer based approaches, which represent the whole 
genome in the k-mer space, full de novo genome assemblies, and the iterative mapping and 
assembly approach. The k-mer approach utilises de Bruijn graphs. De Bruijn graphs are robust 
data structures which represent sequence relationships. In a de Bruijn graph, each sequence is 
decomposed to a number of substrings of length k, termed k-mers. The relationship between 
k-mers can be represented as a graph where each k-mer is a node and nodes which overlap by 
k-1 characters are connected by an edge. The graph can include multiple edges connecting the 
same nodes and self-loops. A genome can be reconstructed from k-mers following relationships 
between the nodes. When multiple genomes are considered, additional information about the 
origin of the node has to be stored. This is achieved by colouring the nodes, where nodes 
originating from different samples are assigned unique colours, and can therefore be easily 
traced. This way an entire pangenome can be represented as a coloured de Bruijn graph, 
allowing for identification of sequences which are common between the genomes or unique to 
one individual (Iqbal et al., 2012; Marcus et al., 2014). The k-mer based approach so far has 
been applied in bacterial genomes only and mostly as proof of concept studies (Iqbal et al., 
2013; Marcus et al., 2014). 
In case of high coverage samples, a de novo genome assembly can be performed. A range of 
genome de novo assembly tools is available including Velvet (Zerbino and Birney, 2008), 
SOAPdenovo (Li et al., 2010a), ALLPATHS (Butler et al., 2008) and MaSuRCA (Zimin et al., 
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2013). The genomes can be compared using whole genome alignment to identify regions which 
are shared or variable (Li et al., 2014; Schatz et al., 2014). This can be achieved using software 
such as MUMmer (Kurtz et al., 2004) or Mugsy (Angiuoli and Salzberg, 2010). Additionally, 
annotation of the genomes allows identification of orthologous genes clusters, and 
identification of core and variable gene families (Li et al., 2014), for example, by using 
OrthoMCL (Li et al., 2003). However, de novo assembly and analysis of multiple large 
genomes can be difficult. De novo genome assembly itself can be time and resource intensive, 
especially for large repetitive genomes. For example MaSuRCA (Zimin et al., 2013), an 
assembler, which was designed with large and complex genomes in mind and performs very 
well in comparison to other assemblers (Magoc et al., 2013) can take up to a week (possibly 
longer) to complete a run for 1 Gbp genome. Additionally, whole genome alignments still 
present a challenging computational problem (Ågren et al., 2012). They are especially difficult 
where, like in this case, no mate pair data is available, which makes scaffolding impossible, 
resulting in genome assemblies having low N50s and being composed of hundreds of thousands 
of contigs. 
The third approach is iterative mapping and assembly. In this approach, a single whole genome 
assembly is used as a starting reference. The reads from the other lines are sequentially mapped 
to the reference, the unmapped reads are extracted and assembled and the reference is updated 
with the newly assembled sequence. The approach is related to the reference-guided assembly 
utilized in other studies (Cao et al., 2011; Gan et al., 2011; Hirsch et al., 2014; Schneeberger 
et al., 2011; Yao et al., 2015). The iterative assembly and updating of the reference sequence 
between the mappings promotes production of a non-redundant pangenome. For example, if a 
certain genomic segment exists in two lines, it will be assembled only once when the unmapped 
reads from the first line are assembled. Because the reference sequence is updated between 
mappings, the reads corresponding to the given segment in the second line will map to the 
reference and will not be assembled again. This approach is a straight forward way to build a 
reference pangenome. It does not require whole genome de novo assemblies, which reduces 
the memory usage and computation time (for example a MaSuRCA run completes within 
hours). Whole genome alignments are also not necessary. However, it is important that an 
appropriate mapping tool is chosen, which is able to perform sensitive mappings, permitting 
sufficient number of mismatches allowing even for diverged sequences to map to the reference, 
but not to allow nonspecific matches. If a mapping tool is too stringent, diverged reads will not 
map to the reference and will be assembled, if it is too lenient, non-specific mappings will 
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prevent diverse reads from being included in the assemblies. Another consideration is that the 
assembly will be more fragmented than a full de novo assembly, which may translate to 
fragmentation of gene space. After the pangenome assembly has been completed many of the 
contigs can be placed along the genome, which was the starting reference, using paired-end 
read information. 
In this study the iterative mapping and assembly approach was used. The assembler used was 
MaSuRCA. MaSuRCA was chosen because it was designed specifically for the assembly of 
large and/or complex genomes and performed well in comparison with other assemblers 
(Magoc et al., 2013; Zimin et al., 2013). Another of the top performing assemblers 
ALLPATHS-LG could not be used because it requires two libraries (one with short and one 
with long insert sizes) which were not available for any of the lines. MaSuRCA was shown to 
successfully assemble unmapped reads in Bos taurus re-sequencing study (Whitacre et al., 
2015). MaSuRCA is a hybrid assembler which used de Bruijn graph to build super-reads and 
then Celera assembler to assemble the super-reads. Celera assembler is designed for assembly 
of single contiguous genome. However, it was also successfully utilized in EST and 
metagenomics assemblies (O'Neil et al., 2010; Pignatelli and Moya, 2011; Vázquez-
Castellanos et al., 2014). In this study MaSuRCA is used to assemble only unmapped reads, 
rather than the whole genome, which in some way makes the assembly akin to 
EST/metagenomics assemblies (Yao et al., 2015). One of the main concerns during a 
metagenome assembly is creation of hybrid contigs (false joining of two contigs from different 
organism or regions of a genome). This is also a concern while assembling unmapped reads, 
where two contigs originating from different genomic locations can be joined together due to 
sequence similarity. The amount of hybrid contigs found will most likely be sample specific to 
an extent, however simulations performed suggested hybrid contigs constituted less than 3% 
of assembly (Appendix 1). Low number of hybrid contigs is also supported by placement 
results, where only for a small fraction of contigs, placement of two contig ends spanned more 
than 50 Kbp. 
The mappers considered were Botwie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012), BWA aln+sampe and 
BWA-MEM (Li and Durbin, 2009) and SOAP2 (Li et al., 2009d). SOAP2 was rejected because 
it was shown to have the lowest mapping rate among all the mappers even using very relaxed 
parameters (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). BWA aln+sampe also has a lower mapping rate 
than Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). BWA-MEM was tested, however it was found 
to perform soft clipping, with no straight forward way to disable it. Soft clipping (even 
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extensive soft clipping) may not be a source of concern when mapping reads to high quality 
finished genomes (like the human genome), where potentially every read has a proper position 
in the reference genome, and soft clipping helps remove low quality bases. However, in case 
of de novo assemblies of plant genomes some sequence is expected not to have assembled and 
be missing from the reference. This may result in forced mapping (to the wrong locations) of 
some reads, which do not have a genuine mapping location due to gaps in the reference. This 
effect is expected to be even more pronounced when heavy soft clipping is applied, and 
therefore the alignment of whole, non-clipped reads is preferred. This alignment of whole non-
clipped reads is possible using Bowtie2 in end-to-end mode. The ability to align whole reads 
and the high sensitivity of Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) resulted in it being the 
aligner of choice in this study. The choice of an appropriate mapper should minimise problems 
stemming from diverged reads not mapping to the reference. In cases where the reads are too 
diverged to be mapped, it can be assumed that the sequence divergence has in fact resulted in 
creation of novel sequence which ought to be added to the pangenome. A potential pitfall of 
mapping without soft clipping is the presence of adapters and low quality bases, which may 
prevent the reads from mapping. These reads could then assemble and result in contigs which 
are duplicates of the reference. Removing adapters/low quality reads prior to mapping could 
be a potential solution, however this would affect all reads with adapters/quality bases (both 
reads that have a mapping location in the genome and reads that do not). MaSuRCA users are 
cautioned not to pre-process the reads as this may result in deterioration of assembly quality 
(ftp://ftp.genome.umd.edu/pub/MaSuRCA/MaSuRCA_QuickStartGuide.pdf). Additionally, 
FastQC analysis of reads confirmed that only one of the libraries (Bro) had a potential problem 
with adapter contamination. The hypothesis was that even if the low quality reads and reads 
with adapters are present, the number of reads which fail to map due to presence of low quality 
bases/adapter will be low and those would be unlikely to assemble. In order to test this 
assumption the newly assembled contigs were aligned to the reference and only a low 
percentage (~4% of the sequence) could be aligned to the portion of the pangenome which 
served as a reference with identity exceeding 93.03%. A low percentage of newly assembled 
contigs (~1%), contained sequences with similarity to adapters, those were removed prior to 
analysis. This is comparable to the numbers observed in rice where BWA, which usually 
performs soft-clipping, was used (Yao et al., 2015). 
An additional concern is the order of addition of lines during pangenome assembly. Does the 
addition of lines in different order (either unsystematic or following phylogenetic relationships) 
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alter the total amount of sequence and the contiguity of the assembly? Intuitively, the order of 
addition should not have a big influence on the assembly and this is supported by the 
simulations performed (Appendix 1).  
The newly assembled contigs were tested for presence of contamination. Recent reports suggest 
unexpected presence of contamination among assembled genomes (Longo et al., 2011; 
Merchant et al., 2014). The contamination can be introduced at various stages including sample 
collection, sample and library preparation. Two main strategies exist for removing 
contamination during assembly. If the source of contamination is known and the genome of 
the contaminating organism is available, the sequencing reads can be mapped to the 
contaminant’s genome and the reads which mapped are removed prior to assembly. 
Alternatively, if the source of contamination is not known all the reads are usually assembled 
and the resulting contigs are compared to large collections of nucleotide sequences. In this case 
the newly assembled contigs were compared with the NCBI nt databases and ~4,500 contigs 
were tagged as potential contamination. A large proportion of contamination contigs were 
found to stem from one sample: Broccoli. The main source of contamination was one species: 
Herbaspirillum seropedicae. H. seropedicae is a nitrogen-fixing bacterium which forms 
associations with plants such as maize, rice, sorghum, sugar cane, bananas and pineapple 
(Baldani et al., 1986; Tadra-Sfeir et al., 2011), however there are no know associations with 
Brassica. On the other hand, sequences belonging the organisms in genus Herbaspirillum have 
been found among contaminants of DNA extraction kit reagents (Salter et al., 2014). 
In total, nine B. oleracea lines and B. macrocarpa (C genome wild species) were used to 
produce the pangenome. The core of the pangenome is the publicly available reference 
sequence for a rapid cycler (TO1000). The nine B. oleracea lines are very different 
morphologically (cabbage [two lines], cauliflower [two lines], Brussels sprout, broccoli, kale, 
kohlrabi and a rapid cycler (Chinese kale)) and are believed to capture a sizable portion of 
diversity found within the species. B. macrocarpa is an interesting addition since it is a wild 
species. It is believed that C genome wild species can be donors of valuable traits including for 
example disease resistance (Palaniswamy and Bodnaryk, 1994) but also erucic acid content 
(Velasco et al., 1998) and glucosinolates (Faulkner et al., 1998; Heaney et al., 1987). It can 
also serve as a valuable outgroup/control in the analysis of single nucleotide polymorphisms 
(SNPs) and presence/absence variation. 
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The assembly of the pangenome resulted in 94.6 Mbp of novel sequence added to the 488.6 
Mbp reference sequence. The total pangenome size was 583.2 Mbp. The largest amount of 
novel sequence (~39 Mbp) came from B. macrocarpa, which is in line with its greater 
evolutionary distance from TO1000 compared to all the other lines (Song et al., 1990). The 
amount of sequence contributed does not appear to be linked with sequencing coverage for the 
five high coverage lines used (Ca1, Bma, Cau1, Ca2, Bro). For example, Ca2 with higher 
sequencing coverage than Cau1 contributed less novel sequence. Similarly, Bro which has a 
higher coverage than Bma also contributed less novel sequence. At the coverage of over >70x 
small variations in coverage are not expected to have a pronounced effect on the assembly 
quality. There is a negative correlation between the order of the sample in the assembly and 
the amount of sequence assembled. The lines added first appear to have contributed more 
sequence to the pangenome than the lines added later on. However, with ten diverse lines used 
to build the pangenome, order of addition is not always expected to reflect the amount of 
sequence added. For example, Bro which was added as 5th to the assembly contributed more 
sequence than Cau1 and Ca2 which were added as 3rd and 4th. Additionally, the amount of 
sequence added by each line is likely to reflect phylogenetic relationships between the 
accessions (Chapter 4, Figure 4-6). For example, B. macrocarpa which had the highest 
phylogenetic distance, contributed the most sequence although it was added 2nd. Ca1, which 
was added 1st, contributed 2nd highest amount of sequence. Ca2 which was added 4th 
contributed the least amount of sequence among the high coverage lines, most likely due to its 
close phylogenetic distance to Ca1 (both are cabbage), Ca1 already having contributed most of 
cabbage specific sequence. 
To evaluate whether the pangenome assembly successfully captures additional sequence not 
present in the TO1000 genome two sets of mappings were analysed: 1. mapping of reads from 
the ten lines against TO1000 genome only. 2. mapping of the reads from the ten lines against 
the whole pangenome (TO1000 genome+newly assembled sequence). Mappings using 
pangenome as a reference had a higher overall mapping rate and a higher number of reads 
mapped in proper pairs. This result implies that the pangenome assembly was successful and 
the novel sequence assembled provides the mapping space for previously unmapped reads. The 
average mapping rate increased from 82% to 89%. Interestingly there was also a modest 
increase (lowest among all the accessions) in mapping rate of TO1000 reads. The increase in 
the number of TO1000 reads mapping can most likely be explained by use of different 
assembly algorithms. It is possible that MaSuRCA assembled regions which were not captured 
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in the original TO1000 assembly. However, these most likely are not coding, since very few 
of the novel genes predicted were supported by reads when TO1000 reads were mapped to the 
pangenome. 
The horizontal and vertical coverage for all the novel contigs were calculated. The newly 
assembled contigs were covered by the sequencing reads suggesting that mis-assemblies did 
not take place. 
In total there were 91,866 novel contigs assembled. Over 30% of those could be placed along 
the TO1000 genome. Placement involved anchoring the contigs using information from paired 
end read sequencing, where one of the reads mapped on the novel contig and the other on the 
TO1000 chromosome/scaffold. Mapping of the contigs reveals the landscape of potential 
duplications, insertions and deletions along the TO1000 chromosomes. There were more contig 
placements towards the ends of chromosomes. Structural variants are known to be caused by 
unequal homologous recombination and illegitimate recombination (Devos et al., 2002; Ma et 
al., 2004; Wicker et al., 2005). The higher concentration of structural variants towards 
telomeres may be associated with recombination frequency. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) 
across centromeric regions, which erodes as the distance from centromere increases, implies 
higher recombination frequency towards telomeres (Delourme et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2005) 
A similar observation with the number of PAVs increasing towards telomeres was made in 
sorghum (Shen et al., 2015). Interestingly, somewhat contradictory to that, a study in maize 
recorded no difference in PAV rates between high and low recombination regions (Swanson-
Wagner et al., 2010), which may imply a different mechanism of PAV generation. 
Novel contigs were annotated using the MAKER2 pipeline. MAKER2 is an annotation 
pipeline, which combines ab initio gene discovery and EST and protein based evidence.  Ab 
initio gene discovery relies on genomic DNA sequence alone which is systematically searched 
for certain intrinsic patterns of protein-coding genes. Ab initio gene discovery is successful at 
exon discovery, however it traditionally does not discover UTRs and sometimes fails to 
connect multiple exons into genes. MAKER2 integrates EST and protein evidence to 
corroborate results of ab initio gene discovery and produce final gene models. Gene models 
supported by evidence from multiple sources are much more reliable. Additionally MAKER2 
utilizes AED scores which are a reflection of the gene prediction quality, with AED scores 
varying between 0 and 1, 0 being the best and 1 the worst possible score. 
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The annotation of novel genomic sequence assembled resulted in 5,197 genes. The gene length, 
exon length and mean number of exons are comparable to the variable genes found in TO1000. 
A high proportion of the newly annotated genes models were partial genes (lacking either start 
or stop codon or both). This suggested that some of them could be pseudogenes. However, the 
AED score distribution suggested that the genes annotated were high quality, having EST or 
protein support. The complete and partial gene models have similar mean AED scores. 
Additionally, the mean gene length, mean exon length and mean exon number per gene were 
similar for both partial and complete gene models. Previous studies suggested that pseudogenes 
tend to be shorter, with a smaller number of exons (Wang et al., 2012). The partial gene models 
could also be variable exons. However, this is not a likely explanation as contigs at least 1000 
bp in length were annotated and the mean number of exons per gene was similar between partial 
and complete gene models. Considering that an average exon length is ~200 bp, the contig 
would have to contain multiple consecutive variable exons. Therefore, it is more likely that the 
partial gene models were incomplete genes due to fragmentation of the assembly.  
Analysis of variable genes found in the TO1000 genes revealed that there is an association 
between being a partial gene model and being a variable gene. A higher than expected number 
of variable genes are partial gene models. Among the newly annotated genes, a high proportion 
of partial genes models started or ended within 100 bp of contig edge. This may reflect the 
location of variable genes, which possibly could be found in difficult to assemble genomic 
islands. Additionally, because the genes are predicted on contigs assembled from unmapped 
reads, it is possible that for some of the partial gene models, some of the reads mapped to the 
orthologous genes in the reference, which prevented them from assembling and resulted in 




3 Chapter 3 Presence/absence variation analysis 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes characterization of the pangenome described in Chapter 2 with respect 
to gene presence/absence variation (PAV). Many genes in different species are known to 
display PAV – they are present in some lines but not the others. In the previous chapter 
assembly of pangenome for 10 Brassica C genome lines was described. The pangenome 
assembly contributed 94.6 Mbp of sequence, and 5,197 novel genes, which combined with the 
TO1000 assembly resulted in the complete pangenome size of 583.2 Mbp. This chapter further 
explores the extent of presence/absence variation among lines. The sequence data from the 10 
lines are compared against the complete pangenome and genes present and absent in each line 
are identified. The core genes (genes present in all lines) as well as variable genes (genes which 
are absent in at least one line) are identified. Mathematical functions are used to model the 
pangenome expansion and predict pangenome and core genome sizes. The distribution of core 
and variable genes across the nine TO1000 chromosomes was investigated. The B. oleracea 
genome can be split into three sub-genomes, namely the least fractionated (LF), medium 
fractionated (MF1) and most fractionated (MF2). The names are derived from the proportion 
of retained genes relative to A. thaliana found in each block, LF having the most and MF2 the 
least (Wang et al., 2011). The number of core and variable genes with respect to each sub-
genome was investigated. 
The variable genes are functionally annotated using gene ontology (GO). Some CNVs and 
PAVs are known to have functional impact. Known biological processes influenced by 
CNVs/PAVs are metabolite production, flowering time, submergence tolerance, phosphorus 
uptake and biotic stress response (Bakker et al., 2006; Cook et al., 2012; Díaz et al., 2012; 
Gonzalez et al., 2013; McHale et al., 2012; Schatz et al., 2014; Shen et al., 2006; Winzer et al., 
2012; Xu et al., 2012). Brassica oleracea crops contain glucosinolates, which play a role in 
plant defence response and are suspected to have anticancer properties (Higdon et al., 2007; 
Kushad et al., 1999; Li et al., 2010c). These crops are also a source of vitamins and antioxidants 
including carotene, tocopherol (vitamin E) and ascorbate (vitamin C) (Kurilich et al., 1999). 
The potential influence of PAV on glucosinolate, carotene, tocopherol, ascorbate and 
anthocyanin biosynthesis was assessed. Phylogenetic analyses show that whole genome 
triplication (WGT) in B. oleracea led to an expansion of genes involved in auxin functioning 
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(AUX, IAA, GH3, PIN, SAUR, TAA, TIR, TPL and YUCCA), morphology specification (TCP). 
Potential influence of PAV on auxin related and morphology specification genes was assessed 
(Liu et al., 2014e).  
Finally, a comparison between B. oleracea and B. rapa pangenomes (Lin et al., 2014) was 
performed 
3.2 Methods 
3.2.1 Gene presence/absence detection method  
Gene presence/absence in each line was detected using a custom package SGSGeneLoss 
(Golicz et al., 2014). 
SGSGeneLoss is a package, which detects gene presence/absence variation based on the depth 
of reads mapping to the exons of genes. The package was developed in Java and R and includes 
three tools: SGSGeneLoss.jar – performs main task of presence/absence variation detection, 
graph_chromosomes.R – allows visualization of gene presence/absence variation per 
chromosomes, graph_circles.R – allows visualization of gene presence/absence variation for 
an entire genome using a circular plot. 
The principle behind SGSGeneLoss.jar is calculation of coverage across exons of the gene and 
use of the coverage cutoff for gene loss detection. The scripts calculates position-wise coverage 
across the whole genome, and then within exons of each individual gene. For gene-specific 
analysis, both ‘horizontal’ and ‘vertical’ coverage was calculated. Horizontal coverage was 
measured using frac_exons_covered, defined as the proportion of exon regions of a gene 
covered by mapped reads. Values for frac_exons_covered are in the range of 0 to 1; for a given 
gene a value of 0 would be returned where no reads map to any exon position, whereas a value 
of 1 would be returned where reads map to all exon positions. Vertical coverage is measured 
using cov_cat, equivalent to the average coverage depth across exon positions of a gene. 
cov_cat shows a continuous distribution, but is split into categories for visualisation purposes, 
with categories specified by the user. The categories used for the examples provided here are 
as follows: 0; > 0x <= 10x; > 10x <= 20x; > 20x <= 40x; > 40x <= 70x; > 70x (although other 
categories can be selected). Outline of the methods and details of calculations used to determine 








Figure 3-2 Details of exon coverage calculation. 
SGSGeneLoss.jar supports bam file input for alignments and gff3 file input for annotation (gff3 
file needs to be sorted by features). 
Additional options accepted by SGSGeneLoss.jar are presented in Box 3. 
Required: 
bamPath - path to your bam file/files, has to end with / or \ bamPath=/home/my_bams/ 
bamFileList - a single .bam file or a comma separated list, only file names, bam and corresponding .bai files have 
to be in a directory provided in bamPath bamFileList=bam1.bam,bam2.bam 
gffFile - location of gff3 file gffFile=/home/my_gffs/annot.gff3 
outDirPath - location output directory, has to end with / or \ outDirPath=/home/my_results 
Optional: 
minCov - minimal coverage threshold to consider position covered [minCov=1] 
chromosomeList - comma separated list of chromosomes to be used for analysis, use all, for all chromosomes 
[chromosomeList=all] 
lostCutoff - coverage cutoff to consider gene as lost for calculating stats [lostCutoff=0.0] 
covCats - coverage categories for visualization [covCats=0,10,20,30,40,70] 
extendedFmt - used extended format, additional info included in output files [regular format] 
Box 3 Additional options accepted by SGSGeneLoss.jar. 
3.2.2 Modelling the effect of coverage on presence/absence calls 
In order to evaluate the effect of coverage on presence/absence gene calls the TO1000 datasets 
corresponding 1x, 2x, 5x, 10x and 20x were produced using seqtk 
(https://github.com/lh3/seqtk) (seqtk sample -s 100).  
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Reads were mapped to the publicly available TO1000 reference sequence using Bowtie2 v2.1.0 
with the following command: 
bowtie2 --end-to-end --sensitive -I 0 -X 1000 
Gene presence/absence was called using SGSGeneLoss using the following command: 
java -Xmx16g -jar SGSGeneLoss.v0.1.jar minCov=2 chromosomeList=all lostCutoff=0.05 
The minimum number of reads mapped required to consider a position as covered was two in 
order to avoid false negative calls due to read cross-mapping. The number of genes absent at 
each coverage level was counted and plotted against coverage. 
3.2.3 Gene presence/absence detection in each of the lines 
The reads from ten lines were first mapped to the pangenome reference sequence using 
Bowtie2 v 2.2.5 with the following command: 
bowtie2 --end-to-end --sensitive -I 0 -X 1000 
For the low coverage lines (Bru, Cau2, Kal, Koh) all reads were used. The high coverage lines 
were subsetted to 25x using seqtk v1.0-r75-dirty. 
As explained in section 2.2.4.2 chloroplast, mitochondrial (NC_016118.1, NC_015139.1) and 
contaminant sequences were included during the mappings. 
The resulting sam files were converted to sorted, indexed bam files using samtools. Only reads 
which mapped in concordant pairs were kept using the following samtools command: 
samtools view -f 2 $i > $i.paired 
SGSGeneLoss was run for each of the lines with the following parameters: 
java -Xmx16g -jar SGSGeneLoss.v0.1.jar minCov=2 chromosomeList=all lostCutoff=0.05 
The minimum number of reads mapped required to consider a position as covered was two in 
order to avoid false negative calls due to read cross-mapping. 
Gene exons may include untranslated regions (UTRs). The annotations used did not include 
UTRs, exonic regions of genes were equivalent to the coding sequences (CDSs). Only genes 
on contigs equal or longer than 1000 base pairs were used in the analysis 
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3.2.4 Production of a confident gene set  
Upon inspection of mappings of TO1000 sequencing reads to the portion of the pangenome 
which stemmed from the TO1000 assembly, it became apparent that a few genes (seven in 
total) were listed as absent, ie. a few of the TO1000 genes had no TO1000 reads mapping to 
them. This did not happen for the other lines. As a result, an additional filter was implemented 
which removed genes if they were classified as absent after mapping of reads originating from 
the same line as that part of the reference. 
3.2.5 Identification of transposable element (TE) related genes 
TE related genes were identified using Hmmer (Finn et al., 2011) v3.1b2. Hmmsearch was 
used to compare pangenome genes with a collection of Pfam domains (Pfam-A.hmm, 
downloaded on 27.07.2015). The resulting file was parsed to identify genes, which matched a 
collection of 137 TE related domains (Piriyapongsa et al., 2007). 
3.2.6 Identifications of core genes, variable genes and genes uniquely present/absent in 
each line 
Variable genes for each line were identified from the output of SGSGeneLoss. The set of 
variable genes was identified by taking a non-redundant set of genes which were absent in at 
least one line. The set of core genes was identified by subtraction of the dispensable genes from 
the entire gene space. The genes uniquely present and absent for each line were extracted using 
custom scripts: get_unique_present.py, get_unique_absent.py. 
3.2.7 Functional annotation of variable genes in each line 
Variable genes in each cultivar were annotated by BLAST v2.2.30 search (-evalue 1e-3) against 
a whole A. thaliana proteome and nr database. 
3.2.8 The variable gene frequency distribution 
The variable gene frequency distribution along chromosomes C1-C9 was plotted using a 
custom R script pav_histo2.R. Each chromosome was split into 500 Kbp bins. For each bin the 
total number of genes and the total number of variable genes were counted. Finally, for each 
bin, a total number of variable genes was divided by the total number of genes. The resulting 
fraction was plotted against the bin position on the chromosome. 
3.2.9 Identification of orthologous gene clusters 
Orthologous gene clusters were identified using OrthoMCL (Fischer et al., 2011) v2.0 using A. 
thaliana (TAIR 10) genes, B. oleracea TO1000 proteome (genes annotated on contigs at least 
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1000bp in length) and the novel predicted pangenome genes. The default parameters (BLASTP 
v2.2.28 -evalue 1e-5) were used. The sample OrthoMCL commands and config file are 
presented in Box 4. 
orthomclAdjustFasta atha athaliana_seqs.fasta 1 
orthomclAdjustFasta bole boleracea_seqs.fasta 1 
mkdir ./compliantFasta 
mv bole.fasta ./compliantFasta 
mv atha.fasta ./compliantFasta 
orthomclFilterFasta ./compliantFasta 10 20 
blastp -query goodProteins_chunk_x.fasta -db goodProteins.fasta -evalue 1e-5 -outfmt 6 -out 
goodProteins_chunk_x_vs_goodProteins.tab 
















mysqlimport -u root -p orthomcl SimilarSequences --local 
orthomclPairs orthomcl.config orthomcl.log cleanup=no 
orthomclDumpPairsFiles orthomcl.config 
mcl mclInput --abc -I 1.5 -o mclOutput 
orthomclMclToGroups some_name_for_clusters 1000 < mclOutput > groups.txt  
Box 4 OrthoMCL commands and config file. 
B. oleracea genes were extracted from each cluster. Non-clustered singletons were added to 
the clustered B. oleracea genes to form a final orthologous gene cluster set. 
3.2.10 Identification of variable orthologous gene clusters 
Orthologous gens clusters identified by OrthoMCL were used. For each line, present and absent 
gene clusters were identified. A gene cluster was considered to be present if at least one gene 
from the cluster was present. A gene cluster was considered to be absent if all of the genes in 
the cluster were absent. Core gene families were identified as clusters present in all lines. 
Variable gene families were defined as gene families absent in at least one line. The statistics 
for number of genes in core and variable clusters (mean, min, max) were calculated in R using 
mean(), min(), max(), function. The number of genes for each cluster was calculated using a 
custom script get_core_and_variable_size.py.  
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3.2.11 Modelling of pangenome expansion 
Curves describing pangenome size and core genome size were fitted in R using nls() function. 
Points used in regression corresponded to all the possible combinations of genomes. The 
combinations of genomes were obtained according to the following formula: 10!/(n!(10 – n)!), 
n=[1,10] for core- and pangenome size, resulting in 1024 points for core- and pangenome size. 
Pangenome size was modelled using the power law regression. Two different power law 
models were considered: a reduced model (y=AxB) and a complete model (y=AxB+C, including 
an additional parameter C) (Tettelin et al., 2005; Tettelin et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2014). Least 
square fits were performed for both reduced and compete models. The resulting fits were 
compared using extraF.nls() function in the FlexParamCurve (Oswald et al., 2012) package. 
The core genome size was modelled using exponential regression y= AeBx+C characterized by 
three variables, the decay rate (B), the asymptotic number of minimum core genes (C) and the 
multiplicative constant (A).  
3.2.12 Properties of core and variable genes 
The statistics for gene length, exon length, and exon number per gene were calculated. There 
were four sets of genes prepared in total variable genes annotated on TO1000 genome, other 
variable genes, all variable genes, all core genes.  
3.2.13 Functional annotation of the pangenome  
The pangenome was functionally annotated using BLAST2GO (Conesa et al., 2005) command 
line v2.5. BLAST2GO can be provided with pre-prepared BLAST results in xml format. All 
the pangenome genes were compared against A. thaliana proteins pre-formatted to comply with 
BLAST2GO naming requirements. BLAST v2.2.28 was used. The commands used are 
presented in Box 5. 
wget ftp://ftp.arabidopsis.org//Sequences/blast_datasets/other_datasets/CURRENT/At_GB_refseq_prot.gz 
gunzip At_GB_refseq_prot.gz 
makeblastdb –in At_GB_refseq_prot –dbtype prot –parse_seq_ids 
blastp -db At_GB_refseq_prot.fasta -outfmt 5 -evalue 1e-3 -word_size 3 -show_gis -num_alignments 20 
Box 5 BLAST commands used prior to running BLAST2GO. 
The files were imported into BLAST2GO and GO annotation and mapping was performed 
using default parameters. Subsequently, the annotations were filtered to remove genes on 




3.2.14 GO enrichment analysis 
GO enrichment analysis of variable genes was performed using R package topGO (Alexa et 
al., 2006). A custom script topGO_final.R and is presented in Box 6. 
library("topGO") 
writeTopGO <- function(GOterm, top, txt, mg, uni){ 
    # give properly formatted background in format: gene        go;go;go 
    annAT <- readMappings(uni, sep="\t", IDsep=";") 
    geneUni <- names(annAT) 
    # give file with your genes of interest, one gene_id per line 
    myGenes <-scan(mg,what="") 
    geneList <- factor(as.integer(geneUni %in% myGenes)) 
    names(geneList) <- geneUni 
    GOdata <-new ("topGOdata", ontology = GOterm, allGenes = geneList, nodeSize = top,    
    + annot=annFUN.gene2GO, gene2GO=annAT) 
    resultFisher <- runTest(GOdata, algorithm = "elim", statistic ="fisher") 
    resultFisher 
    allRes <-GenTable(GOdata, resFisher = resultFisher, topNodes = 100) 
    names(allRes)[length(allRes)] <- "p.value" 
    write.table(allRes, file=txt, sep="\t",quote=FALSE,row.names=FALSE 
} 
#three command line arguments 
#1. list with interesting genes 
#2. annotated gene universe 
#3. name of the file 
args <- commandArgs(trailingOnly = TRUE) 
mG <- args[1] 
universe <- args[2] 
name <- args[3] 
bp <- paste("5topBPelim.", name,".atha.txt", sep="") 
writeTopGO("BP", 10, bp ,mG, universe) 
Box 6 Code used for GO enrichment analysis. 
3.2.15 Analysis of variable genes across the three sub-genomes 
Assignment of the TO1000 genes to the three sub-genomes (LF, MF1, MF2) was obtained 
from (Parkin et al., 2014). The number of variable genes in each of the genomes was counted 
and proportion of variable genes in each of the sub-genomes was calculated. 
3.2.16 Identification of genes involved in glucosinolate biosynthesis, other metabolite 
biosynthesis, flowering time related and auxin related genes 
The pathways involved in glucosinolate, carotenoid, ascorbate, tocopherol and anthocyanin 
biosynthesis and metabolism were identified from the A. thaliana metabolic pathway database 
(ftp://ftp.plantcyc.org/Pathways/Data_dumps/PMN9_September2014/aracyc_pathways.2014
0902, version downloaded on 24.02.2015). The pathways and corresponding genes were 
extracted. Genes associated with flowering time listed in (Lin et al., 2014) were downloaded. 
All the genes belonging to the pathways of interest and the flowering time genes were 
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compared with the orthologous gene clusters. B. oleracea genes associated with 
pathways/processes were identified as follows: if a cluster contained an A. thaliana gene 
belonging to the pathway all the B. oleracea genes belonging to this cluster were extracted and 
assigned to the pathway. The four B. oleracea (flowering locus c) FLC paralogs were taken 
from (Chalhoub et al., 2014). 
3.2.17 Identification of R genes 
The R genes were identified using Hmmer v3.1b2. Hmmsearch was used to compare 
pangenome genes with a collection of Pfam domains (Pfam-A.hmm, downloaded on 
27.07.214). The resulting file was parsed to identify genes which contained PF00931 domain. 
Alignment between R genes was performed using Clustal OMEGA (Sievers et al., 2011) 
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/). Phylogenetic tree was built using QuickTree 
(Howe et al., 2002) v1.1. 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 The effect of coverage on presence/absence calls 
The effect of coverage on gene presence/absence calls and their potential confidence was 
assessed by splitting the TO1000 dataset into datasets corresponding to 1x, 2x, 5x, 10x, 20x. 
Reads from each dataset were separately mapped to the TO1000 reference sequence and gene 
presence/absence calls were made. Only genes (57,467 in total) on contigs which length was 
greater or equal 1000 bp were used for analysis. Since the reads mapped originated from the 
same line as the reference, in the ideal situation a coverage would be reached at which no genes 
would appear to be absent. The number of genes absent was counted at each coverage level 
and plotted against coverage. The plot is presented in Figure 3-3. The numbers of genes absent 
are 11684 (20.3%) for 1x, 2213 (3.9%) for 2x, 128 (0.22%) for 5x, 29 (0.05%) for 10x, 12 
(0.02%) for 20x and 3 (0.005%) for 78x. It can be seen that the curve plateaus between 10x 
and 15x. However, even when all the sequence is used there are a few genes (3 in total: 
chromosome C1 - Bo1g094440, chromosome C3 - Bo3g162080, chromosome C7 - 
Bo7g043560, all of them short (mean gene length: 212), single exon genes) which are classified 




Figure 3-3 The number of absent genes recorded at 1x, 2x, 5x, 10x, 20x and 78x coverage. 
3.3.2 Mapping of the reads from 10 lines to the pangenome 
All the mappings were performed against the entire pangenome. The percentage of reads 
mapping and the percentage of reads mapping in concordant pairs was calculated and is plotted 
for each line. The results are presented in Figure 3-4. The total number of reads mapped was 





Figure 3-4 Mapping statistics for all the lines. The fraction of all reads mapped and reads 
mapped in concordant pairs was calculated. The mappings were filtered and only reads 
mapping in concordant pairs were used in the analysis. Mapping rate is higher than the one 
found in section 2.3.2.2, as reads mapping to mitochondrial/chloroplast/contaminant sequences 
were disregarded completely during calculations. 
3.3.3 Creation of confident set of genes for pangenome presence/absence calls 
Only genes that were annotated on contigs which length was equal or greater than 1,000 bp 
were used in the analysis. This reduced the total set of genes from 64,422 to 62,664. 
Additionally, filtering of genes which were classified as absent after mapping of reads 
originating from the same line as that part of the reference removed 7 genes (Bo1g094440, 
Bo2g032900, Bo3g162080, Bo6rg037140, Bo7g043560, Bo8g076920, Bo9g021790) all of 
them annotated on the TO1000 portion of the pangenome, resulting in the set of 62,657 genes. 
Finally removal of 3,149 TE-related genes (3,002 on the TO1000 portion of the pangenome 
and 147 on the non-TO1000 portion) resulted in the final set of 59,508 pangenome genes.  
3.3.4 Gene presence/absence variation discovery and core and variable genome 
construction 
The total number of genes used for analysis was 59,508. On average there was 4,112.6 absent 
genes per line. Bma had the lowest number of absent genes (3,314), while TO1000 had the 
highest (4,967). On average, chromosome 3 had the highest number of mean absent genes while 
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chromosome 8 the lowest. Chromosome 2 had the highest proportion of mean absent genes 
while chromosome 8, the lowest (Table 3-2).  
The highest number of uniquely present and absent genes was found in Bma. The lowest 
amount of uniquely present genes was in Cau2. The lowest amount of uniquely absent genes 
was in Ca2. 
The uniquely present and absent genes for each line were annotated by BLAST searches against 
A. thaliana proteome and nr. Out of 1,053 (1.8% of entire pangenome) genes which were 
uniquely present in one of the line 962 had a hit in A. thaliana proteome and 1,031 had a hit in 
nr. Out of 2,444 genes (4.1% of entire pangenome) which were uniquely absent in one of the 
lines 2,025 had a hit in A. thaliana proteome and 2,344 had a hit in nr. The results are 
summarized in Table 3-1. 











Ca1 24 16 23 150 121 144 
Bma 719 671 710 852 692 809 
Cau1 29 27 29 124 104 120 
Ca2 28 27 27 112 84 110 
Bro 55 54 55 165 131 161 
Bru 57 53 56 150 127 143 
Cau2 12 12 12 168 132 158 
Kal 43 38 40 175 142 166 
Koh 30 25 29 170 135 163 
TO1000 56 39 50 378 357 370 
Total 1,053 962 1,031 2,444 2,025 2,344 
Mean 105.3 96.2 103.1 244.4 202.5 234.4 
Core genes are defined as genes which are present in all lines and variable genes are absent in 
at least one line. The total number of core genes was 49,757 (83.6%) and the total number of 
variable genes was 9,751 (16.4%). The number of variable genes shared between accessions 
was investigated. The highest number of variable genes (2,444) was shared by nine of out of 
10 accessions, these genes were absent in one accession only. The second highest number of 





Figure 3-5 Numbers of variable genes shared by different numbers of accessions.
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Table 3-2 Number of absent genes per line per chromosome. 




C1 123 169 118 95 124 97 160 106 97 0 108.9 5,107 
C2 152 191 138 141 125 140 135 169 170 0 136.1 5,510 
C3 186 269 193 191 207 181 202 200 217 0 184.6 8,096 
C4 138 216 140 139 152 134 166 161 173 0 141.9 6,079 
C5 141 168 90 116 92 121 103 122 114 0 106.7 5,545 
C6 126 192 104 113 118 95 130 105 120 0 110.3 4,489 
C7 124 162 102 103 98 100 121 100 113 0 102.3 5,482 
C8 101 165 105 88 76 106 104 112 83 0 94 5,342 




144 210 153 144 120 146 146 147 146 0 135.6 2,509 
Ca1 contigs 0 583 842 579 750 588 869 615 633 1904 736.3 1,950 
Bma contigs 1,848 0 1,497 1,567 1,430 1,407 1,527 1,426 1,491 2,039 1,423.2 2,070 
Cau1 contigs 315 268 0 220 169 211 110 178 205 347 202.3 350 
Ca2 contigs 184 152 186 0 115 94 158 110 116 201 131.6 203 
Bro contigs 187 157 180 172 0 122 164 136 138 218 147.4 218 
Bc2kk contigs 247 222 252 243 244 128 213 145 175 258 212.7 259 
Total 4,167 3,314 4,249 4,054 3,960 3,831 4,471 3,976 4,137 4,967 4,112.6 59,508 
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3.3.5 Distribution of variable genes along the nine chromosomes  
The distribution of variable genes along nine TO1000 chromosomes was assessed. The 
chromosomes C1-C9 contained 430 (8.4%), 518 (9.4%), 673 (8.3%), 529 (8.7%), 409 (7.4%), 
423 (9.4%), 430 (7.8%), 383 (7.2%), 504 (8%) of variable genes respectively. Chromosomes 
C2 and C6 head the highest fraction of variable genes, while chromosome C8 had the lowest.  
The distribution of variable genes along the chromosomes was visualized using an R plot. The 
chromosomes were split into 500 Kbp bins, for each bin the total number of variable genes was 
counted and divided by the total number of genes in the bin and the resulting fraction was 




Figure 3-6 Distribution of variable genes across chromosomes C1-C9. The frequency of variable genes was calculated by spitting the chromosome 
into 500 Kbp bins, counting variable genes and the total number of genes per bin and dividing the number of variable genes by the total number 
of genes. Putative centromere locations denoted by vertical lines. The lower track shows total gene number using 500 Kbp bins.
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3.3.6 Orthologous gene cluster presence/absence variation 
In total, there were 34,248 gene clusters used in the analysis. Of those 25,468 were singletons 
(8,993 had an A. thaliana ortholog, 16,475 were not clustered). There were 28,486 core gene 
clusters and 5,762 variable genes clusters. The mean size of core gene cluster was 1.88. The 
minimum number of genes in core gene cluster was 1, the maximum number of genes in a core 
gene cluster was 761. The mean size of variable gene cluster was 1.05. The minimum number 
of genes in a variable gene cluster was 1, the maximum number of genes in a variable gene 
cluster was 8.  
3.3.7 Pangenome size modelling 
The pangenome size was modelled using a power function. Both reduced (y=AxB) and 
complete (y=AxB+C) models were compared and the complete model was found to be a better 
fit (reported p value: p=0 for comparisons between reduced and complete models for both all 
genes and gene clusters). The core genome reduction was modelled using an exponential decay 
function with a non-zero asymptote (y=AeBx+C). The model for core genome reduction and 
pangenome expansion using all the genes is presented in Figure 3-7. The pangenome size 
expands with each added line up to the size of 59,508 genes. The extrapolation of pangenome 
size curve leads to the predicted pangenome size of 61,198±394. The size of the core genome 
diminishes with every added line up to the size of 49,757 genes. The extrapolation of core 
genome size curve leads to the predicted core genome size of 49,676±96 genes. Similarly the 
model for core genome reduction and pangenome expansion using orthologous gene clusters 
is presented in Figure 3-8. The pangenome size expands with each added line up to the size of 
34,248 gene clusters. The extrapolation of pangenome size curve leads to the predicted 
pangenome size of 35,462±295 gene clusters. The size of the core genome diminishes with 
every added line to the size of 28,486 gene clusters. The extrapolation of core genome size 




Figure 3-7 Model describing the size of core and pangenome with every genome added using 
all genes. The calculated values depend on the number of genomes used in the analysis. If n 
genomes are selected from 10, there are 10!/(n!(10 – n)!) combinations. Pangenome curve: 
y=AxB+C. Core genome curve: y=AeBx+C. 
Table 3-3 Curves, parameter values, parameter values standard error and 95% confidence 
intervals based on all genes. 
Curve Function Parameter Value SE 2.5% CI 97.5% CI 
Pangenome  y=AxB+C A -5,796.4 320.0 -6,669.5 -5,288.7 
  B -0.53 6.83e-
02 
-0.66 -0.39 





y=AeBx+C A 7,199.9 120.6 6,968.3 7,451.1 
  B -0.29 1.39e-
02 
-0.32 -0.27 
  C 49,675.6 96.46 49,459.7 49,858.1 
 
 
Figure 3-8 Model describing the size of core and pangenome with every genome added using 
gene clusters. Pangenome curve: y=AxB+C. Core genome curve: y=AeBx+C. 
Table 3-4 Curves, parameter values, parameter values standard error and 95% confidence 
intervals based on gene clusters. 
Curve Function Parameter Value SE 2.5% CI 97.5% CI 
Pangenome  y=AxB+C A -3,761.2 244.7 -4,457.9 -3,386.9 
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  B -0.49 6.95e-02 -0.62 -0.35 
  C 35,462.2 294.9 35,010.9 36,273.5 
Core 
genome 
y=AeBx+C A 4,134.0 81.6 3,977.6 4,305.9 
  B -0.32 1.51e-02 -0.35 -0.29 
  C 28,489.0 50.7 28,375.5 28,585.3 
3.3.8 Relationships between lines based on patterns of genes presence/absence 
The relationships between lines can be deduced based on patters of gene presence/absence 
variation using hierarchical clustering algorithms like UPGMA. The results of clustering based 
on 9,751 variable genes are presented in Figure 3-9. The Cauliflower1, Cauliflower2 and 
Broccoli are clustered together. Cabbage1 and Cabbage2 are also clustered together. B. 




Figure 3-9 UPGMA tree presenting relationships between accessions. Au and bp are 
approximately unbiased (au) and bootstrap probability (bp) p values (between 0% and 100%). 
Clusters with au larger than 95% are highlighted by red rectangles. Bootstrapping was 
performed with 1000 replicates. 
3.3.9 Properties of the core and variable genes 
Core and variable genes were compared with respect to gene length, exon length and mean 
number of exons per gene. The average gene length for a non-variable gene was 1,843 bp. The 
average exon length for a non-variable gene was 227 bp and finally the average number of 
exons per gene was 4.8. In contrast the average gene length for variable gene was 1,111 bp. 
The average exon length and number of exons per gene were 202 bp and 3.4 respectively. The 
variable genes originated from two sources (the annotation of the novel sequence obtained 
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during pangenome construction and the variable genes identified in the already annotated 
TO1000 portion of the pangenome) and the annotation procedures were somewhat different. 
Additional comparison between the novel variable genes and TO1000 variable genes was 
performed in order to see if annotation procedure influenced observed gene lengths, exon 
lengths and number of exons per gene (Table 3-5). 
Table 3-5 Annotation statistics for core and variable genes. 
Type Mean gene length Mean exon length Mean exons/gene 
Core 1842.9 226.6 4.8 
Variable 1111.1 201.8 3.4 
Variable TO1000 1149.7 217.7 3.1 
Variable other 1074.5 188.5 3.6 
3.3.10 Functional annotation of core and variable genes 
Core and variable genes were functionally annotated using BLAST2GO. In total 45,476 out of 
59,508 (76.4%) genes were annotated with GO terms. Among the core genes 38,798 (78%) 
were annotated with GO terms with a mean of 15.35 terms per gene and a median of 11.00. 
Among the variable genes 6,678 (68.5%) could be annotated with GO terms with a mean of 
12.71 and median of 8.  
3.3.11 Functional enrichment analysis of variable genes 
Functional enrichment analysis of variable genes was performed using topGO. The top 
biological processes enriched in variable genes were defence response to bacterium (p=2.50e-
09), sesquiterpene biosynthetic process (p=7.70e-08), and cellular water homeostasis (p=5.70e-
07). The list of enriched processes (p<1e-3) is presented in Table 3-6 and Figure 3-10. Many 
of the significantly enriched GO terms were associated with biotic stress. Additionally, genes 
associated with abiotic stress (response to cold, salt stress, water deprivation) were found 




Figure 3-10 Significantly enriched GO terms among variable genes. The font size is 
proportional to –log(p). 
Table 3-6 GO enrichment of variable genes. 
GO Term Term description GOSlim term P value 
GO:0042742 defense response to bacterium response to 
stress/response to 
abiotic or biotic 
stimulus 
2.50E-09 




abiotic or biotic 
stimulus 
5.00E-08 









GO:0010204 defense response signaling pathway, 
resistance gene-independent. 
signal transduction/ 
response to stress 
5.80E-07 
GO:0002237 response to molecule of bacterial 
origin 
response to abiotic or 
biotic stimulus 
6.60E-07 
GO:0002230 positive regulation of defense 






abiotic or biotic 
stimulus 
GO:0009615 response to virus response to abiotic or 
biotic stimulus 
1.60E-06 










GO:0009870 defense response signaling pathway, 
resistance gene-dependent 
signal transduction/ 
response to stress 
1.10E-05 





















GO:0009862 systemic acquired resistance, salicylic 
acid mediated signalling pathway 
other cellular 
processes/ response to 
abiotic or biotic 




GO:0007169 transmembrane receptor protein 
tyrosine kinase signalling pathway 
signal transduction 4.40E-05 
GO:0002229 defense response to oomycetes response to abiotic or 
biotic stimulus/ 
response to stress 
7.10E-05 
GO:0031146 SCF-dependent proteasomal 








GO:0010045 response to nickel cation other biological 
processes 
0.00034 
GO:0009617 response to bacterium response to abiotic or 
biotic stimulus 
0.00037 
GO:0009581 detection of external stimulus N/A 0.00058 











3.3.12 Distribution of variable genes across three sub-genomes 
B. oleracea genome contains three sub-genomes: LF (least fractionated), MF1 (medium 
fractionated) and MF2 (most fractionated). In total 30,304 (55.6%) out of 54,458 TO1000 
genes were assigned to one of the sub-genomes. The number of variable genes found in the LF, 
MF1 and MF2 sub-genomes was 247 (1.88%), 235 (2.54%) and 291 (3.67%). There is an 
association between the sub-genome and the proportion of variable genes (chi-square test, p= 
1.258e-14). The total number of variable genes among the LF, MF1 and MF2 sub-genomes 
was 773 (16.3% of all variable genes). The majority of variable genes (3,978, 83.7%) were not 
among the genes assigned to the sub-genomes.  
3.3.13 Glucosinolates 
The number of variable genes potentially involved in glucosinolate biosynthesis and 
degradation was assessed. In total, 199 genes potentially involved in glucosinolate biosynthesis 
and degradation were identified in the pangenome. Twelve (6%) variable genes involved in 
glucosinolate biosynthesis and degradation were identified including orthologues of: UGT74, 
CYP79, SUR, SOT and AOP. Eleven out of 12 genes were complete genes models. The genes 
are presented in Table 3-7. 
3.3.14 Ascorbate 
The number of variable genes involved in ascorbate biosynthesis was assessed. Two variable 
genes involved in ascorbate biosynthesis (both encoding L-galactose dehydrogenase) were 
identified. The genes are presented in Table 3-8. One of the genes was a complete and one 
partial gene model. 
3.3.15 Flowering time genes 
The number of variable genes involved in flowering time regulation was assessed. In total, 676 
gene involved in flowering time regulation were identified in the pangenome. Twenty one 
genes (3.1%) involved in flowering time regulation were found to be variable. The genes 
include orthologues of: ARP4, GA2OX3, GID1B, SEP2, CO, MAF5, FHY, GA2, GA3, FLC. 
Seventeen out of 21 genes were complete gene models. The genes are presented in Table 3-9. 
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3.3.16 Auxin related genes and morphology specification 
The number of variable genes related to auxin functioning and morphology specification was 
assessed. In total, 190 genes involved in auxin functioning and 30 involved in morphology 
specification were identified. Twelve (6.3%) variable auxin related genes were identified, most 
of them belonging to the auxin responsive GH3 family. Ten out of 12 genes were complete 




Table 3-7 Variable genes involved in glucosinolate biosynthesis. Table includes ID of variable gene, ID of best A. thaliana hit in OrthoMCL 
cluster, name of the A. thaliana gene, information whether the variable gene model is complete or partial and information whether A. thaliana best 
hit was directly involved in a pathway. If a cluster contained an A. thaliana gene involved in a pathway, all B. oleracea genes in the cluster were 
presumed to be involved. This is quite a relaxed criterion, therefore, it is possible that the best A. thaliana gene in the OrthoMCL cluster was not 
indicated as involved in the pathway. 
Variable gene Best A. thaliana 
hit in cluster 
Gene name or description Complete/Partial 
(C/P) 
Best hit directly 
involved in pathway 
Bo01171s040 AT1G05680 UGT74E2 C No 
Bo01171s050 AT1G05680 UGT74E2 C No 
Bo1g107110 AT3G21370 BGLU19 C No 
Bo2g006900 AT5G05260 CYP79A2 C Yes 
Bo2g006910 AT5G05260 CYP79A2 C Yes 
Bo2g102190 AT4G03050 AOP2 C Yes 
Bo3g036900 AT2G43820 UGT74F2 C Yes 
Bo5g125020 AT3G16400 NSP1 P Yes 
Bo9g006240 AT4G03050 AOP2 C Yes 
Bo9g008590 AT3G28740 CYP81D11 C No 
BOLE_PAN00001746 AT2G20610 SUR1 C Yes 





Table 3-8 Variable genes involved in ascorbate biosynthesis. Table includes ID of variable gene, ID of best A. thaliana hit in OrthoMCL cluster, 
name of the A. thaliana gene, information whether the variable gene model is complete or partial and information whether A. thaliana best hit was 
directly involved in a pathway. If a cluster contained an A. thaliana gene involved in a pathway, all B. oleracea genes in the cluster were presumed 
to be involved. This is quite a relaxed criterion, therefore, it is possible that the best A. thaliana hit in the OrthoMCL cluster was not indicated as 
involved in the pathway. 
Variable gene Best A. thaliana 
hit in cluster 
Gene name or description Complete/Partial 
(C/P) 
Best hit directly 
involved in pathway 
Bo7g116310 AT4G33670 L-galactose dehydrogenase C Yes 
BOLE_PAN00000605 AT4G33670 L-galactose dehydrogenase P Yes 
Table 3-9 Variable genes involved in flowering time regulation. Table includes ID of variable gene, ID of best A. thaliana hit in OrthoMCL cluster, 
name of the A. thaliana gene, information whether the variable gene model is complete or partial and information whether A. thaliana best hit was 
directly involved in a pathway. If a cluster contained an A. thaliana gene involved in a pathway, all B. oleracea genes in the cluster were presumed 
to be involved. This is quite a relaxed criterion, therefore, it is possible that the best A. thaliana hit in the OrthoMCL cluster was not indicated as 
involved in the pathway. 
Variable gene Best A. thaliana 
hit in cluster 
Gene name or description Complete/Partial 
(C/P) 
Best hit directly 
involved in pathway 
Bo1g008000 AT5G51470 auxin responsive GH3 family C No 
Bo2g002360 AT5G01190 LAC10 C No 
Bo3g027760 AT2G34555 GA2OX3 C Yes 
Bo4g098320 AT3G63010 GID1B C Yes 
Bo5g152700 AT3G02310 SEP2 C Yes 
Bo8g109480 AT5G51470 auxin responsive GH3 family C No 
Bo9g117680 AT1G48660 auxin responsive GH3 family C No 
Bo9g163730 AT5G15840 CO C Yes 
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BOLE_PAN00001137 AT5G65080 MAF5 C Yes 
BOLE_PAN00001298 AT2G38880 NUCLEAR FACTOR Y, 
SUBUNIT B1 
P Yes 
BOLE_PAN00001735 AT5G10625 FPF1-like C Yes 
BOLE_PAN00001866 AT1G79460 GA2 P Yes 
BOLE_PAN00001917 AT2G37678 FHY1 C Yes 
BOLE_PAN00001938 AT5G10140 FLC C Yes 
BOLE_PAN00002397 AT5G13370 auxin responsive GH3 family P No 
BOLE_PAN00002580 AT3G57300 INO80 C Yes 
BOLE_PAN00002639 AT1G23160 auxin responsive GH3 family C No 
BOLE_PAN00003026 AT1G18450 ARP4 C Yes 
BOLE_PAN00003466 AT5G25900 GA3 C Yes 
BOLE_PAN00005025 AT5G51470 auxin responsive GH3 family P No 
BOLE_PAN00005068 AT1G48670 auxin responsive GH3 family C No 
Table 3-10 Variable genes involved in auxin signalling. Table includes ID of variable gene, ID of best A. thaliana hit in OrthoMCL cluster, name 
of the A. thaliana gene, information whether the variable gene model is complete or partial and information whether A. thaliana best hit was 
directly involved in a pathway. If a cluster contained an A. thaliana gene involved in a pathway, all B. oleracea genes in the cluster were presumed 
to be involved. This is quite a relaxed criterion, therefore, it is possible that the best A. thaliana hit in the OrthoMCL cluster was not indicated as 
involved in the pathway. 
Variable gene Best A. thaliana 
hit in cluster 
Gene name or description Complete/Partial 
(C/P) 
Best hit directly 
involved in pathway 
Bo1g008000 AT5G51470 auxin responsive GH3 family C Yes 
Bo2g155590 AT5G27030 TPR3 C Yes 
Bo3g054650 AT3G53250 SAUR57 C Yes 
Bo8g109480 AT5G51470 auxin responsive GH3 family C Yes 
Bo9g018860 AT5G65670 IAA9 C Yes 
Bo9g117680 AT1G48660 auxin responsive GH3 family C Yes 
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BOLE_PAN00000684 AT2G33230 YUCCA 7 C Yes 
BOLE_PAN00002397 AT5G13370 auxin responsive GH3 family P Yes 
BOLE_PAN00002582 AT4G32280 IAA29 C Yes 
BOLE_PAN00002639 AT1G23160 auxin responsive GH3 family C Yes 
BOLE_PAN00005025 AT5G51470 auxin responsive GH3 family P Yes 
BOLE_PAN00005068 AT1G48670 auxin responsive GH3 family C Yes 
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3.3.17 Resistance (R) genes 
The resistance genes were identified as all genes containing the Pfam domain PF00931 
(http://pfam.xfam.org/family/PF00931) (Yu et al., 2014). In total, 441 R genes (389 complete and 52 
partial gene models) were identified including 250 and 191 variable genes. Phylogenetic relationships 
between genes were inferred using QuickTree and are presented in Figure 3-11. 
 
Figure 3-11 Neighbour joining tree of core genes, variable genes and known A. thaliana R genes (Yu 
et al., 2014). A. thaliana genes are shown in red, core genes in green and variable genes in blue. A 
thaliana genes are marked with domains present; N – nucleotide binding site (NBS), L – leucine rich 
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repeat (LRR), T –toll/interleukin-1 receptor (TIR), C – coiled-coil (CC).  The tree was formatted for 
display clarity, all the branches are shown as equal. 
3.4 Discussion 
The concept of pangenome was first introduced by Medini and Tettelin (Medini et al., 2005; Tettelin 
et al., 2005). Pangenome being the full complement of genes in a given species was divided into core 
genome - a set of genes present in all the individuals and dispensable genome (here termed as variable 
genome) which encompasses genes absent in at least one individual. The core and variable genes 
were interpreted to represent ‘the essence and the diversity of the species’, respectively (Medini et 
al., 2005). The early mathematical models suggested that unique genes will continue to emerge even 
after hundreds of thousands of genomes have been sequenced (Tettelin et al., 2005). Along with core 
and variable genome two additional definitions were introduced: a closed pangenome is a pangenome, 
where a number of genes that can be found, is finite and an open pangenome where the number of 
genes is unlimited (Medini et al., 2005; Tettelin et al., 2005). An example of on open pangenome is 
Streptococcus pyogenes where in the analysis of five strains of Streptococcus pyogenes strain added 
27 genes to the gene pool on average. In contrast, Bacillus anthracis appears to have a closed 
pangenome. The analysis of eight stains revealed that the number of the new genes added to the gene 
pool dropped to zero after addition of the fourth strain (Tettelin et al., 2005). It was suggested that 
the closed pangenome is most likely a reflection of high clonality and low variability and recent 
emergence of Bacillus anthracis (Tettelin et al., 2005). To date, the majority of pangenome studies 
focused on bacteria (Baddam et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014a; Tettelin et al., 2005; Zhou et al., 2014). 
However, pangenome studies in maize and soybean and B. rapa were also conducted (Hirsch et al., 
2014; Li et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2014). 
This chapter presented presence/absence variation analysis of the Brassica C genome pangenome. 
The pangenome was constructed using a set of ten diverse lines of Brassica oleracea: TO1000 (rapid 
cycler), Ca1 (Cabbage1), Ca2 (Cabbage2), Cau1 (Cauliflower1), Cau2 (Cauliflower2), Bro 
(Broccoli), Bru (Brussels sprout), Kal (Kale), Koh (Kohlrabi) and a wild C genome species B. 
macrocarpa (Bma).  
B. oleracea is known to display remarkable diversity, which most likely stems from its genetic 
potential, natural and artificial selection, and results in radiation in morphology and other traits. B. 
macrocarpa is a wild relative of B. oleracea and a species endemic to the Egadi Islands, west of 
Sicily. Wild relatives of B. oleracea are considered potential donors of valuable traits (Branca and 
Cartea, 2011) including disease resistance (Palaniswamy and Bodnaryk, 1994), increased erucic acid 
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content (Velasco et al., 1998), and glucosinolates (Faulkner et al., 1998; Heaney et al., 1987). B. 
macrocarpa could contribute resistance to pod shattering (Mithen and Herron 1991), resistance to 
Leptosphaeria maculans (Mithen and Herron 1991; Mithen and Magrath, 1992) and cabbage root fly 
(Ellis et al., 1999). Many of the B. oleracea and wild species crosses are fertile (von Bothmer et al., 
1995) which makes introduction of new traits from the wild species feasible. 
The gene presence/absence was called using a custom package SGSGeneLoss (Golicz et al., 2014). 
SGSGeneLoss uses depth-of-coverage calculation to call presence/absence variants. It calculates 
horizontal/vertical coverage across all exons of the genes and calls gene absence if a gene is below a 
given horizontal (main function) or vertical coverage threshold. Gene presence/absence based on 
vertical coverage threshold was called in B. napus using additional script used to parse SGSGeneLoss 
results (Chalhoub et al., 2014). SGSGeneLoss has previously been used to uncover gene 
presence/absence variation in a diploid organism L. maculans and tetraploid organism B. napus. The 
validation rates were 100% (using three loci: ArvLm1, AvrLm6 (previously known genotypes) and 
MAT (PCR analysis)) and 87.2% (34 of 39 calls were experimentally confirmed (PCR analysis)), 
respectively (Chalhoub et al., 2014; Golicz et al., 2014). The necessary coverage required to obtain 
confident gene absence calls was estimated using mappings of the TO1000 reads to the public 
TO1000 reference sequence. Because the reads and the reference originated from the same line it 
would be expected that a certain coverage would be reached at which no more genes will be reported 
as absent. Inspection of the resulting curve suggests that the coverage necessary for confident gene 
absence call is ~15x (the curve plateaus between 10x and 20x). However, even using the total 
coverage of 78x, there are three genes which are identified as absent. It has been noted before that 
even at very high coverage a portion of the genome may remain un-sequenced (Ioerger et al., 2009; 
Ross et al., 2013) It was suggested that the biases may be sequence specific, sequencing technology 
specific or library specific, with biases registered even between replicates (Akhunov et al., 2010). 
The TO1000 reference genome was assembled using 10 different Illumina PE and MP libraries 
(Parkin et al., 2014). The reads mapped originated from two libraries only. It is possible that the 
regions which have no reads mapping to them are underrepresented (not represented) in the Illumina 
sequencing data used for mapping but were present in the additional libraries and therefore present in 
the assembly. Alternatively, the lack of mapping reads may be due to presence of short misassembles 
in the reference sequence. Genes found in these regions can be considered prone to sequencing bias 
and should not be used in the analysis.  
The assembled pangenome was ~583 Mbp in length and comprised sequence originating from ten 
lines. The pangenome contained 64,422 genes in total and 62,664 genes on contigs greater or equal 
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1,000 bp. As mentioned above in some cases genes present in the TO1000 reference sequence had no 
TO1000 reads mapping to them. To check if this was the case for the remaining nine lines, all 
mappings were inspected, however the mapping bias was confined to the TO1000 portion of the 
pangenome, possibly because for all the other lines the same libraries were used for assembly and 
mapping. In order to minimise the potential impact of the mapping bias on the results, TO1000 genes, 
which were categorized as lost when TO1000 reads were mapped to the pangenome were removed 
from the analysis (7 genes in total). This resulted in the final set of 62,657 genes. Removal of TE-
related genes resulted in the final set of 59,508 genes.  
The presence/absence variation analysis suggest that the majority of the pangenome (83.6%) is 
composed of core genes present in all lines. Less than a fifth of the pangenome is variable (16.4%) 
and 1.8% of the pangenome is composed of unique genes, which are present in one line only. The 
highest number of uniquely present and absent genes was found in B. macrocarpa which is consistent 
with its greater evolutionary distance (Song et al., 1990). The second line with the highest amount of 
genes uniquely absent was TO1000, a rapid cycler. This is consistent with observation in B. rapa 
where a rapid cycler showed highest degree of gene loss (Lin et al., 2014). The presence/absence 
variation was also assessed on the gene family (orthologous gene cluster) level. In total 34,248 
clusters were identified. Of these 83.2% percent were core gene clusters, where at least one gene form 
the cluster was present in each line and 16.8% were variable clusters where the entire cluster was 
missing from one or more lines. The core gene clusters were, on average, larger than the variable 
gene clusters. The results are quite different from the observations made in soybean (Li et al., 2014). 
A pangenome study of seven diverse accession of wild relative of cultivated soybean concluded that 
only half (48.6%) of the gene families constituted the core genome. The difference may be partially 
explained by the fact that in the soybean study only wild accessions were used, whereas in this study 
all but one were cultivated accessions. More variation among soybean accessions would be expected. 
Identification of genes present and absent in each line and gene clusters present and absent in each 
line allows modelling of pangenome expansion. Pangenome studies in prokaryotes suggested several 
models for pangenome expansion, core genome reduction and number of new genes added with every 
strain (line) (Hogg et al., 2007; Tettelin et al., 2005; Tettelin et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2014). Although 
the origin of variable genes for bacteria and plants is likely mechanistically different with variable 
genes in bacteria originating from lateral transfer and in plants from gene loss, whole or partial 
genome duplication followed by divergence, and transposable element activity (Hirsch et al., 2014), 
these give a good idea of which mathematical functions may be helpful in characterizing a plant 
pangenome. In this case a power function and exponential decay function were adopted as good 
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approximation of pangenome size and core genome size. The pangenome expansion was modelled 
using both all genes and orthologous gene clusters. In both cases, the regression curves converge 
suggesting a closed (restricted) pangenome with a finite number of genes (orthologous gene clusters). 
This is consistent with observations in maize (Hirsch et al., 2014) and soybean (Li et al., 2014).  
The properties of core and variable genes were assessed. The variable genes are on average shorter 
and have less exons than core genes. Similar observations were previously made in A. thaliana and 
rice (Bush et al., 2014; Schatz et al., 2014). Functional annotation of variable genes suggested variable 
genes are enriched in genes involved in defence response, but also in cellular water homeostasis and 
signalling. Presence absence variation among defence response (biotic stress) genes was previously 
observed among many plant species (Gonzalez et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014; McHale et al., 2012; Xu 
et al., 2012). PAV of genes involved in water homeostasis may be related to drought stress tolerance 
(Cha et al., 2015; Harb et al., 2010; Woo et al., 2007). Additionally, PAV among genes involved in 
signalling has also been observed (Bush et al., 2014; McHale et al., 2012) Enrichment of signalling 
and defence response genes may be inter-related as complex signalling pathways are activated upon 
biotic stress detection (Hettenhausen et al., 2015; Meng and Zhang, 2013). 
Glucosinolates are secondary metabolites derived from amino acids and sugars and function in 
defence against herbivory (Beekwilder et al., 2008; Windsor et al., 2005). They are of interest to 
human health because of potential anticancer properties (Higdon et al., 2007; Li et al., 2010c). 
Glucosinolate biosynthesis pathway is composed of two main parts: core structure formation and side 
chain modification (Wang et al., 2013) (Figure 3-12). Both genes involved in core structure formation 
(UGT74, CYP79, SUR, SOT) and side chain modification (AOP) are subject to PAV. 
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Figure 3-12 Glucosinolate biosynthesis pathway. Figure adapted from (Wang et al., 2013). 
B. oleracea grows in a range of climatic zones and alteration of flowering time regulation could 
contribute to its wide geographic profile. Phylogenetic analysis showed that WGT contributed to 
expansion of genes involved in flowering time control (Liu et al., 2014e). The analysis presented here 
suggests that 21 flowering time related genes found in B. oleracea genome are subject to PAV. 
Auxins are a group of plant hormones, which have a role in plant growth and development influencing 
processes such as: cell division, cell elongation and cell differentiation (Teale et al., 2006; Zhao, 
2010). Similarly to the flowering time related genes the WGT contributed to expansion of auxin 
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related genes (Liu et al., 2014e), which in turn, may have a role in the vast morphological diversity 
of B. oleracea. The analysis identified 12 variable auxin related genes. 
The B. oleracea pangenome can be compared with the B. rapa pangenome (Lin et al., 2014). The 
comparison is not entirely straight forward as the B. rapa pangenome was built with three lines only 
which will affect the types of analysis that could be performed and the results obtained. For example, 
in case of B. rapa pangenome and core genome size modelling could not be performed as the number 
of lines was not sufficient. The B. rapa pangenome reported to contain 43,882 genes with the core 
genome size of 38,186. The pangenome and core genome of B. rapa is smaller than B. oleracea. A 
larger proportion of the B. rapa genome is reported it be core (87%) when compared to B. oleracea 
(83.6%). This is expected as more lines were used for B. oleracea genome construction and with each 
added line the size of the core genome diminishes. On the other hand B. rapa pangenome study reports 
more unique genes per line (1,224 on average) compared to B. oleracea (105.3 on average). This 
again can be explained by the number of lines used, the more lines the less likely it is for a gene to 
be found in one line only. The results of the sub-genome assignments of core and variable genomes 
were similar for B. rapa and B. oleracea studies, the LF genome having the lowest proportion of 
variable genes. The results suggest many parallels between B. rapa and and B. oleracea pangenomes.  
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4 Chapter 4 SNP analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
Molecular markers are variations in the DNA sequence between individuals that can be associated 
with resulting phenotypic variation. Many different molecular markers have been used in the past, 
but single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are currently the marker of choice for genetic and 
genomic analysis. A SNP is an individual nucleotide base difference between two sequences of DNA 
(Edwards et al., 2007). There are two categories of SNPs: transversions (C/G, A/T, C/A and T/G) and 
transitions (C/T or G/A). Most SNPs are bi-allelic, although tri-allelic and tetra-allelic SNPs also 
exist. Bi-,tri- and tetra-allelic SNPs are SNPs for which two, three or four alleles respectively exist in 
a population. SNPs are highly abundant in genomes of most organisms, including plants (Chagné et 
al., 2007; Hayward et al., 2012). The popularity of SNPs is also due the availability of high-
throughput methods of SNP discovery and genotyping. The large data volumes produced by the next 
generation sequencing platforms, for example the Illumina sequencing platform provide excellent 
opportunities for genome wide SNP discovery (Imelfort et al., 2009). SNPs provide a wealth of 
information that can be used for genome characterisation. Such analysis may involve characterisation 
of SNP density along chromosomes, SNP density around genes, association of alleles with traits of 
interest using genome wide association studies (GWAS), and characterising haplotype blocks and 
recombination rates along chromosomes. From a breeding perspective, SNPs can be utilized in 
genetic diagnostics, germplasm identification and marker-assisted selection (Hayward et al., 2012). 
Numerous studies employ next generation sequencing for SNP discovery in plants including 
Arabidopsis, rice, sorghum, soybean, wheat, eucalyptus, potato, peach, cotton, oil rape (Ahmad et al., 
2011; Allen et al., 2011; Barchi et al., 2011; Byers et al., 2012; Delourme et al., 2013; Gan et al., 
2011; Hendre et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2010; Lai et al., 2015; Li et al., 2014; McNally et al., 2009; 
Nelson et al., 2011; Trebbi et al., 2011; Yamamoto et al., 2010). 
This chapter explores SNP diversity across the B. oleracea pangenome. Four different SNP calling 
pipelines were assessed: Samtools/Bcftools, Platypus, FreeBayes and SGSautoSNP. The SNP calls 
produced by those pipelines were compared. The SNPs called by Platypus were used in the final 
analysis. SNP distribution across the nine chromosomes was investigated. SNPs were analysed using 
principal components analysis (PCA) and maximum likelihood inference. SNP distribution across the 
core and variable genome was also investigated. Numbers of coding SNPs, synonymous SNPs, non-
synonymous SNPs and non-sense SNPs were compared between core and variable genes.  
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4.2 Methods 
4.2.1 Comparison of SNP discovery pipelines 
SNPs used for comparison of SNP calling pipelines were discovered using an older version of the 
pangenome reference. The older version was created using method similar to the one presented in 
Chapter 2, but with following differences: 
• Bowtie2 v2.1.0 and MaSuRCA v2.2.1 were used 
• Chloroplast and mitochondrion genomes were not included in the mappings 
• Contamination was not removed 
The total size of the pangenome used in the analysis was 99.4 Mb: The assembly statistics are 
presented in Table 4-1. 
Table 4-1 Assembly statistics. 
Line Total length # Contigs Longest contig N50 
Ca1 29,896,646 22,955 17,366 1,881 
Bma 38,820,474 33,829 18,037 1,600 
Cau1 6,983,087 8,015 15,654 1,065 
Ca2 5,066,420 6,422 16,763 920 
Bro 12,729,826 18,592 31,340 729 
Bc2kk 5,931,056 7,725 13,764 1,013 
Total 99,427,509 97,538   
Mappings were performed using Bowtie2 v2.1.0. Duplicates were removed using MarkDuplicates 
v1.95. Only reads mapping in proper pairs were used. 
For all the samples SNPs were discovered under diploid model.  
4.2.1.1 Samtools/Bcftools v1.2 
SNPs were called using the following commands: 
samtools mpileup -q 30 -Q 20 -g -I 
bcftools call -v –m 
The resulting files were filtered using vcflib (obtained on 15.03.2015) with the following command: 
vcffilter -f "DP > 10 & QUAL > 30" 
The files where then filtered to remove heterozygous calls. A call is considered heterozygous if (in 
this case) a diploid induvial harbours two different alleles at the same position in the genome. All the 
heterozygous calls were replaced by missing calls. SNP calls, which after filtering consisted of only 
missing alleles across all samples or a combination of reference and missing allele across all samples 
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were removed. The vcf files were adjusted to remove alternate alleles, which were not found in the 
samples after removal of heterozygous calls. 
4.2.1.2 FreeBayes v0.9.20 
SNPs were called using the following command: 
freebayes-parallel --no-indels --no-mnps --no-complex --min-alternate-total 2 -p 2 -m 30 -q 20 -R 0 
-S 0 
The resulting files were filtered using vcflib with the following command: 
vcffilter -f "DP > 10 & QUAL > 30" 
The files were filtered to remove heterozygous calls as described for Samtools/Bcftools calls. 
4.2.1.3 Platypus v0.7.9.1 
SNPs were called using the following command: 
Platypus.py callVariants --minMapQual=30 --minBaseQual=20  
Platypus by default performs stringent SNP filtering therefore no additional filtering with vcffilter 
was performed. The files were filtered to remove heterozygous calls as described for 
Samtools/Bcftools calls. 
4.2.1.4 SGSautoSNP v2.001 
The files were pre-filtered with bamtools v2.3.0 retaining only the mappings with mapping quality 
over 30 (bamtools filter -mapQuality ">30"). SGSautoSNP was run on default parameters. For 
SGSautoSNP output filtering was performed only on depth, since filtering based on QUAL score has 
a different meaning than in the other SNP calling tools. 
vcffilter -f "DP > 10" 
4.2.1.5 Comparison of SNP calling results 
SNP results were compared on two levels. First, SNP by SNP comparisons of the four vcf files (one 
for each SNP calling pipeline) were performed. The SNP was considered a common call between two 
SNP calling tools if the following were the same: chromosome, position, reference and alternate 
alleles. The SNP by SNP comparisons were visualized using R package VennDiagram 
(venn.diagram()). Venn.diagram() function takes a named list of string vectors as input. For each of 
the vcf files each SNP was represented as a string containing information about chromosome, 
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position, reference allele and alternate allele (chr_pos_ref_alt). Names in the list corresponded to 
names of SNP calling pipelines.  
The SNPs were also compared with regard to 1. proportion of heterozygous SNPs 2. the total number 
of missing calls, 3. number TO1000 SNP calls on the TO1000 portion of the reference, which did not 
agree with the reference and 4. the number of SNPs confirmed by other tools. 
4.2.2 SNP discovery using Platypus 
The final analysis was performed using version of the pangenome described in Chapter 2. The 
mappings used were described in Chapter 2 section 2.2.4.2. Duplicates were removed using 
MarkDuplicates v1.140  
The Platypus SNPs were additionally filtered prior to biological analysis removing the following: 
1. SNPs, that had an alternate allele unique to one line and were found on the portion of reference 
which originated from this line. 
2. SNPs, that were monomorphic for alternate allele and had an alternate allele call for the line 
from which the portion of reference originated. 
The above steps aimed to minimize the number of SNPs that could have originated due to reference 
misassembly (a wrong base put in the reference sequence).  
4.2.3 SNP matrix 
Matrices of SNP similarity between all lines were created. Code used to create matrices is presented 
in Box 7. 
common_snps <- function(x,y) { 
    x <- replace(x, x=="N", "S1") 
    y <- replace(y, y=="N", "S2") 
    xy.s <- sum(x==y) 
    return(xy.s) 
} 
not_missing <- function(x,y) { 
    x <- replace(x, x!="N", "0") 
    y <- replace(y, y!="N", "0") 
    x <- replace(x, x=="N", "1") 
    y <- replace(y, y=="N", "1") 
    tot <- length(x) 
    x <- as.numeric(x) 
    y <- as.numeric(y) 
    x.s <- sum(x) 
    y.s <- sum(y) 
    x <- replace(x, x==0, 11) 
    y <- replace(y, y==0, -11) 
    xy.s=sum(x==y) 
    f <- tot-(x.s+y.s-xy.s) 
    return(f) 
} 
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t <- read.csv("alleles.txt",header=TRUE,sep=",") 
t.m <- as.matrix(t) 
library("qdapTools") 
#gets matrix of SNP similarity, where both samples have non-missing values 
x <- v_outer(t.m,common_snps) 
#gets matrix of snps that could be compared, where both samples have non-missing values 
x2 <- v_outer(t.m,not_missing) 
#gets a proportion of similar SNPs 
x3 <- x/x2 
x.d <- as.data.frame(x) 
x2.d <- as.data.frame(x2) 
x3.d <- as.data.frame(x3) 
x3.d.r <- round(x3.d, digits=3) 
Box 7 Code used to create SNP similarity matrices. 
4.2.4 Correlation between SNP density and contig length 
Correlation between SNP density and contig length was calculated. The number of SNPs per contig 
was counted, divided by contig length and plotted as a function of contig length. 
4.2.5 Correlation between SNP density and order of addition 
The correlation between SNP density and the order of addition of samples during pangenome 
construction was calculated.  
4.2.6 SNP distribution across chromosomes 
SNP counts per chromosome (chromosomes C1-C9) were obtained by splitting each chromosome in 
100 Kbp bins and counting the number of SNPs per bin. The counts were plotted with a custom R 
script – snps_histo2.R 
4.2.7 Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree generation 
The ML tree was constructed using RAxML v8.1.22 package using the following command: 
Drawing tree: raxmlHPC-PTHREADS -T 8 -V -m ASC_GTRCAT --asc-corr=lewis -o Bma -p 12345 
-# 20 
Bootstrapping: raxmlHPC-PTHREADS -T 8 -V -m ASC_GTRCAT --asc-corr=lewis -o Bma -b 
12345 -p 12345 -# 100 
Bootstrapping was performed using a 100 replicates. 
4.2.8 Principal components analysis 
Principal components analysis (PCA) were performed using an R package SNPRelate (Zheng et al., 
2012). Package takes a single vcf file as input and performs PCA and hierarchical clustering. The 
code used is presented in Box 8. 
 




vcf.fn <- "pangenome.flt.vcf.all.h" 
snpgdsVCF2GDS(vcf.fn, "all.gds", method="biallelic.only") 
genofile <- openfn.gds("all.gds",readonly=FALSE) 
sample.id <- read.gdsn(index.gdsn(genofile, "sample.id")) 
pop <- substring(sample.id, 1, 13) 
s.a <- data.frame(pop.group = pop) 
add.gdsn(genofile, "sample.annot", s.a) 
ws <- as.factor(pop) 
pca <- snpgdsPCA(genofile,autosome.only=FALSE) 
tab <- data.frame(sample.id = pca$sample.id, pop = factor(pop)[match(pca$sample.id, sample.id)], EV1 = 
pca$eigenvect[,1], EV2 = pca$eigenvect[,2], stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 
pdf("pca.all.pdf") 
plot(tab$EV2, tab$EV1, col=as.integer(tab$pop),xlab="eigenvector 2", ylab="eigenvector 1") 
legend("topleft", legend=levels(tab$pop), pch="o", col=1:nlevels(tab$pop)) 
dev.off() 
s.list <- c("Cabbage1","Cabbage2",”Cauliflower1","Cauliflower2","Brussel","Broccoli","Kale","Kohlrabi","TO1000") 
pca <- snpgdsPCA(genofile,autosome.only=FALSE,sample.id=s.list) 
tab <- data.frame(sample.id = pca$sample.id, pop = factor(pop)[match(pca$sample.id, sample.id)], EV1 = 
pca$eigenvect[,1], EV2 = pca$eigenvect[,2], stringsAsFactors = FALSE) 
pdf("pca.pdf") 
plot(tab$EV2, tab$EV1, col=as.integer(tab$pop),xlab="eigenvector 2", ylab="eigenvector 1") 
legend("topleft", legend=levels(tab$pop), pch="o", col=1:nlevels(tab$pop)) 
dev.off() 
Box 8 Code used for PCA. Code adapted from: http://corearray.sourceforge.net/tutorials/SNPRelate/. 
4.2.9 Functional analysis of SNPs 
Functional analysis of SNPs was performed using R package VariantAnnotation (Obenchain et al., 
2014). The number of SNPs in CDSs of every gene was counted. The total number of synonymous, 
non-synonymous and nonsense variants per genes was counted.  
4.2.10 Comparison between core and variable genes 
Core and variable genes were compared with respect to total SNP density per coding sequence (SNP 
per gene/gene coding length (bp)), synonymous SNP fraction (synonymous SNP per gene/coding 
SNP per gene), non-synonymous SNP fraction (nonsynonymous SNP per gene/coding SNP per gene), 
nonsense SNP fraction (nonsense SNP per gene/ coding SNP per gene). 
By design variable genes are missing a copy of the gene in at least one of the accessions. In case of 
core genes there are 9 lines which could potentially contribute SNPs (there are 10 lines in total but 
one of the lines which initially contributed the gene sequence will not be contributing SNPs) and in 
case of variable genes 8 or less lines could potentially contribute SNPs. In order to perform a more 
reliable comparison of SNP densities across core and variable genes the SNP density was normalised 
for the number of gene copies present according to the formula: 
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The reasoning was as follows. The core genes are present in all ten lines, therefore all ten lines are a 
source of potential SNPs. In contrast, the variable genes are present only in some lines, which means 
only a subset of lines will be a source of potential SNPs, possibly resulting in a lower number of SNPs 
discovered not due to the true biological difference, but a smaller number of lines contributing the 
SNPs. To alleviate this, the number of SNPs is normalized by the number of occurrences of the gene 
and genes which occur in one line only are excluded from the analysis. 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Comparison of SNP calling pipelines 
4.3.1.1 Read mapping and SNP discovery 
Reads were mapped to the reference sequence allowing only mappings in concordant pairs. The 
number of reads mapped per each line is presented in Table 4-2. The fraction of reads mapped ranged 
from 80% to 90%. 
Table 4-2 Fraction of reads mapped to the pangenome. 
Line Fraction of reads 
mapped 
Fraction of reads 
mapped in proper pairs 
Ca1 0.97 0.89 
Bma 0.93 0.83 
Cau1 0.97 0.9 
Ca2 0.95 0.88 
Bro 0.93 0.85 
Bru 0.95 0.81 
Cau2 0.97 0.81 
Kal 0.96 0.8 
Koh 0.97 0.85 
TO1000 0.98 0.88 
Four different SNP discovery pipelines were used. In total, there were 7,071,513 SNPs discovered by 
Samtools/Bcftools, 5,065,677 SNPs discovered by FreeBayes, 4,796,081 SNPs discovered by 
Platypus and 5,014,796 SNPs discovered by SGSautoSNP. The summary is presented in Table 4-3. 
The proportion of SNPs that passed quality filtering but were removed during filtering out of the 
heterozygous SNPs was 15.7% for Samtools/Bcftools, 42.4% for FreeBayes and 13% for Platypus. 
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Table 4-3 Summary of SNP calls from different SNP discovery pipelines. 
 Samtools/Bcftools FreeBayes Platypus SGSautoSNP 
Total SNPs 
discovered 
9,249,867 10,641,051 5,514,356 5,050,471 
Total SNPs 
after depth and 
quality filtering 
8,384,117 8,791,920 N/A 5,014,796 
Total SNPs 










4.3.1.2 Comparison of SNP calls between pipelines 
The objective was to choose the best-performing SNP calling pipeline for this dataset and use SNP 
calls from this pipeline for further analysis. A SNP by SNP comparison between SNP calling 
pipelines was performed. In order to be considered a common SNP call between two pipelines the 
SNPs had to share chromosome, position, reference allele and alternate allele/alleles. On average 
there were 5,487,017 SNPs called per pipeline, 1,681,563 (30.6%) SNPs were common between all 
four pipelines (Figure 4-1). The highset proportion of SNPs supported by other pipelines was found 
in FreeBayes, followed by Platypus, Bcftools and SGSautoSNP. Additionally, the proportion of 
missing calls (lowest in Bcftools and highest in FreeBayes) and the proportion of alternate allele SNP 
calls in the TO1000 sample against the TO1000 portion of the reference (lowest in SGSautoSNP, 
highest in Freebayes) was calculated. The results are presented in Table 4-4. 
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Figure 4-1 Comparison of four SNP calling pipelines: Samtools/Bcftools, Platypus, FreeBayes and 
SGSautoSNP. Venn diagram depicts SNPs shared (the same chromosome, position, reference allele 
and alternate allele/alleles). 
Table 4-4 Evaluation of SNP calls from different pipelines. 1 – fraction of missing SNP calls (no of 
missing calls/total number of calls) 2 – number TO1000 SNP calls on the TO1000 portion of the 
reference, which did not agree with the reference 3 – fraction of SNPs that were called by at least one 
other tool. 
 Samtools/Bcftools FreeBayes Platypus SGSautoSNP 
Missing rate 
[%]1 
18.20 21.84 20.15 19.74 
TO1000 SNPs 
on TO1000 
portion of the 
reference [%]2 
1.45 2.18 1.42 0.26 
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SNPs supported 










Pipelines were ranked with regard to number of 1. heterozygous SNPs, 2. missing SNP call rate, 3. 
TO1000 SNP calls on the TO1000 portion of the genome, which did not agree with the reference and 
4. the proportion of SNPs supported by other tools (Table 4-5). In this ranking FreeBayes had the 
lowest score. Samtools/Bcftools had scores lower than Platypus and SGSautoSNP. When the number 
of heterozygous SNP calls (not available for SGSautoSNP) was not considered, Platypus and 
SGSautoSNP scored equally. However, Platypus had a much higher number of SNPs, which could 
be confirmed by other pipelines and therefore was chosen for further analysis. 
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Table 4-5 Pipelines were ranked with regards to of 1. heterozygous SNPs, 2. missing SNP call rate, 
3. TO1000 SNP calls on the TO1000 portion of the genome, which did not agree with the reference 
and 4. the proportion of SNPs supported by other tools. Each rank was awarded points as follows: 1st 
– 4, 2nd – 3, 3rd – 2, 4th – 1. $ - because SGSautoSNP does not output heterozygous calls, it was 
awarded equal first with Platypus. 









1st 4th 3rd 2nd 
TO1000 SNP 
calls on the 
TO1000 
portion of the 
reference 
(lowest best) 






3rd 1st 2nd 4th 
Total points 3+4+2+2=11 2+1+1+4=8 4+2+3+3=12 4+3+4+1=12 
4.3.2  Analysis of Platypus SNPs 
The SNPs used in the analysis were discovered against pangenome assembly described in Chapter 2. 
In total 4,702,381 SNPs were discovered. The overall SNP density 8.06 SNPs/Kbp. The number of 
SNPs per chromosome and SNP density per chromosome is presented in Figure 4-5 and Table 4-6.  
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Table 4-6 SNP density. SNP density for all the pangenome chromosomes (C1-C9), TO1000 scaffolds 
and additional pangenome contigs. 
Chromosome Chromosome 
size 
# SNPs SNP density 
(per Kbp) 
 
C1 43,764,888 395,481 9.04 1.444 
C2 52,886,895 498,396 9.42 1.440 
C3 64,984,695 630,602 9.7 1.420 
C4 53,719,093 495,118 9.22 1.438 
C5 46,902,585 403,123 8.59 1.445 
C6 39,822,476 361,272 9.07 1.445 
C7 48,366,697 455,244 9.41 1.441 
C8 41,758,685 390,596 9.35 1.436 
C9 54,679,868 496,164 9.07 1.440 
TO1000 unplaced 
scaffolds 
41,736,625 198,245 4.75 1.435 
Cabbage1 contigs 30,066,800 198,669 6.61 1.488 
Macrocarpa contigs 38,721,895 117,756 3.04 1.486 
Cauliflower1 contigs 6,972,732 21,575 3.09 1.471 
Cabbage2 contigs 4,880,886 12,621 2.59 1.522 




5,612,839 6,985 1.24 1.543 
Total 583,247,430 4,702,381 8.06 1.442 
The overall Ts/Tv ration was: 1.442. Chromosome C3 had the highest overall SNP density. While 
chromosome C5 had the lowest overall SNP density. The newly assembled portion of the pangenome 
had on average lower SNP density than the TO1000 portion. No correlation between the SNP density 
and contig length was discovered (Figure 4-2). There was negative correlation between the number 
of SNPs discovered and the order of addition. The contigs originating from lines added later had 
lower SNP density (Figure 4-3). 
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Figure 4-2 Correlation between SNP density (SNP/Kbp) and contig length. Contigs up 50 Kbp were 
plotted. All the pangenome contigs with at least one SNP, excluding nine chromosomes (C1-C9) were 
included in the calculation. 
Matrices of SNP similarity between all of the lines were created. Matrix showing total number of 
common SNPs is presented in Table 4-7. Matrix showing the fraction of common SNPs (all the SNPs, 
which had non-missing values in both lines were used as denominator) is presented in Table 4-8. The 
lines, which are most similar to each other are Cau1 and Cau2 and Ca1 and Ca2. The line, which was 
most different to all the others was Bma. Those properties seen in SNP matrices are later reflected in 
the PCA analysis and the phylogenetic tree constructed. 
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Figure 4-3 Correlation between order of addition to the pangenome and SNP density (SNP/Kbp). 
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Table 4-7 The number of SNPs in common between lines. 
 Bro Bru Ca1 Ca2 Cau1 Cau2 Kal Koh Bma TO1000 
Bro 3,814,738          
Bru 2,284,938 3,717,037         
Ca1 2,404,459 2,503,522 3,963,712        
Ca2 2,391,151 2,484,514 2,877,717 3,960,042       
Cau1 2,617,279 2,265,722 2,430,420 2,430,853 3,953,340      
Cau2 2,354,695 2,075,220 2,163,877 2,155,449 2,937,963 3,478,221     
Kal 2,075,751 2,184,958 2,274,454 2,266,157 2,080,049 1,921,860 3,507,892    
Koh 2,316,915 2,279,480 2,374,476 2,364,022 2,277,557 2,119,304 2,105,144 3,628,444   
Bma 1,338,388 1,294,717 1,363,299 1,368,587 1,365,670 1,211,096 1,225,740 1,278,605 3,713,084  
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Table 4-8 The proportion of SNPs in common between lines. 
 Bro Bru Ca1 Ca2 Cau1 Cau2 Kal Koh Bma TO1000 
Bro 1          
Bru 0.698 1         
Ca1 0.698 0.737 1        
Ca2 0.695 0.735 0.786 1       
Cau1 0.749 0.678 0.682 0.682 1      
Cau2 0.757 0.684 0.689 0.688 0.892 1     
Kal 0.672 0.708 0.71 0.709 0.659 0.665 1    
Koh 0.721 0.715 0.717 0.716 0.694 0.704 0.694 1   
Bma 0.421 0.42 0.417 0.418 0.418 0.418 0.42 0.423 1  
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Number of private SNPs was counted for all the lines. Bma had the most private SNPs and 
Cau2 the least (Figure 4-4). 
 
Figure 4-4 Private SNPs across lines. 
4.3.3 SNP distribution 
SNP distribution across chromosomes C1-C9 was measured. Chromosomes were split into 100 
Kbp bins and the number of SNPs in each bin was counted. SNP counts were plotted as a 
function of bin position across the chromosomes (Figure 4-5). 
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Figure 4-5 Distribution of SNPs across chromosomes C1-C9, using 100 Kbp bins. Putative centromere locations are delimited by black vertical 
lines.     The lower track shows total gene number using 100 Kbp bins.
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4.3.4 Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree 
The maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic tree was constructed using RaXML. Bma was 




Figure 4-6 Phylogenetic tree of relationships between lines. 
4.3.5 Principal Components Analysis (PCA)  
Relatedness between the lines was measured using PCA as implemented in the SNPRelate 
package. The results of PCA using all the ten lines are presented in Figure 4-7. The top two 
eigenvectors explain 32.08% and 12.93% variation, respectively. B. macrocarpa (Bma) 
appears as a clear outlier. PCA was performed again without Bma. The results are presented in 
Figure 4-8. The top two eigenvectors explain 18.98% and 15.31% variation, respectively. 
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Principal components pairs for the first four eigenvectors were also plotted and are presented 
in Figure 4-9. 
 
Figure 4-7 PCA using all samples. 
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Figure 4-8 PCA using all samples, excluding Bma. 
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Figure 4-9 Plots of all pairs of the first four principal components for all lines without Bma. 
Colour codes are the same as in previous figure. 
4.3.6 Comparison between core and variable genes  
Comparison between core and variable genes with respect to coding SNP (SNP within coding 
region of genes) number, synonymous SNP (SNP not introducing an amino-acid change) 
number, non-synonymous SNP number (SNP introducing an amino-acid change) and nonsense 
SNP (SNP introducing premature stop codon) number was performed (Table 4-9). A similar 
number of coding SNPs for both core and variable genes was observed. Core genes have a 
higher proportion of synonymous SNPs and a lower proportion of non-synonymous SNPs and 
nonsense SNPs compared to variable genes.  
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Table 4-9 Difference between core and variable genes with respect to coding SNPs, 
synonymous SNPs, non-synonymous SNPs and nonsense SNPs. 
Type Mean 
cds pav/Kbp 5.45 
cds pav normalized/Kbp 12.18 
cds core/Kbp 9.68 
synonymous variable 33.2% 
synonymous core 46.9% 
nonsynonymous variable 66.9% 
nonsynonymous core 53.1% 
nonsense variable 2.0% 
nonsense core 1.1% 
4.4 Discussion 
Recent reports suggest large discrepancies between SNP calling pipelines (Clevenger et al., 
2015; Li, 2014; O'Rawe et al., 2013; Yu and Sun, 2013). A recent study in peanut comparing 
three SNP calling pipelines: Samtools, GATK and FreeBayes concluded that the concordance 
rate between the three pipelines was only 1.4%, pointing out that the results may be highly 
species specific (Clevenger et al., 2015). The first objective of this study was to compare SNP 
calling results between pipelines. Roughly 30% of the SNP calls were common between the 
four pipelines. The four SNP calling pipelines were compared with respect to several criteria 
including: 1. number of heterozygous SNPs, 2. missing genotype call rate, 3. TO1000 sample 
genotype calls on the TO1000 portion of the genome, which did not agree with the reference 
and 4. the proportion of SNPs supported by other tools. These are only some of the criteria that 
can be used. Since the lines used were inbred it could be expected that low levels of 
heterozygosity will be detected. All the Bayesian inference SNP calling tools were run in 
diploid mode. It is possible that for some of them underlying algorithms are better suited to 
handle inbred species. FreeBayes had a much higher rate of heterozygous SNP calls, whereas 
heterozygous SNP call rate was lower and similar for Samtools/Bcftools and Platypus. 
SGSautoSNP does not call heterozygous SNPs at all. The missing genotype call rate relates to 
the number of genotypes that were not called. It can be argued that it is beneficial to call less 
genotypes with higher accuracy. However, overall, pipelines with lower number of missing 
calls were considered better. The SNPs discovered against the TO1000 portion of reference, 
which have alternate allele genotype call in the TO1000 sample (abbreviated TA) can be of 
dual origin: 1. there is an error in the reference sequence (a wrong nucleotide was incorporated 
into the reference) – this type of error will influence pipelines which utilize the reference 
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sequence or 2. a wrong genotype was called. Samtools/Bcftools have comparable number of 
TAs (~1.4%), while FreeBayes’ TA is much higher (2.18%) and SGSautoSNP much lower 
(0.28%). Because, SGSautoSNP does not use the reference and it is has lower number of TA, 
a proportion of TAs is likely due to errors in the reference sequence and in this case using 
reference-free approach is clearly advantageous. SGSautoSNP had the highest number of SNPs 
which could not be confirmed by any other pipeline, however this may be a result of different 
underlying SNP detection algorithm (all pipelines but SGSautoSNP use Bayesian statistics). 
For instance, all the Bayesian methods use read quality scores and a similar underlying 
calculation. They may differ in the assumed priors and details of likelihood calculations, 
however, for example they are likely to assign low confidence values to SNP calls from low 
quality bases. This will not be the case for SGSautoSNP which does not use base quality scores. 
This does not mean that all the SGSautoSNP calls which come from low quality bases are all 
false positives. It is likely that many of them are true SNPs, which happen to be called from 
low quality bases. Overall, taking into account all of the factors above Platypus was chosen for 
further analysis. It has a high number of SNPs confirmed by other pipelines, low rate of 
heterozygous calls, low rate of missing calls and acceptable TA rate. Before any further 
analysis was performed authors were contacted to ensure that the diploid model used is 
appropriate for inbred species and they confirmed that to be the case 
(https://github.com/andyrimmer/Platypus/issues/38).  
Subsequently, SNP diversity of ten Brassica lines on a pangenome level was explored. The 
pangenome is composed of the publicly available genome of a rapid cycler TO1000 and the 
newly assembled sequence originating from nine other lines (Ca1, Ca2, Cau1, Cau2, Bro, Bru, 
Kal, Koh, Bma). In total, just under 5 million SNPs were identified. Almost 400,000 SNPs 
were found on the newly assembled non-TO1000 portion of the pangenome. The overall SNP 
density was ~8.06 SNPs/Kbp. A high proportion of private SNPs came from one variety only 
(wild type Bma), if those SNPs are removed SNP density is reduced to ~5.89 SNP/Kbp among 
the cultivate lines only. The density of SNPs presented by different studies (Table 4-10) 
depends on several factors including: 1. the number of lines used 2. the diversity of the lines 
used 3. sequencing strategy 4. SNP discovery pipeline used and filtering stringency. Using a 
larger number of more diverse lines will result in higher number of SNPs discovered. Using 
whole genome sequencing rather than reduced representation (where only low copy part of the 
genome is sequenced) may result in a larger number of SNPs discovered. As discussed above 
the pipeline used has a large effect on the number of SNPs discovered. Overall, the SNP density 
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in B. oleracea is comparable with SNP density in other species in the studies were a high 
number of lines was used (rice, sorghum, apple and wheat in Table 4-10). 
Table 4-10 SNP density across different plant species. 
Plant SNP density Technology No of lines Reference 
Eggplant 0.8 SNP/Kbp Reduced 1 (Barchi et al., 
2011) 
Rice 0.18 SNP/Kbp WGS 1 (Yamamoto et 
al., 2010) 
Rice 9.32 SNP/Kbp WGS 517 (Huang et al., 
2010) 
Sorghum 4.5 SNP/Kbp Reduced 8 (Nelson et al., 
2011) 
Oil palm 1.5 SNP/Kbp Reduced 108 F2 (Pootakham et 
al., 2015) 
Apple 3.47 SNP/Kbp WGS 27 (Chagné et al., 
2012) 
Wheat 4.7 SNP/Kbp WGS 16 (Lai et al., 
2015) 
The highest SNP density was found on chromosomes C3, the lowest on the Brussel-
Cauliflower2-Kale-Kohlrabi (Bc2kk) portion of the genome. Overall SNP density on non-TO-
1000 portion of the pangenome was lower than on the TO1000 chromosomes. The lower SNP 
density on the non-TO1000 portion of the pangenome could be explained by three factors: 1. 
fact that TO1000 portion of the pangenome contains the entire core part of the pangenome, so 
more lines can contribute SNPs, 2. low N50 of the newly assembled contigs would result in 
reads failing to map in proper pairs, and therefore no SNPs could be discovered. 3. some of the 
regions would be so divergent that reads would fail to map resulting in no SNPs discovered. 
The TO1000 portion of the pangenome contains the entire core portion of the pangenome, 
which is present in all lines as a result all ten lines contribute potential SNPs. The non-TO1000 
portion of the pangenome is variable. It is only present in some lines and absent in the others. 
As a result, fewer lines contribute potential SNPs, which may result in a smaller number of 
SNPs discovered. The SNP density is negatively correlated with the order of addition to the 
pangenome. The sequence which originated from lines added later in the pangenome assembly 
had lower SNP density. Alternatively, the lower N50 and higher fragmentation of the non-
TO1000 portion of the pangenome may prevent some read pairs from mapping concordantly 
(especially on the short contigs) and, therefore, interfere with SNP discovery. However, this 
hypothesis was not supported by the findings presented in this chapter. There was no 
correlation (positive or negative) between contig length and SNP density, therefore lack of read 
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mapping in proper pairs in unlikely to interfere with SNP discovery. Finally, it was suggested 
that some portions of the pangenome may be very highly polymorphic (too diverged for reads 
to map), which again may result in lack of reads mapping and resulting in no SNPs discovered 
in that region (Li et al., 2014). 
It was previously noted that the variable genes have a higher proportion of SNPs in overall, 
and a higher evolutionary rate (Li et al., 2014). Here a higher SNPs density in core genes was 
observed. However, when the SNP density was adjusted for the number of instances of a gene, 
higher SNP density in variable genes was observed. A higher proportion of non-synonymous 
SNPs was found in the variable genes supporting higher evolutionary rate of variable genes (Li 
et al., 2014).  
The PCA results and phylogenetic tree identify B. macrocarpa as more distant to any of the B. 
oleracea lines than they are to each other, which is consistent with it being a wild C genome 
species (Song et al., 1990). Ca1 and Ca2 (both cabbages) are identified as closely related. Also, 
Cau1 and Cau2 (both cauliflowers) appear closely related. The phylogenetic tree was 
constructed using maximum likelihood based phylogeny. The maximum likelihood based 
phylogeny reconstruction is considered to be one of the most accurate (Holder and Lewis, 2003; 
Stamatakis et al., 2005) and superior to more simplistic approaches like neighbour joining (NJ), 
parsimony and minimum evolution (ME) method (Holder and Lewis, 2003). In ML the 
hypothesis is evaluated based on its ability to predict the observed data. Multiple trees are 
constructed and the tree that has the highest probability (maximum likelihood) of producing 
the sequences observed is chosen. In order to select the most suitable tree, the probability of 
data given a tree has to be calculated. Principal components analysis aims to uncover the 
underlying structure of the data. The principal components signify the directions along which 
there is the most variance, where the data is most spread. A multidimensional data set can be 
deconstructed into pairs of eigenvectors and eigenvalues, where every eigenvector has 
corresponding eigenvalue. The eigenvector is a direction and the eigenvalue is a measure of 
variance in a given direction (Dallas, 2013). In case of PCA on SNP data, a covariance matrix 
between samples is calculated and the data is reduced into a limited number of dimensions, 
aiming to capture as much variability as possible. These correspond to the top eigenvectors of 
the covariance matrix (Patterson et al., 2006; Price et al., 2006). One of the challenges of PCA 
analysis is assigning meaningful interpretation of the top eigenvectors. In case of human 
European population, they have been shown to correspond to the North-South and West-East 
axes of migration (Lao et al., 2008; Novembre et al., 2008). Similarly a study of accessions in 
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Arabidopsis showed that first principal component (PC1) corresponds roughly to West-East 
gradient (Cao et al., 2011). In this study few accessions of cultivated lines were used which 
make geographical interpretation of the results difficult, however PC1 does align with the 
North-South axis which could correspond to the potential origin of B. oleracea (Southern Italy 
for broccoli and cauliflower), the lowlands for Brussels sprout and North-Western Europe for 
cabbage (Maggioni et al., 2010; Smith and King, 2000). Additionally the PCA analysis seems 
to reflect the breeding history of TO1000, which has been derived from inter-crossing between 
multiple stocks of tropical cauliflower (cultivars Tropical Days, Exhibition, Snow Queen), and 
Chinese kale, with selection for early flowering, followed by double haploidy. The PCA results 
suggest that TO1000 is closest to the cauliflower lines (Cau1 and Cau2) with respect to PC1 
and closest to kale with respect to PC2, suggesting its close relationship with both cauliflower 
and kale, which is consistent with its pedigree. 
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5 Summary and outlook 
The thesis presented describes construction and analysis of the B. oleracea pangenome. It’s a 
first pangenomic study in Brassica oleracea and one of few available for plant species. The 
thesis also presents a new pangenome assembly, annotation and analysis pipeline developed 
for the purpose of this study. The pangenome study presented could be modified/improved in 
a number of ways. 
5.1 Possible methodological modifications 
5.1.1 Pangenome assembly and contig placement 
A similar approach to the one presented in Chapter 2 was utilized in rice (Yao et al., 2015) and 
maize (Hirsch et al., 2014). In both cases reads which did not map to the reference sequence 
were collected and assembled. 
In those pipelines several additional steps were implemented. For example, in maize, after the 
reads were assembled the predicted transcripts were aligned back to the reference genome and 
transcripts that aligned exceeding 85% coverage and identity thresholds were removed from 
the analysis (Hirsch et al., 2014). In the rice pangenome study the newly assembled contigs 
were compared to the reference, but only to estimate the percentage of contigs, which aligned 
with high similarity, the contigs, which aligned to the reference were not removed from the 
analysis (Yao et al., 2015). Additional k-mer analysis was proposed to demonstrate variable 
nature of newly assembled contigs. K-mer analysis can be used to show that the k-mers found 
in the contigs are absent from the reference genome (Yao et al., 2015). 
A different contig placement strategy can be used. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) can be used to 
place contigs along the reference genome (Hirsch et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2015; Yao et al., 2015). 
LD was used to identify positions in the genome which are tightly linked to contigs. The 
positions in the genome were considered putative placement locations for the contigs. The 
drawback of LD mapping of contigs is that it is only useful for contigs which harbour at least 
one SNP. Therefore a combination of mapping using paired end data (as presented in Chapter 
2) and LD may be preferred. 
5.1.2 Pangenome annotation 
Pangenome annotation was performed using UniGenes and protein sequences from public 
databases. The annotations could be improved with addition of RNASeq data from the lines 
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used in the analysis. Additionally, further efforts to detect transposable element (TE) related 
genes can be undertaken. The two methods used in the analysis were: masking of TE-related 
genes against a TE-related proteins database distributed with MAKER2 and hidden Markov 
models (HMM) based search against known TE-related domains. Additional levels could be 
added. For example, a B. oleracea specific TE database could be built using RepeatModeler 
(http://www.repeatmasker.org/RepeatModeler.html). RepeatModeler is a package used for de 
novo repeat identification and modelling. It uses self-alignment of genomic sequence to 
identify repeats. Also, cues from methylation patterns can be used to detect TEs. Methylation-
based silencing of TE elements is prevalent it eukaryotic genomes (Slotkin and Martienssen, 
2007). One of the known mechanisms of methylation is RNA-directed DNA methylation 
(RdDM). In RdDM short RNAs are transcribed and direct DNA methylation machinery to loci 
with sequence homology (Matzke et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2013). Therefore, DNA sequences 
(including TE elements) with homology to short RNAs are possible methylation targets. 
Sequence similarity with short RNAs can be used to detect TE elements which were not 
recognized by other methods. 
5.1.3 Use of RNASeq data to confirm expression of PAV genes 
Expression data can be used to confirm if the PAV genes are expressed in the lines in which 
they are present. The results, however, may not be straightforward as the genes are not 
constitutively and ubiquitously expressed so RNASeq experiments may miss some genes. It is 
also possible that some of the genes which are present in the core genome and are not in fact 
expressed in all the lines. A recent study explored expression presence/absence variants 
(ePAVs), which could be due to not only genomic structural variation but also variation in 
regulatory genetic and epigenetic elements (Jin et al., 2016). The study suggested that ~35% 
of maize genes display expression polymorphism. Furthermore, a very small proportion of 
ePAVs coincided with genomic PAVs. Studies of both genomic and expression PAVs should 
be performed. 
5.2 Additional analysis that could be performed 
Resistance genes display presence/absence variation. This phenotypic variation could be linked 
to disease resistance and susceptibility phenotypes. The analysis also suggest presence/absence 
of drought tolerance related genes. Again presence of phenotypic information could be used in 
association studies. 
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Genome wide association (GWAS) is a standard tool for discovering associations between 
genotype and phenotype variation. However, if a single reference sequence is used the GWAS 
study is restricted to the genes found in the reference and important association may be missed. 
Such an effect of using a single reference sequence has been observed in rice where important 
genes including: grain size (GW5), submergence tolerance (Sub1a) and disease resistance 
(Pikm1) are missing from the reference (Yao et al., 2015). 
5.3 Choice of pangenome assembly strategy in future projects 
When short insert paired end reads and long insert mate pair data is available it may be 
beneficial to perform de novo assembly and whole genome alignments. Where multiple full 
genome assemblies are compared the usual strategy involves individual assembly and 
annotation of each of the genomes followed by comparison of genes sets using either orthology 
detection or whole genome alignments. The two issues that arise are the accuracy of genome 
alignment and individual annotation. The same annotation pipeline can be used to perform 
uniform annotation across all genomes and reduce potential biases, however even using the 
same pipelines differences in annotation may persist.  
In cases where only short paired end data are available it appears to be more beneficial to use 
iterative mapping and assembly, rather than perform whole genome alignments of draft 
genomes composed of hundreds of thousands of contigs. One of the drawbacks of iterative 
assembly is the high number of incomplete gene models, which could be due to fragmentation 
of the assembly of the unmapped reads. It is also possible that a gene has a disrupted open 
reading frame in the line it was incorporated from but could be intact in others. 
The choice of pangenome assembly strategies in the future is likely to be transformed by the 
development of third generation sequencing platforms. Recently, a new assembly of human 
DNA sequence using TGS was announced, which was markedly better even when compared 
to the BAC by BAC approaches (Pendleton et al., 2015). The assembly was performed using a 
combination of SMRT reads and NanoChannel Array (Irys System) genome map. 
Improvements in algorithm development allowed assembly of A. thaliana genome using single 
molecule sequencing (Berlin et al., 2015).  
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5.4 The future of pangenome studies 
One of the main challenges for pangenomic studies is the availability of complete, well 
annotated genome sequences. Whole genome alignments of fragmented genomes are very 
difficult. Structural variants such as inversions and trans-locations can be missed. The main 
limitation in delivery of near complete, contiguous genome sequences is the short length of 
sequencing reads which renders assembly of repetitive regions difficult or impossible, resulting 
in large repetitive genomes being highly fragmented. New technologies including single 
molecule sequencing, promise reads hundreds of times longer, however to date the reads suffer 
from low accuracy (Clarke et al., 2009; Eid et al., 2009; Koren and Phillippy, 2015; Quick et 
al., 2014). The development of new algorithms which enable assembly of long reads, promise 
delivery of high quality genomes (Berlin et al., 2015) which will fuel further pangenomic 
studies. The development of more accurate genome annotation tools is underway combining 
ab intio and evidence based gene predictions (Cantarel et al., 2008; Holt and Yandell, 2011), 
which results in higher quality annotations. Development of new pangenome analysis tools 
which are tailored for analysis of organisms with tens of thousands of genes are also necessary. 
These should enable fast and accurate detection of orthologous genes from closely related 
organisms, pangenome profiling, phylogenetic analysis and dynamic visualisation which will 
enable pangenome exploration. Successful integration of functional and phenotypic 
information is crucial to pangenomic studies. Only accurate functional information will 
produce a link between the pangenome and the trait diversity observed. The development of 
tools which allow quality functional annotation for non-model species will allow the science 
community to take full advantage of growing number of pangenomic studies. 
Storage and presentation of the results of pangenomic studies is also a challenge. Databases 
need to be able to incorporate a range of information related to the pangenome including SNPs, 
indels, non-coding RNAs and transposable elements. The integration of genomic and gene 
expression data will also be necessary, linking the core genome, variable genome and the 
expression levels. One of the challenges regarding storage and presentation of variants is 
developing an appropriate coordinate system. For example, a SuperGenome has been proposed 
which is a combination of a multiple sequence alignment and an additional common coordinate 
system (Herbig et al., 2012). Further development of databases for pangenomes will provide 
easier access to data.  
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The analysis of the pangenome rather than a single reference avoids single sample bias and 
ensures that the genomic diversity within a species is fully represented, so future studies are 
likely to focus on pangenomes rather than single genomes. 
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Appendix 1 
Simulation of pangenome assembly using different orders of samples and estimation of hybrid 
contig prevalence. 
Methods 
Simulation of different assembly order 
Simulations were performed in order to predict the outcome of pangenome assembly using 
different order of lines. The following steps were performed: 
1. Short non-overlapping insertion sequences were generated by taking substrings (length 
300, 500, 1,000, 2,000, 5,000, 10,000) of different sections of TO1000 chromosome C2 
(Table S1). The positions of substring start were generated by python random.sample(). 
Substrings of each length came from different sections of chromosome C2 to simplify 
implementation. Substrings with N content >10% were removed. 
2. Files with all the substrings were combined and shuffled using python 
random.shuffle(). 
3. Insertion positions in TO1000 chromosome C1 (spaced at least 1000 bp apart) were 
generated by using python random.sample(). 
4. Insertion positions were assigned to substrings using the following order: first substring 
after shuffle – first position in C1 generated by random.sample(),second substring after 
shuffle – second position in C1 generated by random.sample(), and so on. 
5. Subsets of insertions were assigned into four hypothetical lines (A, B, C, D). 
6. New chromosome C1 was generated for each line by inserting the assigned subset of 
insertions into TO1000 chromosome C1. 
7. Short reads from each of the new chromosomes were simulated using ART v2.3.7 
(Huang et al., 2012) (50x coverage) 
8. The iterative mapping and assembly procedure described in Chapter 2 was followed 
but using three different orders: ABCD, DCBA, DACB 
Assessment of the resulting assemblies with regard to different order of lines used in the 
assembly 
The three assemblies ABCD, DCBA, DACB were evaluated with regard to total assembly 
length, N50 and the number of contigs matching simulated inserts. The contigs were 
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compared with the simulated insertions using BLAST+ 2.2.30 (blastn -task megablast -
evalue 1e-5 -outfmt 6 -max_target_seqs 1) 
Assessment of level of hybrid contig formation 
One of the assemblies (ABCD) was chosen in order to assess the level of hybrid contig 
formation. The set of simulated insertions was compared with the assembled contigs using 
BLAST+ v2.2.30 (blastn -task megablast -evalue 1e-5 -outfmt 6 -max_target_seqs 1). 
Tabular output was customized in order to output total coverage of query by subject 
(qcovs).The output was then sorted by 1. subject sequence (keeping hits to the same subject 
together) and 2. percent identity (putting hit with highest percent identity first). Only the 
first HSP was kept (although -max_target_seqs 1 was used multiple HSPs for the same 
subject sequence can be present). Finally, HSPs with less than 98% identity were removed. 
The result were manually inspected for contigs which had non-overlapping hits to different 
simulated insertions. The matches had to be at least 100 bp long (1/3 of the shortest 
simulated insertion). 
Results  
In total, after the removal of insertions with high N content, 10,007 simulated insertions 
were kept. The summary of the simulated insertions is presented in Table S1. 
Table S1. Summary of insertions generated. 






after removal N 
>10% 
300 5-9 4,500 3,941 
500 13-17 3,500 2,965 
1,000 20-25 2,500 2,099 
2,000 27-33 1,000 810 
5,000 38-45 240 186 
10,000 48-50 10 6 
  
Comparison of assemblies performed in different order 
The insertions were distributed among the A, B, C, D lines to simulate different levels of 
relatedness (C and D lines being most closely related followed by A and B). The 
distribution of insertions is presented in Figure S1. 
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Figure S1. Insertions shared by different genotypes: A, B. C, D. 
For all the assemblies number of contigs, N50 and total assembly size were very similar (Table 
S2). All three assemblies recovered almost the same subset of insertions (Figure S2). Taken 
together those results suggest that there is no real difference between the assemblies using 
different order of lines. 
Table S2. Summary of assembly statistics for assemblies in three different orders. 
 Simulated 
insertions 
ABCD DCBA DACB 
No of contigs 10,007 4,911 4,920 4,911 
N50 1,000 1,192 1,203 1,202 
Total sequence length 7,373,800 5,044,234 5,060,718 5,050,401 
% of contigs with blast hits 
against insertions 
N/A 99.9% 99.9% 99.9% 
Mean % of insertion covered 
by assembled contig 
N/A 93% 93% 93% 
Median % of insertion 
covered by assembled contig 
N/A 100% 100% 100% 
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Mean length of insertion 
present in the assembly 
N/A 959 962 962 
Mean length of insertion 
absent in the assembly 
N/A 537 535 535 
 
 
Figure S2. Number of recovered insertions shared by the assemblies. 
Estimation of hybrid contig level. 
Comparison of simulated insertions against assembled contigs from the ABCD assembly 
suggested that 2.25% of contigs (106 out of 4,719) were potential hybrids. The mean length of 
insertion within a hybrid contig was 776.9 (median 500) and within non-hybrid contig was 
937.4 (median 500).  
Huang, W., Li, L., Myers, J.R. and Marth, G.T. (2012) ART: a next-generation sequencing 
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Manuscript which presents B. oleracea pangenome assembly and analysis and has been 
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Brassica oleracea is an agronomically important species encompassing many popular crops 
including cabbages, cauliflower, broccoli, Brussels sprout, kohlrabi and kale. Brassica crops 
display remarkable morphological diversity, and are grown for their inflorescences, axillary 
buds, leaves and stems. While two reference genomes of B. oleracea are available1,2, a 
reference sequence cannot capture the entire gene content of a species owing to presence 
absence variants (PAV) and copy number variants (CNV)3-14. Here we describe the 
construction and analysis of a B. oleracea pangenome using nine morphologically diverse B. 
oleracea varieties and a wild relative – Brassica macrocarpa. The pangenome comprises 
59,508 genes, 16% of which demonstrate PAV in the varieties analysed. Many of the PAVs 
observed are related to agronomic and other important traits including disease resistance, 
flowering time, glucosinolate metabolism, and vitamin biosynthesis, suggesting that PAVs 
may be important for the breeding of improved Brassica crops. 
The Brassica C pangenome was built using an iterative mapping and assembly approach, 
anchored by the publicly available genome of rapid cycling line TO10002 and including 
additional sequences from nine other lines (eight cultivated lines and one wild type – B. 
macrocarpa, Supplementary Table 1 and 2). The assembled pangenome is 583 Mbp in size and 
contains 64,422 gene models, compared with the TO1000 assembly of 488 Mbp and 59,225 
gene models (including 54,458 confident non-TE genes used in the analysis, Supplementary 
Table 3 and 4); and the 535 Mbp assembly and 45,758 gene models reported for B. oleracea 
var capitata (cabbage)1,2. Among the contigs contributed by nine additional lines, 32% could 
be placed along the nine TO1000 chromosomes using paired read sequence information (Figure 
1). In total, 59,508 confident, non-TE gene models were identified (Supplementary Table 3) 
and these were used for further analysis.  
The majority (83.6%, 49,757) of the pangenome is composed of core genes present in all lines, 
while 16.4 % (9,751) of the genes are variable, with 1.8% (1,053) present in one line only 
(Supplementary Fig. 3). Modelling of pangenome expansion (Figure 2) suggests a closed 
(restricted) pangenome with a finite number of genes (orthologous gene clusters), consistent 
with pangenome analyses in maize4 and soybean5. Pangenome size expands with each added 
line up to 59,508 genes (34,248 gene families), and extrapolation of pangenome size leads to a 
predicted pangenome of 61,198 ± 394 genes (35,462 ± 250 gene families) (Figure 2). The size 
of the core genome diminishes with every added line to 49,757 genes (28,486 gene families) 
with a predicted core genome size of 49,676 ± 96 genes (28,489 ± 51 gene families). Variable 
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genes were shorter than core genes, with fewer exons per gene (Supplementary Table 4), 
consistent with previous reports concerning genes displaying PAV6,15.  
In total, 4,702,381 SNPs were identified in the pangenome with an overall SNP density of 8.06 
SNPs/Kbp (Supplementary Table 5, Supplementary Fig. 1). Private SNP abundance varied 
between B. macrocarpa (1,268,747) and Cauliflower2 (71,215). There was greater SNP density 
within the coding regions of core genes (9.68 SNP/Kbp) than variable genes (5.45 SNP/Kbp). 
However, when SNP density was adjusted for the number of instances of a gene, the variable 
genes had higher SNP density (12.18 SNP/Kbp) (Figure 3c). Core genes have a greater 
proportion of synonymous SNPs and a lower proportion of nonsynonymous and nonsense 
SNPs than variable genes (Figure 3d and 3e). 
A phylogenetic tree of relationships between the 10 Brassica genotypes was built using 
RaXML (Figure 4). Overall, 3,961 (40.6%) gene presence absence (PA) variants were 
consistent with the phylogenetic estimates of relationships and may represent lineage specific 
gene loss and gain events. The largest number of uniquely present and absent genes was found 
in B. macrocarpa which reflects its greater evolutionary distance from the other samples16, 
while the line with the second greatest number of uniquely absent genes was the TO1000 rapid 
cycling line.  
Functional analysis of variable genes suggests enrichment of genes and gene families involved 
in disease resistance, defence response, water homeostasis, amino acid phosphorylation, signal 
transduction and terpenoid cyclization (Figure 5, Supplementary Tables 6 and 7). PAV among 
defence response (biotic stress) genes has been observed in several plant species5,8,17,18. The 
PA of resistance genes could partially be due to their overlapping roles and large number 
following recent genome triplication in B. oleracea1,19-21, however the presence of pathogens 
is also likely to impact gene retention due to strong selection for corresponding resistance 
genes. In total, 441 resistance genes were identified (Supplementary Table 8), including 250 
core and 191 variable genes (Figure 4b). 
Functional annotation of lineage specific gene gains and losses highlights genes involved in 
biotic and abiotic stress responses (Supplementary Tables 9 and 10). These may reflect the 
evolution or breeding for of adaptive traits. For example, the rapid cycler TO1000, which has 
a shorter vegetative period, has two uniquely present genes associated with seed dormancy. 
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Whole genome triplication (WGT) contributed to expansion of gene families involved in auxin 
functioning (AUX, IAA, GH3, PIN, SAUR, TIR, TPL and YUCCA), and morphology 
specification (TCP), and duplicated genes may contribute to the extraordinary morphological 
variation in Brassica species1. As PAV among those genes may also be a contributing factor, 
the homologues of auxin related genes and TCP were assessed. PAV within auxin related genes 
but not TCP was detected (Supplementary Table 11). 
B. oleracea grows in a range of climatic zones and latitudes, and different cultivars have been 
selected for flowering time and maturity. A total of 676 B. oleracea homologues of 367 A. 
thaliana genes which are known to be involved in flowering time control were investigated. In 
total there were 21 variable genes predicted to be involved in flowering, with TO1000 
demonstrating the greatest absence of flowering time genes (Supplementary Table 12). A 
similar observation was made in B. rapa, where a rapid cycler was also missing several 
flowering time related genes3. The genes identified include orthologues of genes encoding: 
MADS affecting flowering 5 (MAF5), Sepallata 2 (SEP2), actin related protein 4 (ARP4), GA 
insensitive dwarf1B (GID1B), flowering promoting factor 1 like (FPF1-like), far red elongated 
hypocotyl 1 (FHY1), ent-kaurene synthase (GA2), ent-kaurene oxidase 1 (GA3) and B-box 
domain protein (CO). Four paralogues of the flowering locus C (FLC) gene, a key regulator of 
vernalisation and flowering time regulation, have previously been identified in B. oleracea22. 
These four were identified in all lines examined and two additional candidate FLC genes were 
discovered; one present in all lines except TO1000 and the other present only in B. macrocarpa 
and Cauliflower1. 
The number of variable genes involved in biosynthesis and breakdown of secondary 
metabolites (glucosinolates, carotenoids, ascorbate, tocopherol and anthocyanin) was assessed 
(Supplementary Table 13 and 14). Out of the 199 genes predicted to be involved in 
glucosinolate biosynthesis and breakdown, 12 were variable. The variable genes included 
orthologues of genes involved in core structure formation (UDP-glycosylase 74 E2 and F2 
(UGT74E2/F2), cytochrome P450 79A2 (CYP79A2), C-S lyase (SUR1) and 
desulfoglucosinolate sulfotransferase (SOT18)) and side chain modification (2-oxoglutarate-
dependent dioxygenase (AOP2)). Comparison of glucosinolates between Brassicas suggest 
significant variation in glucosinolate types and abundance23. Our analysis suggests that gene 
PAV may be a contributing factor to the diversity observed, which is consistent with reports in 
Arabidopsis and other Brassica relatives that have shown how gene duplications contribute to 
glucosinolate pathway diversification22,24-26. Two of the genes involved in ascorbate 
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biosynthesis were variable (orthologues of L-galactose dehydrogenase), however none of the 
genes involved in carotenoid, tocopherol and anthocyanin biosynthesis were variable. 
The observation that nearly 16.4% of the pangenome is composed of variable genes has 
implications for breeding. It is commonly recognised that different Brassica crop types have 
a restricted set of alleles compared to the wider species genepool, and here we show that 
some of this variation can be attributed to PAV. Performing wider crosses between crop types 
will give access to additional genes not present in a particular Brassica crop type. In addition, 
PAV may also contribute to the phenomenon of heterosis in F1 hybrids, since the presence of 
additional genes, even in heterozygous state, may give rise to higher vigour. Lastly, the 
finding that B. macrocarpa possesses the largest number of uniquely present genes suggests 
that Brassica wild relatives represent a significant source of new genes that were lost during 
domestication. 
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Figure 1. SNP density, pangenome contig placement on TO1000 chromosomes, and variable 
gene density. Each chromosome is represented by three tracks, which from the top correspond 
to: 1. SNP density (black line) – each chromosome was split into 500 Kbp bins, the number of 
SNPs in bins is plotted as a function of bin position, 2. Pangenome contig placement on 
TO1000 chromosomes (coloured rectangle) – contigs originating from each step of pangenome 
construction were placed along the chromosomes and colour coded according to the line, 3. 
Variable gene density (burgundy line) –the number of variable genes in each 500 Kbp bin is 
divided by the total number of genes. 
Figure 2. Model describing the sizes of core and pangenome with every genome added using 
all genes (a) and orthologous gene clusters (b). 
Figure 3. Core and variable gene properties, SNP density and difference between core and 
variable genes with respect to synonymous SNPs, non-synonymous SNPs and non-sense SNPs. 
Variable genes are on average shorter (a) with fewer exons (b) and lower SNP density. After 
correction for the number of instances of a gene, coding mean SNP density (Norm CD) of 
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variable genes is higher than core genes, but the ranks of core genes are higher (U-test). When 
genes with at least one coding SNP are considered (Norm(>0) CD), variable genes also have 
higher mean SNP density and the ranks of variable genes are higher (U-test) (c). There is a 
difference in the number of SNPs between core and variable genes within all three groups Syn 
(synonymous), Nonsyn (non-synonymous), Nonsen (non-sense) (d). Nonsyn/Syn ratio for core 
and variable genes (e). Bars correspond to means. Error bars correspond to s.d. * - p < 0.001, 
U-test. The total number of genes considered n=59,508 (core: n=49,757, variable: n=9,751) 
Figure 4. Phylogenetic tree presenting relationships between the 10 varieties. The number of 
PA genes were placed on the phylogenetic tree, so that the branch leading to a node was labelled 
with the genes uniquely present and absent in all lines below the node. Genes absent are shown 
in blue and genes present in green (a). Neighbour joining tree of all identified R genes, core 
genes are shown in green and variable genes in blue (b). 
Figure 5. Significantly enriched GO terms among variable genes using all pangenome genes 
as a background. Font size is proportional to –log(p). 
Methods 
Pangenome assembly 
Sequence data is listed in Supplementary Table 1. The pangenome was assembled using an 
iterative mapping and assembly approach. The publicly available reference sequence for a 
Chinese kale rapid cycling line (TO1000)2 was used as a reference for pangenome construction. 
The procedure involved three main steps: mapping of the reads to the reference sequence, 
assembly of the unmapped reads and production of a new reference sequence by updating the 
old one with the newly assembled contigs. The mapping and assembly of varieties with high 
coverage (>70x) was performed first in the following (unsystematic) order: Cabbage1, 
Macrocarpa, Cauliflower1, Cabbage2, Broccoli. The unmapped reads from four low coverage 
(<30x) varieties (Brussel, Cauliflower2, Kale, Kohlrabi) were combined before assembly as 
coverage of <30x is generally considered insufficient for assembly. However, combining the 
unmapped reads from the four low coverage varieties helps assembling regions which they 
have in common. Mapping was performed using Bowtie227 v2.2.5 (--end-to-end --sensitive -I 
0 -X 1000) and assembly was performed using MaSuRCA28 v3.1.3. The TO1000 genome and 
the newly assembled contigs together constituted the pangenome. Mitochondrial 
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(NC_016118.1) and chloroplast (NC_015139.1) genomes were included in the mappings 
(added to the TO1000 genome sequence) to eliminate potential plastid contamination. 
Bacterial contamination 
BLAST29 v2.2.30 against NCBI nt database (20.08.2015) was used to remove potential 
contamination. Contigs which had best hits not against green plants were tagged as 
contamination. Contaminant contigs were included in all the mappings but not included in the 
analysis.  
Adapter contamination 
MaSuRCA performs removal of contamination as a part of its pre-processing error correction 
pipeline. Additionally, the newly assembled contigs were compared against a collection of 
Illumina adapters (the adapters were obtained from two sources: adapter database distributed 
with Trimmomatic and adapter database obtained from https://github.com/csf-
ngs/fastqc/blob/master/Contaminants/contaminant_list.txt). BLAST v2.2.30 search was 
performed using parameters recommended by NCBI (blastn -task blastn -reward 1 -penalty -5 
-gapopen 3 -gapextend 3 -dust yes -soft_masking true -evalue 700 -searchsp 
1750000000000). In total 1,281 contigs had sequences with similarity to adapters – 1,060 
(1.1%) were at the end of contigs and 221 (0.2%) within contigs. The adapters at the ends of 
contigs were removed and internal to contigs were masked with Ns. 
Alignment of the newly assembled contigs to the pangenome 
The newly assembled contigs from each stage of the assembly were aligned to the portion of 
the pangenome which served as a reference at this stage using LASTZ v1.02.00 (--notransition 
--chain --ambiguous=n --identity=93 --coverage=90 --continuity=95). The sequence identity 
cut-off was estimated based on B. rapa and B. oleracea divergence. B. rapa and B. oleracea 
chromosomes 1 were aligned using LASTZ v1.02.00 (--chain --ambiguous=n, genic regions 
were masked on both chromosomes). The percent identity cut-off value was calculated as 
follows (estimated B. oleracea wild species divergence time)*(1st quartile B. rapa-B .oleracea 
percent identity)/(estimated B .rapa-B .oleracea divergence time). The B. oleracea wild species 
divergence time used was 1.44 MYA30. The B. rapa-B. oleracea divergence time used was 
2.54 MYA30. The coverage cut-off used was 90%.  
Pangenome annotation 
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Newly assembled contigs equal or greater than 1000 bp in length were annotated using Maker2 
31 v 2.31.3. De novo gene prediction used SNAP and Augustus32, the EST evidence was based 
on B. oleracea genes downloaded from UniGene 
(ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/repository/UniGene/Brassica_oleracea/Bol.seq.uniq.gz) and 95k 
ESTs (http://brassica.nbi.ac.uk/array_info.html), while protein evidence was based on 
Brassicaceae proteins downloaded from RefSeq. Genes were masked against 
‘te_proteins.fasta’ in the Maker package. 
TE-related genes were detected using Hmmsearch33 v3.1b2 (trusted cut-off) using 137 
identified TE related domains34. 
R genes were identified using Hmmsearch v3.1b2 (trusted cut-off). Genes which contained 
PF00931 domain were considered to be R genes. Neighbour joining tree was drawn using 
QuickTree34 v1.1. 
Placement of newly assembled contigs along TO1000 chromosomes 
The newly assembled contigs greater than 200 bp in length were placed along the TO1000 
chromosomes using paired end (PE) read information. Reads from the nine varieties 
(Cabbage1, Macrocarpa, Cauliflower1, Cabbage2, Broccoli, Brussel, Cauliflower2, Kale, 
Kohlrabi) were mapped to the pangenome (TO1000 genome and the newly assembled contigs) 
using bowtie2 v2.2.5 (--end-to-end --sensitive -I 0 -X 1000). Duplicates were marked using 
Picard tools v1.140 MarkDuplicates. Each of the mappings was processed separately looking 
only at contigs that originated from a given line. Reads mapping to the first and last 300 bp of 
each newly assembled contig, that had mates mapping to a different chromosome/contig, were 
extracted using Samtools35 v1.2. Only reads fulfilling the following criteria were extracted: 
MAPQ >= 10 (-q 10), not mapped in proper pairs (-F 2), not unmapped (-F 4), mate not 
unmapped (-F 8), not duplicate (-F 1024). All the extracted reads were inspected for the 
mapping position of the mate. If mates of 80% or more of the inspected reads from one end of 
a contig mapped to a single contig/chromosome and the mapping positions of mates (leftmost 
mapping coordinate) did not span more than 1000 bp, this end of the newly assembled contig 
was placed on the contig/chromosome and assigned a position equal to the median of mates 
leftmost mapping coordinates. If both ends of a newly assembled contig were placed on a single 
chromosome/contig, a lower placement coordinate was assigned. In case of conflicts no 
placement was made. Each placement had to be supported by at least 10 reads.  
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Gene presence/absence variation discovery 
Gene presence/absence variation was characterised using the SGSGeneLoss package36. Reads 
from the ten lines were mapped to the pangenome using bowtie2 v2.2.5 (--end-to-end --
sensitive -I 0 -X 1000). All reads from lines with coverage <30x were used and the reads from 
lines with coverage >30x were sub-setted to ~25x using seqtk v1.0. Only reads mapping in 
proper pairs were retained. SGSGeneLoss utilizes a depth-of-coverage calculation across all 
exons of the gene and calls gene absence when the horizontal coverage across exons (total 
number of exon bases covered by reads) of the gene was less than 5%. Only genes which were 
annotated on contigs with a length equal or greater than 1000 bp were used in this analysis. 
Gene was considered core if it was present in all lines and variable if it was absent in at least 
one line. 
Gene clustering  
Genes were clustered using OrthoMCL37 v2.09 (default parameters). B. oleracea pangenome 
genes were clustered with A. thaliana genes 38 (TAIR 10), and gene families were divided into 
core and variable. A gene family was considered to be core if at least one gene in the family 
was present in all the varieties. The gene family was considered variable if the whole gene 
family was missing from at least one line. 
Pangenome modelling 
Curves describing pangenome size, core genome size and new gene number for both individual 
genes and genes families were fitted in R using the nls() function, (nonlinear least squares) 
from package stats. Points used in regression corresponded to all the possible combinations of 
genomes. The combinations of genomes were obtained according to the following formula: 
10!/(n!(10-n)!), n=[1,10], and the pangenome size was modelled using the power law 
regression: y=AxB + C39-41. The core genome size was modelled using exponential regression 
y= AeBx + C. The modelling was performed for all genes and orthologous genes clusters.  
SNP discovery  
Mappings used for contig placement were also used for SNP discovery. Duplicates were 
marked using MarkDuplicates from Picard tools v1.140. SNPs were discovered using 
Platypus42 v 0.7.9.1 (--minMapQual=30 --minBaseQual=20). The SNP discovery model was 
diploid. The samples used were double haploids or highly inbred. Although a low percentage 
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of SNPs are expected to be heterozygous, the vast majority of the SNPs are expected to be 
homozygous. Heterozygous SNPs were considered potential artefacts and removed. SNPs were 
categorized as coding, synonymous, nonsynonymous and nonsense using R package 
VariantAnnotation43 v1.13.46. 
Comparison of core and variable genes 
Core and variable genes were compared with respect to gene length, exon number, coding SNP 
density, synonymous, non-synonymous, non-sense SNP numbers and non-
synonymous/synonymous SNP ratio. All the pangenome genes were split into two groups 
corresponding to core and variable genes. The data did not meet parametric test assumptions 
and the groups were compared using Mann-Whitney U-test as implemented in R function 
wilcox.test() (two-tailed test). No assumptions about similarity of shapes of distributions were 
made. 
Phylogenetic analysis 
Phylogenetic trees were constructed using RaXML44 v8.1.22 (-V -m GTRCAT -o Macrocarpa 
-p 12345 -# 20). Bootstrapping was performed using a 100 replicates. 
Placement of genes on the phylogenetic tree 
All the possible combinations of lines were analysed and for each combination lists of genes 
uniquely present and absent in these lines was obtained. For example combination Broccoli-
Cauliflower1-Cauliflower2 will have two corresponding lists of genes: (1) genes found only in 
those three lines; the genes are present in all three lines, but absent in all the others, (2) genes 
absent only in those lines; the genes are absent in all three lines, but present in the others. The 
number of present and absent genes was then placed on the phylogenetic tree, so that the branch 
leading to a node was labelled with all the genes uniquely present and absent in all lines below 
the node. 
GO annotation 
The pangenome was functionally annotated using Blast2GO45 command line v2.5. All the 
pangenome genes were compared with A. thaliana proteins pre-formatted to comply with 
Blast2GO naming requirements 
(ftp://ftp.arabidopsis.org//Sequences/blast_datasets/other_datasets/CURRENT/At_GB_refseq
_prot.gz). Comparisons were made using BLAST v2.2.28. Enrichment was performed using 
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Fisher exact test as implemented in topGO46 package with method ‘elim’ used to adjust for 
multiple comparisons. 
Detection and annotation of clusters significantly enriched in variable genes 
Clusters were constructed using OrthoMCL as described above. Clusters significantly 
enriched in variable genes were identified using Fisher Exact test (p-value < 0.01). Functional 
annotation of clusters was performed by assigning functions of A. thaliana genes to the whole 
cluster. 
Annotation of phylogeny specific variable genes 
Annotation of phylogeny specific variable genes was done by counting the abundance of GO 
terms for genes assigned to each node/branch. 
Pathway annotation 
The pathways involved in glucosinolate, carotenoid, ascorbate, tocopherol and anthocyanin 
biosynthesis and metabolism were identified from the A. thaliana metabolic pathway database 
(ftp://ftp.plantcyc.org/Pathways/Data_dumps/PMN9_September2014/aracyc_pathways.2014
0902, version downloaded on 24.02.2015). The pathways and corresponding genes were 
extracted. Genes associated with flowering time listed in3 were downloaded. All the genes 
belonging to the pathways of interest and the flowering time genes were compared with the 
orthologous gene clusters. B. oleracea genes associated with pathways/processes were 
identified as follows: if a cluster contained an A. thaliana gene belonging to the pathway all 
the B. oleracea genes belonging to this cluster were extracted and assigned to the pathway. The 
four B. oleracea (flowering locus c) FLC paralogs were taken from22. 
Data access: Accession codes: PRJNA301390, PRJNA248388, SRR074124. The assembly, 
corresponding annotation and variants can be obtained from: 
http://www.appliedbioinformatics.com.au/index.php/BOLPangenome and the contigs are 
available for blast under: http://appliedbioinformatics.com.au/gbrowseblast/cgi-bin/index.pl. 
Code availability: Code used for presence/absence calls is available under: 
http://www.appliedbioinformatics.com.au/index.php/SGSGeneLoss. All other scripts are 
available on request. 
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